


FRENCH BRAID
ANNE TYLER

FICTION > GENERAL FICTION

From the beloved best-selling, Pulitzer Prize_winning

author_a funny, joyful, brilliantly perceptive journey deep

into one Baltimore family´s foibles, from a boyfriend with a

red Chevy in the 1950s up to a longed-for reunion with a

grandchild in our pandemic present.

9781524712167 - RANDOM HOUSE USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C FORMAT)

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

17,25€

FRENCH BRAID
ANNE TYLER

FICTION > GENERAL FICTION

The major new novel from the beloved prize-winning

author -- a brilliantly perceptive, painfully true and funny

journey deep into one family's foibles, from the 1950s right

up to the changed world of today

9781784744632 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

17,25€



THE PROMISE
DAMON GALGUT

FICTION > LITERARY FICTION

The Promise charts the crash and burn of a white South

African family, living on a farm outside Pretoria. The Swarts

are gathering for Ma's funeral. The younger generation,

Anton and Amor, detest everything the family stand for -

not least the failed promise to the Black woman who has

worked for them her whole life. After years of service,

Salome was promised her own house, her own land... yet

somehow, as each decade passes, that promise remains

unfulfilled.

9781529113877 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK (B FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

EARLY MORNING RISER
KATHERINE HEINY

FICTION > LITERARY FICTION

'Gorgeous. Very, very funny in a knowing wry way but so

tender, so beautiful. I loved all the characters.' Marian

Keyes. 'Warm, witty, touching - and frequently hilarious.'

David Nicholls, author of Sweet Sorrow. 'You put the book

down and feel glad to be alive.' India Knight, Sunday Times.

Jane easily falls in love with Duncan: he's charming, good-

natured, and handsome.

9780008395131 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€



KLARA AND THE SUN
KAZUO ISHIGURO

FICTION > LITERARY FICTION

From her place in the store, Klara, an Artificial Friend with

outstanding observational qualities, watches carefully the

behaviour of those who come in to browse, and of those who

pass in the street outside. She remains hopeful a customer

will soon choose her, but when the possibility emerges that

her circumstances may change for ever, Klara is warned

not to invest too much in the promises of humans.

9780571364909 - FABER AND FABER LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

LEAN FALL STAND
JON MCGREGOR

FICTION > LITERARY FICTION

Presented in February 2022 folder. The highly anticipated

new novel from the Costa-award winning, twice-Booker-

longlisted author of Reservoir 13.When an Antarctic

research expedition goes wrong, the consequences are far-

reaching - for the men involved and for their families back

home. Robert "Doc" Wright, a veteran of Antarctic field

work, holds the clues to what happened, but he is no longer

able to communicate them. While Anna, his wife, navigates

the sharp contours of her new life as a carer, Robert is

forced to learn a whole new way to be in the world.

9780008204945 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€



THE MAGICIAN
COLM TOIBIN

FICTION > LITERARY FICTION

Booker-nominated Colm Tóibín is at the height of his

powers in this exhilarating novel of the twentieth century.

The Magician tells the story of Thomas Mann, whose life

was filled with great acclaim and contradiction. He would

find himself on the wrong side of history in the First World

War, cheerleading the German army, but have a clear

vision of the future in the second, anticipating the horrors

of Nazism. Through one life, Colm Tóibín tells the

breathtaking story of the twentieth century.

9780241970584 - PENGUIN BOOKS LTD

Format: 240 Pages - PAPERBACK (B FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

BETTER OFF DEAD
ANDREW AND LEE CHILD

FICTION > CRIME, MYSTERY & HORROR

Reacher never backs down from a problem. And he's about

to find a big one, on a deserted Arizona road, where a Jeep

has crashed into the only tree for miles around. Under the

merciless desert sun, nothing is as it seems. Minutes later

Reacher is heading into the nearby border town, a

backwater that has seen better days. Next to him is

Michaela Fenton, an army veteran turned FBI agent, who is

trying to find her twin brother.

9780552177535 - TRANSWORLD PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

10,25€



BETTER OFF DEAD
LEE AND ANDREW CHILD

FICTION > CRIME, MYSTERY & HORROR

Reacher gets off a bus with no particular place to be and

starts walking into a no-name town for a cup of coffee when

a body flies off a bridge in front of him. Was it suicide? A

murder? Reacher can never walk away from an unsolved

mystery_or a fight_and he´s used to taking on the bad guys,

but this time it seems like he´s taking on a whole town.

9780593499115 - RANDOM HOUSE USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A FORMAT)

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

10,25€

RUN ROSE RUN
PARTON AND PATTERSON

FICTION > CRIME, MYSTERY & HORROR

From America´s most beloved superstar and its greatest

storyteller_a thriller about a young singer/songwriter on

the rise and on the run, and determined to do whatever it

takes to survive. Parton will simultaneously release an

album of the same name, consisting of twelve original songs

she was inspired by the book to write, record, and produce.

The novel also includes lyrics to the songs, which are

essential to the story.

9781529135688 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C FORMAT)

Publication Date: 07/03/2022

17,00€



BRIDGERTON: THE
VISCOUNT WHO LOVED ME
(NETFLIX)
JULIA QUINN

FICTION > HISTORICAL FICTION

This time the gossip columnists have it wrong. London´s

most elusive bachelor Anthony Bridgerton hasn´t just

decided to marry_he´s even chosen a wife! The only

obstacle is his intended´s older sister, Kate Sheffield_the

most meddlesome woman ever to grace a London ballroom.

The spirited schemer is driving Anthony mad with her

determination to stop the betrothal, but when he closes his

eyes at night, Kate´s the woman haunting his increasingly

erotic dreams...

9780063236806 - HARPER COLLINS USA

BRIDGERTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A FORMAT)

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

10,50€

BULLET TRAIN
KOTARO ISAKA

FICTION > CRIME, MYSTERY & HORROR

Five killers find themselves on a bullet train from Tokyo

competing for a suitcase full of money. Who will make it to

the last station? An original and propulsive thriller from a

Japanese bestseller.

9781529113396 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

JAPAN

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK (B FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€



BLESS THE DAUGHTER
RAISED BY A VOICE IN HER
HEAD
WARSAN SHIRE

FICTION > POETRY

Poems of migration, womanhood, trauma and resilience

from the award-winning Somali British poet Warsan Shire,

celebrated collaborator on Beyoncé's Lemonade and Black

Is King.

9781784743703 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 80 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

12,25€

BURNING QUESTIONS
MARGARET ATWOOD

NON FICTION > ESSAYS

This brilliant selection of essays - funny, erudite, endlessly

curious, uncannily prescient - seeks answers to Burning

Questions such as: Why do people everywhere, in all

cultures, tell stories? How much of yourself can you give

away without evaporating? How can we live on our planet?

Is it true? And is it fair? What do zombies have to do with

authoritarianism? In over fifty pieces Atwood aims her

prodigious intellect and impish humour at the world, and

reports back to us on what she finds.

9781784744519 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

25,50€



BURNING QUESTIONS
MARGARET ATWOOD

NON FICTION > ESSAYS

In over fifty pieces Atwood aims her prodigious intellect

and impish humor at the world, and reports back to us on

what she finds. The roller-coaster period covered in the

collection brought an end to the end of history, a financial

crash, the rise of Trump and a pandemic. From debt to tech,

the climate crisis to freedom, from when to dispense advice

to the young (answer: only when asked) and how to define

granola, we have no better guide than Atwood to the many

and varied mysteries of our universe.

9780385547482 - RANDOM HOUSE USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

25,50€

THE COMFORT BOOK
MATT HAIG

NON FICTION > PHILOSOPHY

The Comfort Book is a collection of consolations learned in

hard times and suggestions for making the bad days better.

Drawing on maxims, memoir and the inspirational lives of

others, these meditations offer new ways of seeing

ourselves and the world. This is the book to pick up when

you need the wisdom of a friend, the comfort of a hug or a

reminder that hope comes from unexpected places.

9781786898326 - CANONGATE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

15,00€



MY FOURTH TIME WE
DROWNED
SALLY HAYDEN

NON FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

The Western world has turned its back on refugees,

fuelling one of the most devastating humanitarian crises in

history. This book follows the real lives of people from

across Africa, including Eritrea, Somalia, Sudan, Sierra

Leone, and Nigeria. It gives insight into one of the greatest

human rights disasters of our time, while showing why the

suffering is being allowed to continue. In the future, people

will regard this pivotal period with fascination and horror.

Europe´s deliberate funding of the interception and

imprisonment of tens of thousands of men, women and

children seeking safety is a rejection of the global refugee

system.

9780008445584 - HARPER COLLINS

IMMIGRATION EXPERIENCE

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

16,25€

ALL MY RAGE
SABAA TAHIR

CHILDREN > YOUNG ADULT (14+ YEARS)

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Sabaa Tahir

comes a brilliant, unforgettable, and heart-wrenching

contemporary YA novel about family and forgiveness, love

and loss, in a sweeping story that crosses generations and

continents.

9780593524176 - PENGUIN USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

13,25€



TALL BONES
ANNA BAILEY

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

The SUNDAY TIMES TOP TEN

BESTSELLER, a GUARDIAN book of

the month, praised by authors such

as PAULA HAWKINS and JANE

HARPER and chosen by VAL

McDERMID for her prestigious New

Blood Selection;TALL BONES

marks the debut of an exceptional

new talent.

9781529176452 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 352 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

THE HUSBANDS
CHANDLER BAKER

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Recently, Nora has started to feel

that 'having it all' comes with a

price, one her husband doesn't

seem to be paying quite so heavily.

She loves Hayden, but why is it that,

however hard men work, their

wives always seem to work that

little bit harder? When their house-

hunting takes them to an affluent

suburban neighbourhood, Nora's

eyes are opened to a new world.

Here, the wives don't make all the

sacrifices. Here, the husbands can

remember the kids' schedules, and

iron and notice when the house

needs dusting. But when she

becomes involved in a wrongful

death case involving one of the local

residents, Nora begins to suspect

that there's a dark secret at the

heart of this perfect world. One that

some will kill to protect . . .

9780751575187 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

A SINGLE ROSE
MURIEL BARBERY

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Rose has turned 40, but has barely

begun to live. When the Japanese

father she never knew dies and she

finds herself an orphan, she leaves

France for Kyoto to hear the reading

of his will. In the days before Haru´s

last wishes are revealed, his former

assistant, Paul, takes Rose on a tour of

the temples, gardens and eating

places of this unfamiliar city. Initially

a reluctant tourist and awkward guest

in her late father´s home, Rose

gradually comes to discover Haru´s

legacy through the itinerary he set for

her, finding gifts greater than she had

ever imagined.

9781787704145 - EUROPA EDITIONS

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€



CAREERING
DAISY BUCHANAN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Hilarious and unflinchingly honest,

Careering takes a hard look at the

toxic relationship working women

can have with their dream jobs.

9780751580211 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

17,50€

SIXTEEN HORSES
GREG BUCHANAN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Near the dying English seaside town

of Ilmarsh, local police detective

Alec Nichols discovers sixteen

horses´ heads on a farm, each

buried with a single eye facing the

low winter sun. After forensic

veterinarian Cooper Allen travels to

the scene, the investigators soon

uncover evidence of a chain of

crimes in the community _

disappearances, arson and

mutilations _ all culminating in the

reveal of something deadly lurking

in the ground itself.

9781529027181 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

CARELESS
KIRSTY CAPES

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Careless is an upmarket coming-of-

age novel like no other, celebrating

female friendship and the enduring

hope to follow our dreams against all

odds. Bess finds out she's pregnant.

She could tell her social worker

Henry, but he's useless. She should

tell her foster mother, Lisa, but she

won't understand. She really ought to

tell Boy, but she hasn't spoken to him

in weeks. Bess knows more than

anyone that love doesn't come

without conditions. But this isn't a

love story...

9781398700109 - ORION PUBLISHING

GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€



THE VIEW WAS
EXHAUSTING
CLEMENTS AND DATT

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

A bold, swoon-worthy, sexy and

utterly modern debut novel about

truth, fame and privilege - and how

we love now. Whitman 'Win'

Tagore and Leo Milanowski are the

greatest love story of our time.

International movie star meets the

beautiful son of a millionaire. Their

kisses write headlines and their

fights break the internet. Nobody

needs to know it's not real.

9781472271754 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

SPACE HOPPER
HELEN FISHER

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

This is a story about taking a leap of

faith. And believing the

unbelievable. They say those we

love never truly leave us, and I've

found that to be true. But not in the

way you might expect. In fact, none

of this is what you'd expect. I've

been visiting my mother who died

when I was eight. And I'm talking

about flesh and blood, tea-and-

biscuits-on-the-table visiting here.

Right now, you probably think I'm

going mad. Let me explain...

9781471188695 - SIMON AND SCH

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

THE GREAT
AMERICAN
BOOGALOO
PAUL FLOWER

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Embittered Bo 'Big Bruddah' Watts

has assembled a scratch army of gun-

toting militiamen based all over the

US from his woodland bunker in

Michigan. He's angry because he

missed the last uprising which ended

in failure when his now ex-wife Miky

Spike stopped a confrontation at a

Cracker Barrel from turning into a

bloodbath. Bill Hoeksma, former

governor of Michigan, is now

nominally in charge of his late

father's private military empire,

Silver Eagle. But the man really

running the show is octogenarian

Wilbur Tuttle, fresh out of jail after

serving time for the accidental death

of an FBI agent at the hands of Bill

Hoeksma.

9781788423861 - GERALD

DUCKWORTH AND CO LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€



WE ARE ALL
COMPLETELY
BESIDE
OURSELVES
KAREN JOY FOWLER

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Rosemary doesn't talk much, and

about certain things she's silent.

She had a sister, Fern, her

whirlwind other half, who vanished

from her life in circumstances she

wishes she could forget. And it's

been ten years since she last saw

her beloved older brother Lowell.

Now at college, Rosemary starts to

see she can't go forward without

going back to the time when aged

five, she was sent away from home

to her grandparents and returned

to find Fern gone. It was Rosemary's

parents who began all of the trouble

- isn't it always? But, dear reader,

exactly how they did it is a twist

you'll have to discover for yourself.

9781781258392 - PROFILE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

THE ONE
CLAIRE FROST

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

What happens when you lose the

love of your life just three months

after you meet him? Lottie Brown

has finally found The One. Leo is

everything she's ever wanted - he's

handsome, kind, funny and totally

gets her. Three months into their

relationship, Lottie is in love and

happier than ever before. But then

Leo tragically dies, and Lottie is left

floundering. As she struggles to

stop her life falling apart, Lottie

learns more about the man she

thought she knew, and starts to

question whether Leo really was as

perfect as he seemed.

9781471193873 - SIMON AND SCH

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

THE HIGH HOUSE
JESSIE GREENGRASS

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

A stunning novel of the extraordinary

and the everyday, The High House

explores how we get used to change

that once seemed unthinkable, how

we place the needs of our families

against the needs of others - and it

asks us who, if we had to, we would

save.

9781800750913 - SWIFT PRESS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€



LISTENING STILL
ANNE GRIFFIN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

From the bestselling author of

When All is Said comes a delicious

new novel about a young woman

who can hear the dead - a talent

which is both a gift and a curse.

9781473683082 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

THE COOKBOOK
OF COMMON
PRAYER
FRANCESCA HAIG

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

When Gill and Gabe's elder son

drowns overseas, they decide they

must hide the truth from their

desperately unwell teenaged

daughter. But as Gill begins to send

letters from her dead son to his

sister, the increasingly elaborate lie

threatens to prove more dangerous

than the truth.

9781911630920 - ATLANTIC BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

TELL ME AN
ENDING
JO HARKIN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

A sharp, explosive and devastating

story about the power and danger of

memory.

9781529151381 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 364 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

16,00€



THE OPHELIA
GIRLS
JANE HEALEY

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Summer, 1997. Ruth returns to her

childhood home with her husband

and three children, including her

eldest daughter seventeen-year-old

Maeve. However when Stuart, an

old family friend comes to stay, the

uneasy relationship between

mother and daughter is pushed to

its limit.

9781529014877 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

MADAME
BUROVA
RUTH HOGAN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Madame Burova - Tarot Reader and

Clairvoyant is leaving her booth on

the Brighton seafront after fifty

years. Madame Burova is weary of

other people's lives, their ghosts

from the past and other people's

secrets, she needs rest and a little

piece of life for herself. Before that,

however, she has to fulfill a promise

made a long time ago. In London, it

is time for another woman to make

a fresh start. Billie has lost her job,

her marriage, and her place in the

world when she discovers

something that leaves her very

identity in question. Determined to

find answers, she must follow a trail

which might just lead right to

Madame Burova's door.

9781529373332 - JOHN MURRAY

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

WOMAN IN THE
MIDDLE
MILLY JOHNSON

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Shay Bastable is the woman in the

middle. She is part of the sandwich

generation - caring for her parents

and her children, supporting her

husband Bruce, holding them all

together and caring for them as best

she can. Then the arrival of a large

orange skip on her mother's estate

sets in motion a cataclysmic series of

events which leads to the collapse of

Shay's world. She is forced to put

herself first for a change.

9781471199028 - SIMON AND SCH UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€



SONGBIRDS
CHRISTY LEFTERI

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Nisha has crossed oceans to give

her child a future. By day she cares

for Petra's daughter, Aliki; at night

she mothers her own in Sri Lanka

by the light of a phone. Set on her

native Cyprus, Christy Lefteri has

crafted a powerful, redemptive

story of loss, of the triumph of the

human spirit, and of the enduring

love of a mother for her child. Her

previous novel, The Beekeeper of

Aleppo, is an international

bestseller, selling over half a

million copies worldwide.

9781786580856 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

THE INSTANT
AMY LIPTROT

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Liptrot follows up the Wainwright

Prize-winning nature classic The

Outrun with an intensely intimate

and erotically charged account of

her time looking for love in Berlin

that inteweaves observations about

the city's wildlife with her own

compelling narrative.

9781838854263 - CANONGATE

BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

21,70€

THE LOCK IN
PHOEBE LUCKHURST

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

You've heard of a locked-room

mystery, now dive into a locked room

rom-com!

9781405949521 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

11,75€



MOTHER
MOTHER
ANNIE MACMANUS

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

MOTHER MOTHER is a poignant

and powerful bestseller about

family, appealing to fans of Celeste

Ng's EVERYTHING I NEVER TOLD

YOU. One Saturday morning, TJ

McConnell wakes up to find his

mother, Mary, gone. He doesn't

know where - or why - but he's the

only one who can help find her.

Mary grew up longing for

information about the mother she

never knew. Her brother could

barely remember her, and their

father numbed his pain with drink.

Now aged thirty-seven, Mary has

lived in the same house her whole

life. She's never left Belfast. TJ,

who's about to turn eighteen, is

itching to see more of the world.

But when his mother disappears, TJ

begins to realise what he's been

taking for granted.

9781472275929 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

THE
SLOWWORM'S
SONG
ANDREW MILLER

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

By the Costa Award-winning author

of PURE, a profound and tender tale

of guilt, a search for atonement and

the hard, uncertain work of loving.

An ex-soldier and recovering

alcoholic, Stephen Rose has just

begun to form a bond with the

daughter he barely knows when he

receives a summons - to an inquiry

into an incident during the

Troubles in Northern Ireland. To

testify would jeopardise the fragile

relationship with his daughter. And

if he loses her, he loses everything.

9781529354201 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

18,50€

OONA OUT OF
ORDER
MARGARITA MONTIMORE

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

It´s New Year´s Eve 1982, and Oona

Lockhart has her whole life before

her. At the stroke of midnight she will

turn nineteen, and the year ahead

promises to be one of consequence.

Should she go to London to study

economics, or remain at home in

Brooklyn to pursue her passion for

music and be with her boyfriend? As

the countdown to the New Year

begins, Oona faints and awakens

thirty-two years in the future in her

fifty-one-year-old body. Greeted by a

friendly stranger in a beautiful house

she´s told is her own, Oona learns that

with each passing year she will leap to

another age at random. And so begins

Oona Out of Order...

9781250833310 - MACMILLAN USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

10,50€



KING OF RABBITS
KARLA NEBLETT

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

A stunning debut about the magic

and confusion of childhood. A

beautiful, painful, at times funny

novel about how a little boy

perceives the world, and how his

environment leads him on a path to

manhood he doesn´t want to follow.

9781529156751 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 256 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

13,25€

REMEMBER ME
CHARITY NORMAN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

A close-knit community is ripped

apart by disturbing revelations that

cast new light on a young woman's

disappearance twenty-five years

ago. After years of living overseas,

Emily returns to New Zealand to

care for her father who has

dementia. As his memory fades and

his guard slips, she begins to

understand him for the first time -

and to glimpse shattering truths

about his past. Are some secrets

best left buried?

9781838954185 - ATLANTIC BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

SUSPECTS
LESLEY PEARSE

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

The gripping new Sunday Times

bestselling novel. Welcome to

Willow Close where one of your

neighbours is a murderer.

9781405944618 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€



THE STORY OF
THE MISSING
SISTER
LUCINDA RILEY

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Taking in the vineyards of New

Zealand and the majestic landscape

of Ireland, The Missing Sister is the

seventh instalment in the

multimillion-copy epic series The

Seven Sisters, from the Sunday

Times number one bestselling

author Lucinda Riley.

9781509840199 - PAN

MACMILLAN UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

THE
CARTOGRAPHERS
PENG SHEPHERD

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Nell Young has lived her life in and

around maps. Her father, Dr David

Young, was one of the most

respected cartographers in the

world. He's also just been found

dead - in the New York Public

Library. Nell hadn't spoken to him

in years - ever since he fired her

after an argument over a seemingly

worthless highway roadside map. A

map which was mass-produced -

and every copy of which is being

found and destroyed. But why?

Answering that question will take

Nell on a dangerous journey into

the heart of a conspiracy beyond

belief, a secret about her family,

and the true power that lies in

maps...

9781398705432 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

18,50€

SHOULD WE STAY
OR SHOULD WE GO
LIONEL SHRIVER

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Shriver has the magic ability to make

the reader invested in the fate - fates,

I should say - of her characters.' Daily

Telegraph. 'Wickedly witty.'

Spectator. This sharp-elbowed satire

is also a brusquely tender portrait of

enduring love.' Washington Post.

Determined to die with dignity, Kay

and her husband Cyril - both healthy

and vital medical professionals in

their early fifties - make a pact: to

commit suicide together once they've

both turned eighty. A lot can change

in thirty years, however... By turns

hilarious and touching, playful and

grave, Should We Stay or Should We

Go portrays twelve parallel universes,

each exploring a possible future for

Kay and Cyril.

9780008458607 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€



THE BREAKUP
EXPERT
SONYA SINGH

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Manny is a high-flying CEO who

runs a company that specializes in

other people´s breakups. Happily

engaged and often featured in the

media she appears to have it all. But

when she is photoshopped to look

less Asian and her fiancé decries he

doesn´t "see race" she decides it´s

time to reconnect with her roots.

Determining she needs to learn

more about her community, she

convinces a client to take her to his

brother´s big Indian wedding.

When they arrive, Manny is

instantly thrown into a celebration

filled with fashion, food, dancing

and family.

9781398510524 - SIMON AND SCH

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

11,75€

THE UNSINKABLE
GRETA JAMES
JENNIFER E SMITH

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Greta James´s rise to indie stardom

was hard-won. Before she graced

magazine covers and played to sold

out venues, she spent her girlhood

practicing her guitar in the family

garage, full of big dreams and

determination. Her first fan was her

mother, Helen, who always

encouraged Greta to follow her

heart. But her father, Conrad, was

less supportive; he saw only a

precarious road ahead for his

daughter, and always pushed her to

make more practical choices.

9780593499092 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

18,00€

THE
LAMPLIGHTERS
EMMA STONEX

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

The clocks have stopped. The

Principal Keeper's weather log

describes a mighty storm, but the

skies have been clear all week. What

happened to those three men, out on

the tower? The heavy sea whispers

their names.

9781529047356 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€



FOUR AUNTIES
AND A WEDDING
JESSE Q SUTANTO

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Meddy Chan has been to countless

weddings, but she never imagined

how her own would turn out. Now

the day has arrived, and she can´t

wait to marry her college

sweetheart, Nathan. Instead of

having Ma and the aunts cater to

her wedding, Meddy wants them to

enjoy the day as guests. As a

compromise, they find the perfect

wedding vendors: a Chinese-

Indonesian family-run company

just like theirs. Meddy is hesitant at

first, but she hits it off right away

with the wedding photographer,

Staphanie, who reminds Meddy of

herself, down to the unfortunately

misspelled name.

9780593333051 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 304 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

17,75€

GOOD COMPANY
CYNTHIA D'APRIX SWEENEY

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Flora Mancini has been happily

married for more than twenty

years. But everything she thought

she knew about herself, her

marriage, and her relationship with

her best friend, Margot, is upended

when she stumbles upon an

envelope containing her husband´s

wedding ring_the one he claimed

he lost one summer when their

daughter, Ruby, was five.

9780062876010 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

18,25€

THE NIGHT
ALWAYS COMES
WILLY VLAUTIN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Between looking after her brother,

working two low-paid jobs, and trying

to take part-time college classes,

Lynette is dangerously tired. Every

penny she's earned for years, she's

put into savings, trying to scrape

together enough to take out a

mortgage on the house she rents with

her mother. Finally becoming a

homeowner in their rapidly

gentrifying Portland neighbourhood

could offer Lynette the kind of

freedoms she's never had. But, when

the plan is derailed, Lynette must

embark on a desperate odyssey of

hope and anguish.

9780571361922 - FABER AND FABER

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€



THE FINAL
REVIVAL OF OPAL
& NEV
DAWNIE WALTON

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

A poignant fictional oral history of

the beloved rock 'n' roll duo who

shot to fame in the 1970s New York,

and the dark, fraught secret that

lies at the peak of their stardom.

9781529414530 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

13,25€

A PASSAGE
NORTH
ANUK ARUDPRAGASAM

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Shortlisted for the Booker Prize

2021. A story of age and youth, loss

and survival that builds into a

magisterial reckoning with

mortality from a prize-winning Sri

Lankan Tamil author. A Passage

North is written with scrupulous

attention to nuance and detail... at

its center is an exquisite form of

noticing, a way of rendering

consciousness and handling time

that connects Arudpragasam to the

great novelists of the past.' Colm

Toíbín.

9781783786961 - GRANTA BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

GROUNDSKEEPING
LEE COLE

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

An indelible love story about two very

different people navigating the

entanglements of class and identity

and coming of age in an America

coming apart at the seams_this is "an

extraordinary debut about the ties

that bind families together and tear

them apart across generations" (Ann

Patchett, best-selling author of The

Dutch House).

9781524712181 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

17,00€



A CALLING FOR
CHARLIE BARNES
JOSHUA FERRIS

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

From the Booker-shortlisted author

comes a poignant novel about

fathers, sons and the embers of the

American dream.

9780241972953 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 352 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

13,25€

THE HOUSE
UPTOWN
MELISSA GINSBURG

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

After the sudden death of her

mother, Ava finds herself headed

cross-country to live with the only

relative she has left. But Lane, her

grandmother, doesn't seem to have

much room in her heart for a

teenage girl, barely acknowledging

Ava between obsessive painting

sessions. The only other person

who comes around is Lane's

assistant, Oliver, who's dealing with

issues of his own.

9780571326754 - FABER AND FABER

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

GIRL IN THE
WALLS
A J GNUSE

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

She doesn't exist. She can't exist. 'A

uniquely gothic tale about grief,

belonging and hiding in plain sight.'

Jess Kidd, author of Things in Jars.

Those who live in the walls must

adjust, must twist themselves around

in their home, stretching themselves

until they're as thin as air. Not

everyone can do what they can.

9780008381066 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€



BRIGHT BURNING
THINGS
LISA HARDING

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

A dark, compulsive novel that is

impossible not to talk about, Bright

Burning Things tells the story of a

woman isolated within her

alcoholism, who loses her mother

as a child and then faces the

prospect of losing her child as a

mother

9781526624482 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

DISORIENTATION
ELAINE HSIEH CHOU

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

A Taiwanese American woman´s

coming-of-consciousness ignites

eye-opening revelations and chaos

on a college campus in this

outrageously hilarious and

startlingly tender debut novel.

9780593491775 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 416 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

17,00€

ELEUTHERIA
ALLEGRA HYDE

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

A story of idealism, activism, and

systemic corruption, centered on a

naïve young woman´s quest for

agency in a world ravaged by climate

change.

9780593315248 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

18,75€



WOMAN EATING
CLAIRE KOHDA

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

A stunning, literary twist on the

vampire novel that covers race,

social isolation, unrequited love

and the struggle to care for ageing

parents

9780349015620 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

17,50€

WHAT SAMMY
KNEW
DAVID LASKIN

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

A turbulent coming-of-age novel

about a young man who loses his

innocence and finds his soul in the

ferment of New York City in 1970.

9780143135517 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

17,00€

A TOWN CALLED
SOLACE
MARY LAWSON

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Set in the frozen north of Canada in

1972, this is a novel about childhood

trauma, painful histories that need

reckoning with and the moments in

life when we can change for the

better. Mary Lawson explores the

relationships of three people brought

together by fate and the mistakes of

the past in this gripping, darkly

domestic tale.

9781529113433 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 302 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€



WINTER IN
TABRIZ
SHEILA LLEWELLYN

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Winter in Tabriz tells the story of

four young people living in 1970s

Iran during the months

immediately prior to the

revolution, and the choices they

have to make. The lives of Damian

and Anna, both from Oxford

University, become enmeshed with

two Iranians, Arash, a poet, and his

older brother Reza, a student

sympathetic to the problems of the

dissident writers in Iran, and a

would-be photojournalist,

interested in capturing the

rebellion on the streets.

9781473663169 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

MAPS OF OUR
SPECTACULAR
BODIES
MADDIE MORTIMER

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

A coming-of-age at the end of a life,

Maddie Mortimer's compelling

debut novel is both heart-breaking

and darkly funny, combining wild

lyricism with celebrations of the

desire, forgiveness and darkness in

our bodies.

9781529069372 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

20,50€

DAUGHTERS OF
THE LABYRINTH
RUTH PADEL

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Ri is a successful international artist

who has worked in London all her life.

When her English husband dies she

turns to her Greek roots on Crete,

island of mass tourism and ancient

myth, only to discover they are not

what she thought. As Brexit looms in

the UK, and Greece grapples with

austerity and the refugee crisis, she

finds under the surface of her home

not only proud memories of resisting

foreign occupation but a secret,

darker history. As an artist, she has

lived by seeing and observing. Now

she discovers how much she has not

seen, and finds within herself the

ghost of someone she never even

heard of. Unearthing her parents'

stories transforms Ri's relationships

to her family and country, her

identity and her art.

9781472156389 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€



MEMPHIS
TARA M STRINGFELLOW

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Murder is only the beginning for

Banks and his team . . . The

gruesome double murder at an

Eastvale property developer's

luxury home should be an open and

shut case for Superintendent Banks

and his team of detectives. There's a

clear link to the notoriously vicious

Albanian mafia, men who left the

country suspiciously soon after the

death. Then they find a cache of

spy-cam videos hidden in the house

- and Annie and Gerry's

investigation pivots to the rape of a

young girl that could cast the

murders in an entirely different

light.

9781529339246 - JOHN MURRAY

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,25€

THE COMMITTED
VIET THANH NGUYEN

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

The long-awaited sequel to the

Pulitzer Prize-winning The

Sympathizer . The Committed

follows the Sympathizer as he

arrives in Paris as a refugee. There

he and Bon try to escape their pasts

by turning their hands to drug

dealing. No longer in physical

danger, but still inwardly tortured

by his reeducation at the hands of

his former best friend, and

struggling to assimilate, the

Sympathizer is both charmed and

disturbed by Paris. As he falls in

with a group of left-wing

intellectuals who frequent dinner

parties given by his French

Vietnamese "aunt," he finds

stimulation for his mind and

customers, but the new life he is

making has dangers.

9781472152534 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

BROTHER OF THE
MORE FAMOUS
JACK
BARBARA TRAPIDO

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

An exquisite 40th anniversary edition

of a coming-of-age classic: "there are

few modern tales of first love and its

disillusions that are as thoroughly

realised, as brilliantly lewd, and as

hilariously satisfying to men and

women of all ages as this one´ (Rachel

Cusk) • Barbara Trapido'severgreen

coming-of-age story -beloved of hit

podcasts You're Booked! and

Sentimental Garbage-reissued in an

exquisite new package, with

introductions from Rachel Cusk and

Maria Semple

9781526612656 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€



MADAM
PHOEBE WYNNE

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

A contemporary gothic debut with a

feminist edge, for fans of Naomi

Alderman and Madeline Miller .

For 150 years, Caldonbrae Hall has

loomed high above the Scottish

cliffs. A boarding school for girls, it

promises that its pupils will emerge

'resilient and ready to serve

society´. Into its illustrious midst

steps Rose Christie, a 26-year-old

Classics teacher. Rose is

overwhelmed by the institution: its

arcane traditions, unrivalled

prestige, and terrifyingly cool,

vindictive students. As Rose

uncovers the darkness that beats at

the very heart of Caldonbrae, the

lines between myth and reality

grow ever more blurred.

9781529408768 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

THE ART OF
LOSING
ALICE ZENITER

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Naïma has always known that her

family came from Algeria _ but up

until now, that meant very little to

her. Born and raised in France, her

knowledge of that foreign country

is limited to what she´s learned

from her grandparents´ tiny flat in a

crumbling French sink estate: the

food cooked for her, the few

precious things they brought with

them when they fled.

9781509884131 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

BOOTH
KAREN JOY FOWLER

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

From the Booker-shortlisted, million-

copy bestselling author of We Are All

Completely Beside Ourselves comes

an epic novel about the infamous, ill-

fated Booth family. Charmers, liars,

drinkers and dreamers, they will

change history forever Junius is the

patriarch, a celebrated

Shakespearean actor who fled bigamy

charges in England, both a

mesmerising talent and a man of

terrifying instability. As his children

grow up in a remote farmstead in

1830s rural Baltimore, the country

draws ever closer to the boiling point

of secession and civil war.

9781788169677 - PROFILE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

18,00€



BOOTH
KAREN JOY FOWLER

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

From the Man Booker finalist and

bestselling author of We Are All

Completely Beside Ourselves

comes an epic and intimate novel

about the family behind one of the

most infamous figures in American

history: John Wilkes Booth. In 1822,

a secret family moves into a secret

cabin some thirty miles northeast

of Baltimore, to farm, to hide, and to

bear ten children over the course of

the next sixteen years. Junius

Booth_breadwinner, celebrated

Shakespearean actor, and master of

the house in more ways than one_is

at once a mesmerizing talent and a

man of terrifying instability. One by

one the children arrive, as year by

year, the country draws

frighteningly closer to the boiling

point of secession and civil war.

9780593541555 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 480 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

18,00€

MOTHER'S BOY
PATRICK GALE

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

From the bestselling author of A

PLACE CALLED WINTER comes a

superb historical novel of the

English seaside, class, desire and

two world wars. Laura meets her

husband when they are both

servants in 1916. They have a baby,

Charles, but Laura's husband

returns home from the trenches a

damaged man, ill with the TB that

will soon leave her a widow. In a

small, class-obsessed town she

raises her boy alone, working as a

laundress, and gradually becomes

aware that he is a genius.

9781472257437 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

18,50€

THE FLAMES
SOPHIE HAYDOCK

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

THE FLAMES is a stunning 1900s

Vienna-set novel about the

intertwining lives of four remarkable

women, the muses who inspired the

artist Egon Schiele. This book is

perfect for fans of THE PARIS WIFE,

THE FAMILIARS, The MINIATURIST

and The DUTCH HOUSE.

9780857527639 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,50€



A FINE MADNESS
ALAN JUDD

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

Danger and dissent stalk the streets

and taverns of Elizabethan England.

The Queen's chief spymaster,

Francis Walsingham, and his team

of agents must maintain the highest

levels of vigilance to ward off

Catholic plots and the ever-present

threat of invasion. One operative in

particular - a young Cambridge

undergraduate of humble origins,

controversial beliefs and literary

genius who goes by the name of Kit

Marlowe - is relentless in his

pursuit of intelligence for the

Crown. When he is killed outside

an inn in Deptford, his mysterious

death becomes the subject of

rumours and suspicion that are

never satisfactorily resolved.

9781471180248 - SIMON AND SCH

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€

ARGO
MARK KNOWLES

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

A historical action and adventure

novel, featuring the re-telling of

Jason and the Golden Fleece,

brilliantly reimagined by a

Cambridge classicist

9781801102728 - HEAD OF ZEUS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

THE LADY HAS A
PAST
AMANDA QUICK

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

Investigative apprentice Lyra Brazier,

the newest resident of Burning Cove,

is unsettled when her boss suddenly

disappears. Lyra knows something

has happened to Raina Kirk, and

tracks down her last known

appearance at an exclusive hotel and

health spa. The health spa is known

for its luxurious offerings and

prestigious clientele, and the wealthy,

socialite background Lyra

desperately wanted to leave behind is

perfect for this undercover job. What

Lyra lacks in investigative experience

she makes up for in gut instinct, and

her gut isn´t happy that she´s saddled

with a partner by Luther Pell, Raina´s

dangerous lover, who wants to bring

in someone with more experience to

help.

9781984806901 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 416 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

10,00€



THE GHOST
SLAYERS
MIKE ASHLEY

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

This beguiling subgenre follows

specialists in occult lore _ often

with years of arcane training _

investigating strange supernatural

occurrences and pitting their wits

against the bizarre and inexplicable.

9780712354165 - BRITISH LIBRARY

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

13,25€

A THREE DOG
PROBLEM
S J BENNET

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The second book in the delightfully

clever mystery series following

Queen Elizabeth II as she secretly

solves crimes alongside her royal

duties.

9781838774844 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

TOM CLANCY
TARGET
ACQUIRED
DON BENTLEY

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Jack Ryan, Jr., would do anything for

Ding Chavez. That´s why Jack is

currently sitting in an open-air

market in Israel, helping a CIA team

with a simple job. The man running

the mission, Peter Beltz, is an old

friend from Ding´s Army days. Ding

hadn´t seen his friend since Peter´s

transfer to the CIA eighteen months

prior and intended to use the

assignment to reconnect.

Unfortunately, Ding had to cancel at

the last minute and asked Jack to take

his place. It´s a cushy assignment_a

trip to Israel in exchange for a couple

hours of easy work, but Jack could use

the downtime after his last operation.

9780593188149 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 480 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

10,50€



TOM CLANCY
TARGET
ACQUIRED
DON BENTLEY

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Jack Ryan Jr is on a simple job. An

all-expenses paid trip to Israel in

exchange for a of couple hours easy

work, reporting back to an old

friend at the CIA.

9781405947626 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,50€

BLIND TIGER
SANDRA BROWN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

THE NEW INSTANT NEW YORK

TIMES BESTSELLER BY THE 80

MILLION COPY BESTSELLING

AUTHOR 1920, Texas Soldier

Thatcher Hutton returns to a

country unlike the one he left

behind - where Prohibition is the

new law of the land. When he is

caught up in a crime on his journey

home, he must gain the sheriff's

trust to clear his name.

9781529341751 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

OUR HOUSE
LOUISE CANDLISH

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

WINNER OF CRIME & THRILLER

BOOK OF THE YEAR AT THE

BRITISH BOOK AWARDS On a bright

morning in the London suburbs, a

family moves into the house they´ve

just bought on Trinity Avenue.

Nothing strange about that. Except it's

your house. And you didn´t sell it.

9781398508583 - SIMON AND SCH

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€



GIRL 11
AMY SUITER CLARKE

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

True-crime podcaster Elle Castillo

has been obsessed with The

Countdown Killer for decades.

Twenty years ago, he established a

gruesome pattern of taking and

murdering three girls over seven

days, each a year younger than the

last. No one´s ever known why he

followed this pattern, or why they

stopped abruptly after the eleventh

victim. Most believe him to be dead.

Elle knows he is not and is hellbent

on serving historic justice. When

the kidnappings start up once

again, Elle must confront her

responsibility in forcing the killer

out of hiding. She needs to stop the

deadly countdown and convince

both the authorities and her

podcast audience, before the

Countdown Killer can claim his

next victim.

9781782276913 - PUSHKIN PRESS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

THE MATCH
HARLAN COBEN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

In this gripping new thriller from

the No 1 Sunday Times bestselling

author and creator of The Stranger,

Wilde follows a tip that he hopes

will finally solve the mystery of his

abandonment, but instead sends

him straight into the arms of a

serial killer.

9781529135497 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

17,00€

TOUGH TENDER
MAX ALLAN COLLINS

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Has Nolan met his match? MWA

Grandmaster Max Allan Collins´

veteran thief faces off against a cold-

blooded femme fatale in this double-

length adventure originally published

as two complete novels and

unavailable in stores for three

decades.

9781789091434 - TITAN BOOKS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

11,75€



VIRAL
ROBIN COOK

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Trying to find some normalcy

during the Covid-19 pandemic,

Brian Murphy and his family are on

a summer excursion in Cape Cod

when his wife, Emma, comes down

with concerning flu-like symptoms.

But their leisurely return home to

New York City quickly becomes a

race to the local hospital as she

suddenly begins seizing in the car.

At the ICU, she is diagnosed with

eastern equine encephalitis, a rare

and highly lethal mosquito-borne

viral disease seemingly caught

during one of their evening

cookouts. Complicating the

situation further, Brian and

Emma´s young daughter then

begins to exhibit alarming physical

and behavioral symptoms, too.

9780593419304 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 496 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

10,00€

RAZORBLADE
TEARS
S A COSBY

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

A page-turning, provocative

revenge thriller and a redemptive

tale of knotty southern noir, this is

crime writing at its very best. Ike is

devastated to learn his son Isiah has

been murdered, along with Isiah's

white husband, Derek. Though he

never fully accepted his son, Ike is

broken by his death. Derek's father

Buddy Lee was as ashamed of Derek

being gay as Derek was of his

father's criminal past. But Buddy

Lee needs to know who killed his

child. Desperate to do better by

them in death than they did in life,

two hardened ex-cons must

confront their own prejudices as

they rain down vengeance upon

those who hurt their boys.

9781472286543 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

JUDAS 62 (BOX 88 2)
CHARLES CUMMING

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The second book in Charles

Cumming's gripping new thriller

series surrounding BOX 88 - a covert

intelligence organization that

operates below the radar. The perfect

Christmas gift for spy thriller fans! A

spy in one of the most dangerous

places on Earth... 1993: Student

Lachlan Kite is sent to post-Soviet

Russia in the guise of a language

teacher.

9780008363505 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€



THE FINAL TWIST
JEFFERY DEAVER

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Just hours after the harrowing

events of The Never Game and The

Goodbye Man, Colter Shaw finds

himself in San Francisco, where he

has taken on the mission his father

began years ago: finding a missing

courier bag containing evidence

that will bring down a corporate

espionage firm responsible for

hundreds, perhaps thousands, of

deaths. Following the enigmatic

clues his father left behind, Shaw

plays cat and mouse with the

company´s sadistic enforcers, as he

speeds from one gritty

neighborhood in the City by the Bay

to another.

9780525539148 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 528 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

11,25€

THE MIDNIGHT
LOCK
JEFFERY DEAVER

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The "master of ticking-bomb

suspense" Jeffery Deaver brings us

the latest thriller featuring his most

beloved protagonists. Lincoln

Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are back -

on the hunt for a criminal

terrorising New York CityA killer

without limitsHe comes into your

home at night. He watches you as

you sleep.

9780008303891 - HARPER

COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

10,25€

THE RECOVERY
AGENT
JANET EVANOVICH

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

#1 New York Times bestselling author

Janet Evanovich returns with the

launch of a blockbuster new series

that blends wild adventure, hugely

appealing characters, and pitch-

perfect humour, proving once again

why she's 'the most popular mystery

writer alive' (New York Times).

9781398510258 - SIMON AND SCH UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

16,25€



GREENWICH
PARK
KATHERINE FAULKNER

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Presented in February 2022 folder.

When you have it all... you have so

much more to lose. Welcome to

Greenwich Park. A compulsive,

twisty, page turner about secrets,

lies, perfect houses and imperfect

relationships -this is a must read for

fans of Louise Candlish, Lisa Jewell,

Shari Lapena and major debut

launches, Blood Orange and The

Push.

9781526626509 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

11,75€

THE CHOICE
S J FORD

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The Husband. The Lawyer. The

Detective. The Journalist. The

Murderer. You are the jury. When

Jane Bell uncovered that her next

door neighbour planned to blow up

their local primary school, she tried

to get the police to listen to her.

When they chose to do nothing, she

took matters into her own hands.

Jane Bell saved the children. She is a

hero. She stopped a terrorist attack.

She murdered a man. Jane Bell

committed a crime, and no matter

what her reasons are surely she

must face the legal repercussions of

her actions.

9781801101370 - HEAD OF ZEUS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

BRYANT & MAY -
LONDON BRIDGE IS
FALLING DOWN
CHRISTOPHER FOWLER

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

When 91-year-old Amelia Hoffman

died in her top-floor flat on a busy

London road, it's considered an

example of what has gone wrong with

modern society: she slipped through

the cracks in a failing system.

9781529176674 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

13,25€



HOT WATER
CHRISTOPHER FOWLER

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Gripping, skillfullycrafted thriller

that takes you somewhere far away,

will keep readers guessing to the

very last page and has a vivid sense

of place among the criminally rich

in the South of France A new

direction from multi-award-

winning author Christopher

Fowler: excellent reception over a

career spanning decades, achieving

a CWA Dagger, The Edge Hill Prize

and the Last Laugh prize. With 7.8k

followers on Twitter and an

excellent website, both of which he

engages with regularly, updating

every few days.

9781789099843 - TITAN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

14,75€

THIS IS THE
NIGHT THEY
COME FOR YOU
ROBERT GODDARD

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

On a stifling afternoon at Police HQ

in Algiers, Superintendent Taleb,

coasting towards retirement, with

not even an air-conditioned office

to show for his long years of service,

is handed a ticking time bomb of a

case which will take him deep into

Algeria's troubled past and its

fraught relationship with France.

9781787635098 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 416 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

16,00€

TWELVE SECRETS
ROBERT GOLD

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

In one of the most shocking crimes in

national history, Nick and his friend

were stabbed to death by two girls

their own age. Police called the

killings random, a senseless tragedy.

Twenty years on Ben is one of the

best true crime journalists in the

country. He has left the past behind,

thanks to the support of his close-knit

hometown community. But when he

learns about a fresh murder case with

links to his brother's death, Ben's life

is turned upside down once more. He

soon finds himself caught in a web of

lies, one that implicates everyone

around him.

9780751582758 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,25€



SISTERHOOD
V B GREY

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Identical twin sisters take very

different paths, leading to long-

buried family secrets that

reverberate through the

generations in this thrilling novel of

psychological suspense by the

author of Tell Me How It Ends

9781529405736 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

HIDDEN DEPTHS
ARAMINTA HALL

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

From the author of IMPERFECT

WOMEN, comes a dark mystery

inspired by the author's own family.

Lily is pregnant, travelling with her

husband, her maid and her doctor

so that she can have her baby back

in her home country, the United

States, near to her beloved family.

But her husband Henry has been

faithless and unkind and soon she

finds out her family aren't expecting

her after all. Is she a passenger or a

prisoner?

9781409196136 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

18,50€

THE UNWILLING
JOHN HART

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

From John Hart, the twice-Edgar

award winning US crime writing

giant, THE UNWILLING is an

exploration of family and the past, of

prison and war and the indelible

marks they leave on a community.

For fans of Chris Whitaker and Jane

Harper. His novels have been

translated into thirty languages and

can be found in more than seventy

countries.

9781838775919 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

11,75€



OTHER PEOPLE'S
CLOTHES
CALLA HENKEL

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Intoxicating, compulsive and

blackly funny, Other People's

Clothes is the thrilling debut novel

from Berlin-based American artist

Calla Henkel. 2009. Berlin - Two art

students arrive from New York,

desperate for the city to solve their

problems. Zoe is grieving for her

best friend, murdered in her

hometown in Florida. Hailey is

obsessed with Lindsay Lohan and

Britney Spears and wants to be a

Warholian legend. Together they

rent a once-magnificent apartment

from eccentric crime writer

Beatrice Becks and spend nights

twisting through Berlin's club scene

and days hungover.

9781529357677 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

SLOUGH HOUSE
MICK HERRON

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The seventh book in the Sunday

Times bestselling, award-winning,

Slough House series, featuring

Mick Herron's much loved band of

disgraced spies and their notorious

leader, Jackson Lamb, 'the most

fascinating and irresistible thriller

series hero to emerge since Jack

Reacher' (Sunday Times)

9781529378665 - JOHN MURRAY

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 328 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

A LINE TO KILL
ANTHONY HOROWITZ

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

By the global bestselling author,

Anthony Horowitz, the third novel in

his acclaimed Hawthorne and

Horowitz series. One island, two

murders and a killer with a lot to hide

- stand by for a hugely enjoyable,

twisty turny read.

9781529156973 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

11,75€



RED WIDOW
ALMA KATSU

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

An exhilarating spy thriller written

by an intelligence veteran about

two women CIA agents whose paths

become intertwined around a

threat to the Russia Division_one

that´s coming from inside the

agency.

9780525539421 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

18,75€

WATCH HER
FALL
ERIN KELLY

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

WATCH HER RISE After years of

blood, sweat and tears, Ava Kirilova

finally has the ballet world at her

feet. But away from the spotlight,

whispers backstage make her

lonely and paranoid. WATCH HER

FALL Because someone is watching

her from the wings. Someone who

wants what she has. Wants it so

badly two people will pay with their

lives.

9781473680852 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

THE DYING DAY
VASEEM KHAN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The second brilliant novel in the

highly acclaimed Malabar House

series featuring Persis Wadia, India's

first female police detective. A

priceless manuscript. A missing

scholar. A trail of riddles. Bombay,

1950: For over a century, one of the

world's great treasures, a six-

hundred-year-old copy of Dante's The

Divine Comedy, has been safely

housed at Bombay's Asiatic Society.

But when it vanishes, together with

the man charged with its care, British

scholar and war hero, John Healy, the

case lands on Inspector Persis

Wadia's desk.

9781529341096 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€



TRUE CRIME
STORY
JOSEPH KNOX

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

One of the most talked about crime

novels of 2021: 'Knox the author

pulls off a hybrid triumph: at once

an old-fashioned whodunnit and a

smart postmodern literary novel

asking questions about the ethics of

all editing, as well as the true-crime

genre. Dazzlingly original.' Sunday

Times.

9781529176698 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

BUILD YOUR
HOUSE AROUND
MY BODY
VIOLET KUPERSMITH

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Feverishly energetic and playfully

creepy, an unforgettable debut that

hurtles through the ghostly secrets

of Vietnamese history. 'Loved this

epic book beautiful, brilliant,

powerful, and shivery-back-ofthe-

neck terrifying.' Madeline Miller,

bestselling author of Circe. Two

young Vietnamese women go

missing decades apart. Both are

fearless, both are lost. And both will

have their revenge.

9780861542147 - ONEWORLD

PUBLICATIONS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

UNHOLY MURDER
LYNDA LA PLANTE

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

A coffin is dug up by builders in the

grounds of an historic convent -

inside is the body of a young nun. In a

city as old as London, the discovery is

hardly surprising. But when scratch

marks are found on the inside of the

coffin lid, Detective Jane Tennison

believes she has unearthed a mystery

far darker than any she's investigated

before.

9781785765445 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€



VANISHED
LYNDA LA PLANTE

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

When an eccentric elderly widow

claims she is being stalked,

Detective Jack Warr is the only

person willing to dig into the truth

behind her wild claims. Jack soon

finds himself embroiled in an

international drugs operation, art

theft - and a murder investigation.

On the back foot throughout, he is

forced to play second fiddle to the

Drug Squad, confront an old

adversary, and even fight off

accusations of assault.

9781838778743 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

17,75€

ANOTHER KIND
OF EDEN
JAMES LEE BURKE

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

New York Times bestselling author

James Lee Burke brings readers a

captivating tale of justice, love,

brutality, and mysticism set in the

turbulent 1960s. The American

West in the early 1960s appears a

paradise. Aspiring novelist Aaron

Holland Broussard has observed it

from the open door of a boxcar.

Then a sinister businessman and

his son set their sights on Aaron,

drawing him into an investigation of

grotesque murders. Followed by a

mysterious shrouded figure who

might not be human, Aaron will

have to face down all these foes to

save the life of the woman he loves

and his own.

9781398704718 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

DREAM GIRL
LAURA LIPPMAN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

She was his favourite creation. Now

she's his living nightmare. Gerry

Anderson is unwell - bed-bound - with

only his nurse and PA for company.

9780571360994 - FABER AND FABER

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€



ROBERT B
PARKER'S
PAYBACK
MIKE LUPICA

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

In her latest thrilling adventure, PI

Sunny Randall takes on two

serpentine cases that converge into

one deadly mystery.

9780593087879 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 368 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

11,25€

PALACE OF THE
DROWNED
CHRISTINE MANGAN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

An electrifying and enticing new

novel from the author of the

bestselling Tangerine. In Venice,

Frances Croy is working to leave the

previous year behind: another novel

published to little success, a

scathing review she can't quite

manage to forget, and, most of all,

the real reason behind her self-

imposed exile from London: the

incident at the Savoy. Sequestered

within an aging palazzo, Frankie

finds comfort in the emptiness of

Venice in winter, in the absence of

others. And then Gilly appears. A

young woman claiming a

connection from back home, one

that Frankie can't quite seem to

recall, Gilly seems determined for

the two women to become fast

friends. But there's something

about her that continues to give

Frankie pause, that makes her

wonder just how much of what Gilly

tells her is actually the truth.

9780349144498 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

THE
ANNIVERSARY
LAURA MARSHALL

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

On 15th June 1994, Travis Green -

husband, father, upstanding citizen -

walked through the streets of

Hartstead and killed eleven of his

neighbours. The final victim was four-

year-old Cassie Colman's father. As

the twenty-five year anniversary

approaches, Cassie would rather

forget the past - even as her mother

struggles to remember it at all. Then

something hidden in her mother's

possessions suggests those eleven

murders were not what everyone

believes. Once Cassie suspects she's

been lied to about the most important

event of her life, she can't stop

digging up the past.

9780751575057 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€



THE TWINS
LV MATTHEWS

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

• L.V. Matthews' debut, The Prank,

was a breakout book for Welbeck,

with strong reviews and

consistently good sales in print and

ebook. • Liv's strength lies in

twisting seemingly normal people

and relationships into something

sinister and intriguing, asking

whether you can ever truly know

someone. • At the heart of the novel

are two dark, complex and astutely

drawn female characters,

reminiscent of Gillian Flynn's

much-loved protagonists.

9781787399174 - WELBECK PRESS

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

11,75€

THE MAIDENS
ALEX MICHAELIDES

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

THE HIGHLY ANTICIPATED

FOLLOW-UP TO THE SILENT

PATIENT, 2019'S BIGGEST DEBUT

THRILLER: The Silent Patient was

the best selling debut in the world

that year. WORLD RECORD

BREAKING: Alex's debut was sold in

43 territories, more than any other

debut thriller pre-publication.

CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED: After

the incredible success of The Silent

Patient, we can expect blanket

review coverage and global

attention for The Maidens.

9781409181682 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€

THE KHAN
SAIMA MIR

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Be twice as good as men and four

times as good as white men. Jia Khan

has always lived like this. Successful

London lawyer Jia Khan is a long way

from the grubby Northern streets she

knew as a child, where her father,

Akbar Khan, led the Pakistani

community and ran the local

organised crime syndicate. Often his

Jirga rule - the old way - was violent

and bloody, but it was always justice

of a kind. Now, with her father

murdered, Jia must return to take his

place. The police have always relied

on the Khan to maintain the fragile

order of the streets. But a bloody

power struggle has broken out among

warring communities and nobody is

safe. Justice needs to be restored, and

Jia is about to discover that justice

always comes at a cost.

9780861540891 - ONEWORLD

PUBLICATIONS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€



FIVE MINDS
GUY MORPUSS

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

TWO LIES. THREE MURDERS.

FOUR SUSPECTS. FIVE MINDS. The

Earth's spiralling population has

finally been controlled. Lifespans

are limited to eighty years, except

for those who make an extreme

choice: to become a commune. Five

minds sharing one body, each living

for four hours at a time. But with a

combined lifespan of nearly 150

years. Alex, Kate, Mike, Sierra and

Ben have already spent twenty-five

years together in what was once

Mike's body, their frequent

personality clashes leading to

endless bickering, countless

arguments, and getting themselves

stranded on a Russian Arctic

freighter.

9781788165686 - PROFILE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

THE APRIL DEAD
ALAN PARKS

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

SHORTLISTED FOR THE

McILVANNEY PRIZE FOR

SCOTTISH CRIME BOOK OF THE

YEAR In a grimy flat in Glasgow, a

homemade bomb explodes, leaving

few remains to identify its maker.

Detective Harry McCoy knows in

his gut that there''ll be more to

follow. The hunt for a missing sailor

from the local US naval base leads

him to the secretive group behind

the bomb, and their disturbing,

dominating leader. If the city is to

survive the next explosion, it''ll take

everything McCoy''s got . . .

9781786897237 - CANONGATE

BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,40€

INSOMNIA
SARAH PINBOROUGH

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

In the dead of night, madness

lies...Emma can't sleep. CHECK THE

WINDOWS. It's been like this since

her big 4-0 started getting closer.

LOCK THE DOORS. Her mother

stopped sleeping just before her 40th

birthday too. She went mad and did

the unthinkable because of it. LOOK

IN ON THE CHILDREN. Is that what's

happening to Emma? WHY CAN'T

SHE SLEEP?

9780008289133 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

16,25€



NOT DARK YET
PETER ROBINSON

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Murder is only the beginning for

Banks and his team . . . The

gruesome double murder at an

Eastvale property developer's

luxury home should be an open and

shut case for Superintendent Banks

and his team of detectives. There's a

clear link to the notoriously vicious

Albanian mafia, men who left the

country suspiciously soon after the

death. Then they find a cache of

spy-cam videos hidden in the house

- and Annie and Gerry's

investigation pivots to the rape of a

young girl that could cast the

murders in an entirely different

light.

9781529343083 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€

OCEAN PREY
JOHN SANDFORD

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Fan-favorite heroes Lucas

Davenport and Virgil Flowers join

forces on a deadly maritime case in

the remarkable new novel from #1

New York Times bestselling author

John Sandford.

9780593087046 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 496 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

11,25€

PIECES OF HER
(TV)
KARIN SLAUGHTER

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

You´ve known her your whole life.

Andrea Oliver knows everything

about her mother Laura. She knows

she's always lived in the small town of

Belle Isle; she knows she´s a pillar of

the community; she knows she's

never kept a secret in her life. but

she´s hiding something. Then one

day, a trip to the mall explodes into a

shocking act of violence and Andy

suddenly sees a completely different

side to Laura. and it could destroy you

both. Hours later, Laura is in hospital,

her face splashed over the

newspapers. But the danger has only

just begun. Now, Andy must go on a

desperate race to uncover the secrets

of her mother's past. If she can't, there

may be no future for either of them.

9780008447946 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€



ALL THE OLD
KNIVES
OLEN STEINHAUER

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

All the Old Knives is soon to be a

movie starring Chris Pine and

Thandiwe Newton, streaming on

Amazon. Tentatively scheduled for

release in April 2022, the

screenplay was written by the

book's author, Olen Steinhauer.

MOVIE TIE IN EDITION: All the Old

Knives is soon to be a movie

starring Chris Pine and Thandiwe

Newton. Tentatively scheduled for

release in April 2022, the

screenplay was written by author

Olen Steinhauer. Steinhauer also

created and wrote the first season

of Berlin Station on TV and remains

an executive producer.

9781250862808 - MACMILLAN USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

19,75€

NINE LIVES
PETER SWANSON

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The envelope drops through the

mail slot like any other piece of

post. But for the nine complete

strangers who receive it - each of

them recognising just one name,

their own, on the enclosed list - it

will be the most life altering letter

they ever receive. It could also be

the last, as one by one, they start to

meet their end.

9780571358564 - FABER AND

FABER LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,00€

THE COLDEST
CASE
MARTIN WALKER

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Capturing the magic of the Dordogne

and its people, the Dordogne

Mysteries are worldwide bestsellers.

Featuring Bruno, France's favourite

policeman, along with gourmet food

and wine, local colour, sunshine and

murder mystery, no wonder they are

so popular.

9781787477766 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€



THE BOOK OF
ACCIDENTS
CHUCK WENDIG

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

A family returns to their hometown

- and to the dark past that haunts

them still - in this masterpiece of

literary horror by the New York

Times bestselling author of

Wanderers.

9781529101096 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

13,25€

MOUTH TO
MOUTH
ANTOINE WILSON

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

With the intellectual clarity of Don

DeLillo and the dark compelling

energy of The Girl on the Train,

Mouth to Mouth is a brilliant

literary thriller about the

irresistibility of money and power,

and how a beach-side rescue can

become life-long entrapment...

9781838955205 - ATLANTIC BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

19,25€

THE NECKLACE
MATT WITTEN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The Necklace has been optioned for fi

lm by Appian Way and Cartel

Pictures, with Leonardo DiCaprio

attached as producer. Susan Lentigo's

daughter was murdered twenty years

ago and now, at long last, this small-

town waitress sets out on a road trip

all the way from Upstate New York to

North Dakota to witness the killer's

execution. On her journey she

discovers shocking new evidence that

leads her to suspect the condemned

man is innocent and the real killer is

still free. Even worse, her prime

suspect has a young daughter who's at

terrible risk. With no money and no

time to spare, Susan sets out to

uncover the truth before an innocent

man gets executed and another little

girl is killed.

9781915054661 - LEGEND PRESS

Format: 260 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

13,25€



GOKUMON
ISLAND
SEISHI YOKOMIZO

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Kosuke Kindaichi arrives on the

remote Gokumon Island bearing

tragic news - the son of one of the

island's most important families has

died, on a troop transport ship

bringing him back home after the

Second World War. But Kindaichi

has not come merely as a

messenger - with his last words, the

dying man warned that his three

step-sisters' lives would now be in

danger. The scruffy detective is

determined to get to the bottom of

this mysterious prophesy, and to

protect the three women if he can.

9781782277415 - PUSHKIN PRESS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€

SUNRISE BY THE
SEA
JENNY COLGAN

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

A delightful menu of seaside sun,

heartwarming friendship and

gorgeous romance in a return to the

bestselling Little Beach Street

Bakery series. In a quaint seaside

resort, a charming bakery holds the

key to another world... Marisa Rossi

decides some peace and quiet

might be just what she needs. But

Mount Polbearne is a far cry from

the sleepy little place she was

imagining.

9780751580334 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

EVERYTHING'S
PERFECT
NICOLE KENNEDY

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

Cassie Holliday is at the top of her

game. A glamorous wife and mother

with 1.3 million Instagram followers,

she posts images of her gorgeous

husband and cute (gender-neutral)

twins online every day. To her

adoring fanbase, Cassie's life is a

string of perfect experiences in

Valencia filter. But in real life, you

can't airbrush the truth. Cassie's

marriage is at breaking point, her

finances are precarious, and she is

terrified of every Insta-star's worst

nightmare: becoming irrelevant.

9781800240148 - HEAD OF ZEUS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€



THREE
WEDDINGS AND A
PROPOSAL
SHEILA O'FLANAGAN

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

Delphie is enjoying her brother's

wedding. Her last-minute Plus One

has stunned her family - and

stopped them asking why she's still

single. But when she sees all the

missed calls that evening, she

knows it can't be good news.

Delphie has been living her best

life, loving her job, her friends, her

no-strings relationships and her

dream house by the sea. Now she

has to question everything she

believed about who she is and what

she wants. Is it time to settle down?

Or does she want to keep on trying

to have it all?

9781472272669 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€

THE VISA
LIZZIE O'HAGAN

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

In this sweeping, romantic comedy,

affairs are to be expected, and

falling in love is betrayal... This

topsy-turvy romcom is perfect for

fans of Josie Silver, Beth O'Leary and

Mhairi McFarlane. For a

commitment-phobe who's never

taken a girl on a third date, Jack

finds getting married to his old

friend Maya pretty easy. He's a New

Zealander in need of a visa to stay in

the country, and she doesn't believe

in marriage anyway. Simple.

9781472286321 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

FINDING ASHLEY
DANIELLE STEEL

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

In Finding Ashley, a deeply moving

novel from the number one bestseller

Danielle Steel, two estranged sisters

get the chance to reconnect and right

the wrongs of the past. Melissa

Henderson leads a quiet life. Once a

bestselling author, she now pours all

her energy into renovating a

Victorian house in the foothills of

rural New England.

9781529021608 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

11,75€



HIGH STAKES
DANIELLE STEEL

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

In this captivating novel from

#1 New York Times bestselling

author Danielle Steel, five

successful women play for high

stakes in their careers at a boutique

literary and talent agency.

9781984821713 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

19,00€

UNDER THE BLUE
OANA ARISTIDE

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

A road trip beneath clear blue skies

and a blazing sun: a reclusive artist

is forced to abandon his home and

follow two young sisters across a

post-pandemic Europe in search of

a safe place. Is this the end of the

world? Meanwhile two computer

scientists have been educating their

baby in a remote location. Their

baby is called Talos, and he is an

advanced AI program. Every week

they feed him data, starting from

the beginning of written history, era

by era, and ask him to predict what

will happen next to the human race.

At the same time they're involved in

an increasingly fraught

9781788165846 - PROFILE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

THE ATLAS SIX
OLIVIE BLAKE

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

The Atlas Six by Olivie Blake is the

runaway TikTok must-read fantasy

novel of the year. If you loved Ninth

House and A Deadly Education, you´ll

love this. Originally a self-published

sensation, this edition has been fully

edited and revised, including

gorgeous new illustrations. Secrets.

Betrayal. Seduction. Welcome to the

Alexandrian Society.

9781529095234 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

25,00€



THE ATLAS SIX
OLIVIE BLAKE

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Viral self-published debut, now

available in a fully revised and

edited edition through traditional

publisher for the very first time

9781250854513 - MACMILLAN USA

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

18,25€

THE GALAXY AND
THE GROUND
WITHIN
BECKY CHAMBERS

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Sunday Times bestselling Becky

Chambers returns to the Galactic

Commons in the final installment

in her award-winning and critically

acclaimed Wayfarers series.

*FROM THE SUNDAY TIMES

BESTSELLING AUTHOR AND

HUGO AWARD WINNER FOR BEST

SERIES* When a freak

technological failure halts traffic to

and from the planet Gora, three

strangers are thrown together

unexpectedly, with seemingly

nothing to do but wait. Together

they will discover that even in the

vastness of space, they're not alone.

9781473647688 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

MEMORY'S
LEGION
JAMES S A COREY

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

All of the short fiction set in James S.

A. Corey's multi-million bestselling

Expanse series is available in this

collection for the first time -

including a brand new novella.

9780356517773 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

18,50€



MISCHIEF ACTS
ZOE GILBERT

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

An exhilarating, disquieting and

joyful adventure through myth and

magic, chaos and crisis, by the

author of the acclaimed and

beloved Folk • A menacing, darkly

magical adventure through British

folklore and into a blasted

ecological future,Mischief Actswill

captivate fans of Max Porter's

Lanny, Fiona Mozley's Elmet, Daisy

Johnson's Fen and Richard Powers'

The Overstory

9781526628800 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

22,00€

VOICES FROM
THE RADIUM AGE
JOSHUA GLENN

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Readers will discover, among other

delights, a feminist utopia

predating Charlotte Perkins

Gilman´s Herland by a decade in

Hossain´s story, "Sultana´s Dream";

a world in which the human

population has retreated

underground, in E. M. Forster´s

"The Machine Stops"; an early entry

in the Afrofuturist subgenre in Du

Bois´s last-man-on-Earth tale, "The

Comet"; and the first appearance of

Jones´s cryopreserved Professor

Jameson, who despairs at Earth´s

wreckage but perseveres_in a metal

body_to appear in thirty-odd more

stories.

9780262543378 - THE MIT PRESS

TRADE

Format: 224 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

14,00€

GLITTERATI
OLIVER K LANGMEAD

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

A Clockwork Orange and RuPaul's

Drag Race meet Eternal Sunshine of

the Spotless Mind in this fabulous

dystopian fable about fashion, family

and feckless billionaires. Simone is

one of the Glitterati, the elite living

lives of luxury and leisure. Slave to

the ever-changing tides _ and brutal

judgements - of fashion, he is

immaculate. To be anything else is to

be unfashionable, and no one wants

to be unfashionable, or even worse,

ugly.

9781789097962 - TITAN BOOKS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

13,25€



BOOK OF THE ICE
(2) THE GIRL AND
THE MOUNTAIN
MARK LAWRENCE

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Second novel in the chilling and

epic new fantasy series from the

bestselling and critically-acclaimed

author of PRINCE OF THORNS and

RED SISTER. 'If you like dark you

will love Mark Lawrence. And when

the light breaks through and it all

makes sense, the contrast is

gorgeous' ROBIN HOBB On Abeth

there is only the ice.

9780008295042 - HARPER

COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€

FIREFLY 5 - LIFE
SIGNS
JAMES LOVEGROVE

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

A deadly disease Months after Inara

leaves Serenity, Mal and the crew

finally learn the reason for her

sudden departure: she is dying of a

terminal illness. It is Kiehl´s

Myeloma, a form of cancer that´s

supposedly incurable, and Inara has

very little time left. A disreputable

scientist Through their shock and

despair, rumors of a cure reach the

crew. Expert Esau Weng is said to

have developed a means to treat

Inara´s condition, but he has been

disgraced and incarcerated for life

on a notorious Alliance prison

planet.

9781789092295 - TITAN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

13,25€

A COURT OF
SILVER FLAMES
SARAH J MAAS

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Sarah J. Maas´s sexy, richly imagined

A Court of Thorns and Roses series

continues with the journey of

Feyre´sfiery sister, Nesta • Sarah J.

Maas won the Goodreads Choice

Award for Best Fantasy 2020 with

House of Earth and Blood

9781526635365 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

14,75€



ALIENS VS
PREDATORS:
ULTIMATE PREY
JONATHAN MABERRY

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

The first anthology of original short

stories featuring the confluence of

two iconic properties, as the

Predators seek the ultimate prey,

the Xenomorphs from Alien.

9781789097948 - TITAN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 14/03/2022

13,05€

DEUCES DOWN
GEORGE R R MARTIN

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Deuces Down is the next Wild

Cards anthology collection about

George R. R. Martin's alternate

superhero history An anthology

about the Wild Cards who are

underestimated, overlooked: the

Deuces. But it´s the quiet ones you

have to watch out for.

9781250227218 - MACMILLAN USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

21,00€

WAYWARD
HANNAH MATHEWSON

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Author´s debut novel well received:

dubbed "impressive" by Jodi Taylor,

bestselling author of Just One

Damned Thing After Another while

A.J. Hackwith, author of The Library

of the Unwritten adding "this book

broke my heart in the best ways"

Intelligent, smart and utterly

compelling fantasy: Six of Crows

meets The Prestige, for fans of V.E.

Schwab.

9781789094459 - TITAN BOOKS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

13,25€



WILD AND
WICKED THINGS
FRANCESCA MAY

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

The Great Gatsby meets Practical

Magic in this lush, decadent gothic

novel where a young woman gets

swept into a glittering world filled

with illicit magic, romance, blood

debts and murder

9780356517605 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

16,25€

DAUGHTER OF
REDWINTER
ED MCDONALD

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Redwinter is a gripping, fast-paced

epic fantasy with a streetwise

female protagonist plunged into a

maelstrom of magic, conspiracy

and diabolic power.

9781473233638 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

18,50€

GALATEA
MADELINE MILLER

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

In Ancient Greece, a skilled marble

sculptor has been blessed by a

goddess who has given his

masterpiece - the most beautiful

woman the town has ever seen - the

gift of life. Now his wife, he expects

Galatea to please him, to be

obedience and humility personified.

But she has desires of her own, and

yearns for independence. In a

desperate bid by her obsessive

husband to keep her under control,

she is locked away under the constant

supervision of doctors and nurses.

But with a daughter to rescue, she is

determined to break free, whatever

the cost...

9781526652065 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

10,25€



VOICE OF THE
FIRE (25TH
ANNIVERSARY
ED)
ALAN MOORE

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Discover the astonishing first prose

novel from the legendary author of

Watchmen and From Hell _ an epic

yet intimate portrait of a single

English town across the whole span

of human history. In a story full of

lust, madness, and ecstasy, we meet

twelve distinctive characters that

lived in the same region of central

England over the span of six

thousand years. Their narratives

are woven together in patterns of

recurring events, strange

traditions, and uncanny visions.

First, a cave-boy loses his mother,

falls in love, and learns a deadly

lesson.

9781603095075 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 312 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

16,75€

LAMBDA
DAVID MUSGRAVE

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Whoever the lambdas might be,

and wherever they really come

from, they're already here among

us. Outwardly alien arrivals from a

distant sea, the lambdas are

genetically human. The

government has noticed them. So

has a whole gamut of extremist

groups. Cara Gray has noticed them

too, first as a haunting presence in

her otherwise ordinary childhood,

then as the impossibly shifting

target of her work as a police

officer.

9781787703193 - EUROPA EDITIONS

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

19,25€

UNTIL THE LAST
OF ME
SYLVAIN NEUVEL

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Spellbinding high-concept fiction as

rich as The Man in the High Castle

and as packed with thrills as Ready

Player One.

9780241445150 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

16,00€



THE INVISIBLE
LIFE OF ADDIE
LARUE
V E SCHWAB

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Presented in October 2021 folder.

Sunday Times and New York Times

Bestseller in Hardback -Title is

already a chart success in

hardback, now coming to

paperback with updated cover

design. New fantasy from the

author of the international

bestselling Darker Shade of Magic

series. The Near Witch was named

as Best YA of the Decade by

Entertainment Weekly

9781785658198 - TITAN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 20/03/2022

10,25€

BLACK PANTHER:
TALES OF
WAKANDA
VARIOUS

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

A ground-breaking anthology

celebrating Marvel´s beloved Black

Panther and his home of Wakanda.

Eighteen short stories penned by an

all-star cast of authors such as

Sheree Renée Thomas and Nikki

Giovanni. T´Challa faces the gods of

his parents. Vampires stalk Shuri

and a Dora Milaje in voodoo-laced

New Orleans. Erik Killmonger

grapples with racism, Russian spies,

and his own origins. Eighteen

brand-new tales of Wakanda, its

people, and its legacy.

9781789095685 - TITAN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

13,25€

ALIEN: INTO
CHARYBDIS
ALEX WHITE

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Presented in February 2022 folder.

The critically acclaimed author of

Alien: The Cold Forge takes readers

to a rogue colony where terror lurks

in the tunnels of an abandoned

Weyland-Yutani complex.

9781789095272 - TITAN BOOKS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 18/03/2022

13,25€



THE SHADOW
GLASS
JOSH WINNING

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

A thrilling race against the clock to

save the world from fantasy

creatures from a cult 80s film.

Perfect for fans of Henson

Company puppet classics like

Labyrinth, Dark Crystal and The

Never-Ending Story.

9781789098617 - TITAN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

13,25€

EMPRESS OF
FLAMES
MIMI YU

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Princess Lu knows that the throne

of the Empire of the First Flame

rightfully belongs to her. After all,

she is the late Emperor's firstborn

and has trained for the role all her

life. And she can't forget made a

promise to shapeshifter Nok, the

boy she came to love, to win justice

for his now powerless people. But

even with an army at her side, Lu

will need to face down a major

obstacle: the current sitting

Empress, her once beloved younger

sister, Min.

9781473223158 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

GROO MEETS
TARZAN
SERGIO ARAGONES

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

With cartoonist Sergio lost and

running from hungry lions in Chula

Vista´s Jungle Safari Land and script

writer Mark doing panels all day at

Comic-Con International, how will

this comic get finished? Legendary

Tarzan artist Thomas Yeates swings

in to help! Plus_the legendary

Rufferto backup strips from the

comic series and an introduction by

Mark Evanier are also included! The

confident lord of the jungle meets the

dangerous master of cheese dip!

9781506722375 - DARK HORSE USA

Format: 112 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

22,25€



PEARL VOL 1
BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

The New York Times bestselling,

Peabody, and multi-Eisner award-

winning writer Brian Michael

Bendis (Superman) and superstar

Jessica Jones co-creator Michael

Gaydos begin a masterful saga

involving art, crime, loyalty, and

passion.

9781506729329 - DARK HORSE USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

22,25€

LUCKY DEVIL
CULLEN BUNN

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Just when he thinks things can´t get

worse, the exorcism goes

wrong.and he finds that somehow

he´s retained all of the entity´s

supernatural gifts. After a path of

revenge on all the people that have

wronged him, he begins to gather

worshippers and form a cult.

9781506721996 - DARK HORSE USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

22,25€

SCIENCE COMICS:
BIRDS OF PREY
JOE FLOOD

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Spread your wings with Science

Comics: Birds of Prey, a new and

exciting volume of First Second's

nonfiction graphic novel series!

9781250269485 - MACMILLAN USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

13,75€



CHIVALRY
NEIL GAIMAN

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

A stunning graphic novel

adaptation of Neil Gaiman's beloved

short story, Chivalry. An elderly

widow buys what turns out to be the

Holy Grail from a second-hand

shop, setting her off on an epic

journey with an ancient knight who

lures her with ancient relics in the

hope of winning the cup.

9781472290649 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

18,50€

DC POSTER
PORTFOLIO: JIM
LEE VOL 2
JIM LEE

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Presented in November 2021 folder.

Jim Lee is a world-renowned comic

book legend and DC Poster

Portfolio: Jim Lee Vol. 2 showcases

more of his incredible and iconic

artwork for fans and collectors

alike!

9781779513328 - D C COMICS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

26,00€

THE ICE DRAGON
GEORGE R R MARTIN

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Presented in January 2022 folder. An

enchanting tale of courage and

sacrifice for young readers and adults

by the wildly popular George R.R.

Martin, author of A Song of Ice and

Fire, the series that inspired HBO's

Emmy Award-winning GAME OF

THRONES. Lavish illustrations by

acclaimed artist Luis Royo enrich this

captivating and heartwarming story

of a young girl and her dragon.

9780008518776 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€



HALO
ENCYCLOPEDIA
MICROSOFT

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

The universe of Halo is remarkably

vast in scale and astonishingly

elaborate in detail, telling rich

stories filled with bold characters,

breathtaking worlds, and thrilling

conflicts. In celebration of the 20th

anniversary of Halo, Dark Horse

and 343 Industries have teamed up

to deliver the most definitive guide

to the universe thus far. Spanning

over a hundred millennia and

encompassing over a hundred

thousand light years, the Halo

Encyclopedia captures two decades

of storytelling with stunning,

never-before-seen art and the most

detailed exploration of the

universe´s many characters,

worlds, and technologies to have

ever been created

9781506728445 - DARK HORSE USA

Format: 488 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

47,25€

HELLBOY
UNIVERSE
ESSENTIALS
MIKE MIGNOLA

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Lobster Johnson has long been an

idol of Hellboy´s, helping to shape

the B.P.R.D.´s most famous agent

into the occult crime-fighting

professional we know and love. But

was the Lobster real? Or just a story,

a myth? Get to know Lobster

Johnson and delve into the enigma

known as the Lobster with this

perfect introductory volume, with a

story hand-picked by Hellboy

creator Mike Mignola as the perfect

jumping-on point for new Lobster

Johnson readers!

9781506725048 - DARK HORSE USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

16,75€

LADY BALTIMORE:
THE WITCH
QUEENS
MIKE MIGNOLA

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

The Baltimore legacy is about to get

bloody! Horror genius writing team

Mike Mignola and Christopher

Golden reunite, with stellar art by

Bridgit Connell and colors by

Michelle Madsen as they return

readers to the world of Baltimore in

this deluxe hardcover, complete with

sketchbook section.

9781506719429 - DARK HORSE USA

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

23,75€



LOBSTER
JOHNSON
OMNIBUS VOL 1
MIKE MIGNOLA

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

After years of captivating fans´

imaginations from the pages of

Hellboy and B.P.R.D., the pulp-style

adventures of Lobster Johnson took

the limelight in his own series of

comics adventures. From gangsters

to Nazis to an army of monkeys, the

Lobster faces classic foes in strange

new ways.

9781506726397 - DARK HORSE USA

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

37,75€

THE ART OF
TROVER SAVES
THE UNIVERSE
SQUANCH GAMES

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Save the universe! Save your dogs!

Take your chair to the streets and

follow Trover throughout the

cosmos as you battle your way

through hordes of clones on your

quest to stop Glorkon!

9781506716404 - DARK HORSE USA

Format: 160 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

37,75€

DC POSTER
PORTFOLIO: DARK
NIGHTS: METAL
VARIOUS

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Presented in October 2021 folder.

From the superstar creative team of

Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo, Dark

Nights: Metal was one of DC´s

blockbuster crossover events! Now

collected together for the first time

we present DC Poster Portfolio:

Metal!

9781779513151 - D C COMICS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

23,75€



HOMESICKNESS
COLIN BARRETT

FICTION > SHORT
STORIES

The second short story collection

from Colin Barrett,

HOMESICKNESS marks the long-

awaited return of the award-

winning author of YOUNG SKINS.

9781787333819 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 192 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

16,00€

MILK BLOOD
HEAT
DANTIEL W MONIZ

FICTION > SHORT
STORIES

Set in the suburbs and the cities of

the modern world but about the

ancient essences of who and what

we are, Milk Blood Heat is a

collection of love and sex, birth and

death. Through the stories of

ordinary characters confronted by

extraordinary moments of violent

yet often beautiful reckoning,

Dantiel W. Moniz contemplates

human connection, race,

womanhood, inheritance, and the

elemental darkness in us all. Wise

and subversive, spiritual and

seductive, Milk Blood Heat

showcases that the world in which

we live can be a place of obstacles

and heartbreak... but also one of

grace and splendour.

9781838950606 - ATLANTIC

BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

DARK STARS
VARIOUS

FICTION > SHORT
STORIES

Twelve chilling and thrilling stories

from the darkest stars of modern

horror including Josh Malerman,

Caroline Kepnes, Stephen Graham

Jones, Ramsay Campbell and more...

From the terrifying claustrophobia of

a couple stuck together during

lockdown to a desperate desire for

attention during adolescence and the

haunting vision of outliving your

children, these stories are modern

horror at its finest.

9781789098983 - TITAN BOOKS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

13,25€



A FIRE IN MY
HEAD
BEN OKRI

FICTION > POETRY

A powerful collection of new and

recently completed poems by Ben

Okri covering topics of the day,

such as the refugee crisis, racism,

Obama, the Grenfell Tower fire,

and the Corona outbreak.

9781803281285 - HEAD OF ZEUS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

MENTAL FIGHT
BEN OKRI

FICTION > POETRY

An epic poem touching on issues of

racism, intolerance and

environmental destructions from

Booker Prize-winning author Ben

Okri.

9781800244269 - HEAD OF ZEUS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

WILD
BEN OKRI

FICTION > POETRY

Poems of living and loving from

Booker Prize-winning author Ben

Okri. Freedom is the most precious

commodity in the world. In this

powerful collection, the celebrated

novelist, essayist, dramatist and poet,

Ben Okri, explores the beauty

contained in each one of us - the

freedom of our spirit, the child

within. He recalls the death of his

father, the sacrifices of his mother,

the hidden river of Edinburgh, falling

in love.

9781800244306 - HEAD OF ZEUS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€



GOLD
RUMI

FICTION > POETRY

Presented in April and August 2021

folders. The thirteenth-century

Persian sage Rumi was chiefly

known as a preacher and a man of

serious and sober views. But at the

age of forty, his encounter with the

poet Shams of Tabriz left him

utterly transformed. Rumi became

a poet himself, a poet in single-

minded pursuit of ecstatic

illumination and liberation whose

work is meant to induce a similar

revelation in his audience, bringing

its members to a condition of

serenity, compassion, and oneness

with the divine. His poetry is a

masterpiece of world literature to

which readers in many languages

continue to return for inspiration

and succor as well as aesthetic

delight.

9781681375335 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 96 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

16,50€

INCEST
MARQUIS DE SADE

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

When the immoral libertine

Monsieur de Franval marries and

fathers a daughter, he decides to

inculcate in her a sense of absolute

freedom, an unconventional

education that involves the two

becoming secret lovers. But

Franval´s virtuous, God-fearing wife

becomes suspicious and confronts

him, setting off a tragic chain of

events. Part of Sade´s The Crimes of

Love cycle, this shocking tale _

which was among the writings

banned for publication until the

twentieth century _ tests the limits

of morality and portrays the

disastrous consequences of

freedom and pleasure.

9781847498946 - ALMA BOOKS

LTD

101 PAGES SERIES

Format: 101 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

11,75€

MY PEN IS THE
WING OF A BIRD
VARIOUS

FICTION > SHORT
STORIES

An anthology of contemporary

women's short fiction in translation,

featuring work by emerging women

writers from across Afghanistan.

Afghanistan has a rich literary

history, but chronic instability,

compounded now by the current

crisis, have meant that women's

voices have remained hidden. This

anthology is the result of more than

two years working Afghan women

writers. They have strong, original,

and unexpected stories to tell, but

until now have had no opportunity to

publish these locally or beyond their

borders. Now it seems certain that

this opportunity will be taken from

them again.

9781529422214 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

AFGHANISTAN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

17,75€



HOW BEAUTIFUL
WE WERE
IMBOLO MBUE

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Set in the fictional African village of

Kosawa, this is the story of a people

living in fear amidst environmental

degradation wrought by an

American oil company. Pipeline

spills have rendered farmlands

infertile. Children are dying from

drinking toxic water. Promises of

clean-up and financial reparations

are made - and broken. Left with

few choices, the people of Kosawa

decide to fight back. But it will come

at a steep price - one which

generation after generation will

have to pay.

9781838851378 - CANONGATE

BOOKS

AFRICA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,00€

GLORY
NOVIOLET BULAWAYO

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

An effervescent, punchy, piercingly

funny novel exploring the fall of

Robert Mugabe from Booker-

shortlisted Zimbabwean novelist

NoViolet Bulawayo.

9781784744304 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

AFRICA

Format: 576 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

17,00€

GLORY
NOVIOLET BULAWAYO

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Glory centers around the unexpected

fall of Old Horse, a long-serving

leader of a fictional country, and the

drama that follows for a rumbustious

nation of animals on the path to true

liberation. Inspired by the

unexpected fall by coup, in November

2017, of Robert Mugabe, Zimbabwe´s

president of nearly four decades,

Bulawayo´s bold, vividly imagined

novel shows a country imploding,

narrated by a chorus of animal voices

who unveil the ruthlessness and cold

strategy required to uphold the

illusion of absolute power, and the

imagination and bullet-proof

optimism to overthrow it completely.

9780593492499 - PENGUIN USA

AFRICA

Format: 416 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

17,00€



VAGABONDS!
ELOGHOSA OSUNDE

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

As in Nigeria, vagabonds are those

whose existence is literally

outlawed: the queer, the poor, the

displaced, the footloose and rogue

spirits. They are those who inhabit

transient spaces, who make their

paths and move invisibly, who

embrace apparitions, old

vengeances and alternative

realities. Eloghosa Osunde´s brave,

fiercely inventive novel traces a

wild array of characters for whom

life itself is a form of resistance: a

driver for a debauched politician

with the power to command life and

death.

9780593541517 - PENGUIN USA

AFRICA

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

16,50€

VAGABONDS!
ELOGHOSA OSUNDE

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Èkó, the spirit of Lagos, and his loyal

minion named Tatafo are our

guides in a whirlwind tour of Lagos,

taking us deep into the hearts,

minds and bodies of its inhabitants.

They weave trouble through the

city´s streets and through the lives

of the "vagabonds´ powering

modern Nigeria: the unseen, the

displaced, the queer, women and

children.

9780008498023 - HARPER

COLLINS

AFRICA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

16,50€

MOON WITCH
SPIDER KING
MARLON JAMES

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Presented in February 2022 folder.

The second book in the Dark Star

Trilogy, after Black Leopard Red Wolf

- a spectacular, genre-redefining

literary fantasy novel from the Man

Booker Prize-winning author of A

Brief History of Seven Killings.

9780241315569 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

AFRICA

Format: 480 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

18,00€



BABBITT
SINCLAIR LEWIS

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

In the Midwestern city of Zenith,

the middle-aged real-estate agent

George F. Babbitt appears to have

achieved the American dream: he

has a wife and children, a car and a

neat house with a neat yard; he is

successful at work, comfortably off,

exceedingly well fed and a proud

member of all the right clubs _ in

short, he has all he needs to be

happy. Or does he? As we follow his

humdrum daily routine and

startling events begin to unfold

around him, we discover that all is

not well in Babbitt´s world: his

moral foundations are shaking, and

he can´t help harbouring rebellious

dreams of escape and romance.

9781847498779 - ALMA BOOKS

LTD

ALMA CLASSICS EVERGREEN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

10,25€

THE BATMAN
BOX SET
LOEB AND SALE

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

One of the most iconic fictional

characters in the world, Batman has

dedicated his life to an endless

crusade, a war on all criminals in

the name of his murdered parents,

who were taken from him when he

was just a child. Since that tragic

night, he has trained his body and

mind to near physical perfection to

be a self-made Super Hero. He's

developed an arsenal of technology

that would put most armies to

shame.

9781779514295 - D C COMICS

BATMAN

Format: 728 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

59,25€

THE LAST LIBRARY
FREYA SAMPSON

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

An eclectic cast of eccentric

characters as adored in THE

THURSDAY MURDER CLUB . A heart-

warming and inspiring story about a

community coming together to save

their beloved library. For fans of Beth

Morrey and Clare Pooley .

9781838773700 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

BOOKS ON BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

11,75€



A NOVEL
OBSESSION
CAITLIN BARASCH

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Twenty-four-year-old New York

bookseller Naomi Ackerman is

desperate to write a novel, but

struggles to find a story to tell.

When, after countless disastrous

dates, she meets Caleb_a perfectly

nice guy with a Welsh accent and a

unique patience for all her

quirks_she thinks she´s finally

stumbled onto a time-honored

subject: love. Then Caleb´s ex-

girlfriend, Rosemary, enters the

scene.

9780593185599 - PENGUIN USA

BOOKS ON BOOKS

Format: 336 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

18,75€

BRIDGERTON:
THE VISCOUNT
WHO LOVED ME
(NETFLIX)
JULIA QUINN

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

Presented in February 2021 folder.

The second of Julia Quinn's

bestselling and beloved Bridgerton

novels, now a series created by

Shondaland for Netflix. This is

Anthony Bridgerton's story . . .

9780349432137 - LITTLE, BROWN

BRIDGERTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

13,25€

STRANGE
JOURNEY
MAUD CAIRNES

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

In this body swap comedy from the

1930s, the minds of two strangers,

aristocrat Lady Elizabeth and middle-

class Polly Wilkinson, switch places

with baffling and hilarious results.

9780712354950 - BRITISH LIBRARY

BRITISH LIBRARY CLASSICS

Format: 256 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

14,75€



KEEPING UP
APPEARANCES
ROSE MACAULAY

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Rose Macaulay´s novel, first

published in 1928, offers a sharp

and witty commentary on how we

twist our identities to fit, delivered

in an intelligent and innovative

style.

9780712354011 - BRITISH LIBRARY

BRITISH LIBRARY CLASSICS

Format: 256 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

14,75€

THE SEAT OF THE
SCORNFUL
JOHN DICKSON CARR

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

With a number of strange items

making up the physical evidence Dr

Gideon Fell, himself an old friend of

Ireton´s, is summoned to help with

the deceptively simple _ yet

increasingly complex _

investigation.

9780712354806 - BRITISH LIBRARY

BRITISH LIBRARY CRIME

CLASSICS

Format: 240 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

13,25€

PEACH BLOSSOM
SPRING
MELISSA FU

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

An epic, powerful and intensely

personal debut about war, migration,

family, and the search for a place to

call home. For fans of PACHINKO,

WILD SWANS and ALL THE LIGHT

WE CANNOT SEE

9781472277541 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

CHINA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

18,50€



ON THE ROAD
JACK KEROUAC

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

On the Road swings to the rhythms

of 1950s underground America,

jazz, sex, generosity, chill dawns

and drugs, with Sal Paradise and his

hero Dean Moriarty, traveller and

mystic, the living epitome of Beat.

Now recognized as a modern

classic, its American Dream is

nearer that of Walt Whitman than

Scott Fitzgerald, and it goes racing

towards the sunset with

unforgettable exuberance,

poignancy and autobiographical

passion.

9780241552643 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

CLOTHBOUND CLASSICS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

20,50€

POEMS FOR NEW
PARENTS
BECKY BROWN (EDITOR)

FICTION > POETRY

A beautiful gift anthology of classic

poetry which captures the

excitement and joy of a new arrival

in the family. Part of the Macmillan

Collector´s Library; a series of

stunning, pocket-sized classics with

ribbon markers. These beautiful

books make perfect gifts or a treat

for any book lover. This edition is

edited by Becky Brown.

9781529065428 - COLLECTOR´S

LIBRARY

COLLECTOR´S CLASSICS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,75€

FUNERAL
READINGS AND
POEMS
BECKY BROWN (EDITOR)

FICTION > POETRY

This elegant, slim volume of writing

is full of carefully chosen classic

poetry and prose which is by turn

moving, thought provoking,

comforting and sorrowful.

9781529065404 - COLLECTOR´S

LIBRARY

COLLECTOR´S CLASSICS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,75€



STILL LIFE
SARAH WINMAN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Presented in February 2022 folder.

1944, in the ruined wine cellar of a

Tuscan villa, as bombs fall around

them, two strangers meet and share

an extraordinary evening. Ulysses

Temper is a young British soldier,

Evelyn Skinner is a sexagenarian

art historian and possible spy. She

has come to Italy to salvage

paintings from the wreckage and

relive memories of the time she

encountered EM Forster and had

her heart stolen by an Italian maid

in a particular Florentine room with

a view.

9780008283391 - HARPER COLLINS

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

WHEREABOUTS
JHUMPA LAHIRI

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

The new novel from the Pulitzer

Prize-winning, Man Booker Prize-

shortlisted author: a haunting

portrait of a woman, her decisions,

her conversations, her solitariness,

in a beautiful and lonely Italian city

9781526629975 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

11,75€

WHEREABOUTS
JHUMPA LAHIRI

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A

captivating novel from the Pulitzer

Prize_winning author of The

Lowland and Interpreter of

Maladies_her first in nearly a

decade_about a woman questioning

her place in the world, wavering

between stasis and movement,

between the need to belong and the

refusal to form lasting ties.

9780593312087 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

11,75€



THE
HUMMINGBIRD
SANDRO VERONESI

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

A moving, funny and wise new

novel by one of the masters of

European literature. Marco Carrera

is 'the hummingbird,' a man with

the almost supernatural ability to

stay still as the world around him

continues to change. As he

navigates the challenges of life -

confronting the death of his sister

and the absence of his brother;

taking care of his parents; raising

his granddaughter; coming to

terms with his love for the

enigmatic Luisa - Marco Carrera

comes to represent the quiet

heroism that pervades so much of

our everyday existence.

9781474617482 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

THE DARKEST SIN
D V BISHOP

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

Florence. Spring, 1537. When

Cesare Aldo investigates a report of

intruders at a convent in the

Renaissance city´s northern

quarter, he enters a community

divided by bitter rivalries and

harbouring dark secrets. His case

becomes far more complicated

when a naked man´s body is found

deep inside the convent, stabbed

more than two dozen times.

Unthinkable as it seems, all the

evidence suggests one of the nuns

must be the killer.

9781529038835 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

20,50€

COUNT
BELISARIUS
ROBERT GRAVES

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

The sixth-century Roman Empire is a

dangerous place, threatened on all

frontiers by invaders. But soon the

attacking armies of Vandals, Goths,

and Persians grow to fear and respect

the name of one man, Belisarius:

horseman, archer, swordsman, and

military commander of genius. As

Belisarius triumphs in battles from

the East to North Africa, his success

causes him to become regarded with

increasing jealousy and suspicion. In

his palace in Constantinople the

Emperor Justinian, dominated by his

wife Theodora, plots the great

general´s downfall. Written in the

form of a biography by Belisarius´s

manservant, this epic historical novel

portrays him as a lone man of honor

in a corrupt world.

9781644210505 - PENGUIN USA

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 432 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

20,75€



THE BURNING
ROAD
HARRY SIDEBOTTOM

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

Sunday Times bestselling His

Warrior of Rome series is one of

the biggest selling Roman Military

series in the UK. Currently teaching

Ancient History at Oxford

University, Sidebottom brings

together his unrivalled knowledge

of Roman history with gripping,

page-turning stories.

9781785769696 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

11,75€

VALSE TRISTE
MARCELLO FOIS

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

When Michelangelo, a young

autistic child, goes missing,

Commissario Sergio Striggio is put

in charge of the investigation.

Searches turn up nothing, but there

is an interesting connection with

the mother's past: when she was a

child, her twin brother also went

missing, never to be found.

However, Striggio is finding it

difficult to concentrate on the case.

9780857058850 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

GIVE UNTO
OTHERS
DONNA LEON

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Once again, Commissario Guido

Brunetti is willing to bend police rules

for an acquaintance, even though

Elisabetta Foscarini, the woman who

asks the favour, is not really a friend.

But her mother was good to

Brunetti's, so he feels he has no

choice but to repay the debt and

agrees to look into the matter

'privately', rather than as a police

official.

9781529151619 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

17,00€



ONE ITALIAN
SUMMER
REBECCA SERLE

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

An unexpected love story from the

bestselling author of In Five Years.

Can we ever really know our

parents?

9781529419474 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

18,50€

VITA NUOVA
DANTE ALIGHIERI

FICTION > POETRY

A sparkling translation that gives

new life in English to Dante´s Vita

Nuova, his transcendent love

poems and influential statement on

the art and power of poetry, and the

most widely read of his works after

the Inferno

9780143106203 - PENGUIN USA

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 224 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

14,50€

THE WIND
WHISTLING IN
THE CRANES
LIDIA JORGE

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

From the winner of the prestigious

FIL Prize in Romance Languages

comes this masterpiece saga, set in

the twilight of the late twentieth

century, of two clashing families in

coastal Portugal.

9781631497599 - W W NORTON & CO

ESSENTIAL PORTUGAL

Format: 320 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

24,25€



EASY READING
CRISTINA MORALES

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

An explosive and daring novel

about bodies, sex, politics and

disability by the prize-winning

Spanish writer Cristina Morales. An

explosive and daring novel about

bodies, sex, politics and disability

by the prize-winning and

groundbreaking Spanish writer

Cristina MoralesEasy Reading tells

the lives of four cousins, all

disabled women in their 30s and

40s, living together in a subsidised

flat in Barcelona. Together, the

women fight to keep their

independence and stop the state

from intervening in their lives.

Funny and furious, Easy Reading is

a critique of both the institutions

set up to care for disabled people

and the language that categorises

and marginalises those with

disabilities in society.

9781787332676 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

ESSENTIAL SPAIN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

18,75€

WHEN I SING
MOUNTAINS
DANCE
IRENE SOLÀ

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

A prize-winning, spell-binding,

polyphonic debut of love, wildness

and tragedy that marks the

generations - for readers of Sarah

Baume and Max Porter When

Domenec - mountain-dweller,

father, poet, dreamer - dies

suddenly, struck by lightning, he

leaves behind two small children,

Mia and Hilari, to grow up wild

among the looming summits of the

Pyrenees and the ghosts of the

Spanish civil war. But then Hilari

dies too, and his sister is forced to

face life's struggles and joys alone.

9781783787142 - GRANTA BOOKS

ESSENTIAL SPAIN

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

19,25€

THE WONDERS
ELENA MEDEL

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

This is a story about money, about

how the money that a woman does

not have will shape her life. Maria and

Alicia are a grandmother and

granddaughter who have never met.

Decades apart, both are drawn to

Madrid in search of work and

independence. Maria, scraping

together a living as a cleaner and

carer, sending money back home for

the daughter she hardly knows;

Alicia, raised in prosperity until her

family was brought low by tragedy,

now trapped in a low-paid job and a

cycle of banal infidelities.

9781782276586 - PUSHKIN PRESS

ESSENTIAL SPAIN

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

18,50€



THE SPANISH
WEDDING
DISASTER
KAREN KING

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

A gorgeous, sun-soaked romance

set in Southern Spain - the perfect

holiday beach read for fans of Milly

Johnson and Jo Thomas.

9781472278753 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

ESSENTIAL SPAIN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

THE ORANGE
GROVE
ROSANNA LEY

FICTION > BESTSELLERS

Holly loves making marmalade.

Now she has a chance to leave her

stressful city job and pursue her

dream - of returning to the Dorset

landscape of her childhood to open

Bitter Orange, a shop celebrating

the fruit that first inspired her.

Holly's mother Ella has always loved

Seville. So why is she reluctant to go

back there with Holly to source

products for the shop? What is she

frightened of - and does it have

anything to do with the old Spanish

recipe for Seville orange and

almond cake that Ella keeps hidden

from her family?

9781529410174 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

ESSENTIAL SPAIN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

PRIVATE ROGUE
PATTERSON AND HAMDY

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

A new thriller in James Patterson's

bestselling Private series, featuring

private investigator Jack Morgan.

9781529156867 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

JAMES PATTERSON PRIVATE

Format: 432 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

11,75€



THE RED BOOK
PATTERSON AND ELLIS

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Detective Billy Harney exposes an

evil lurking deep within his city -

but it also brings his own past

demons to light... To Billy Harney,

the newest member of Chicago PD's

elite strike force, getting shot in the

head, stalked by a state's attorney,

and accused of murder by his fellow

cops is all part of breaking a case.

So, when a drive-by shooting on the

Chicago's West Side turns political,

he doesn't shy away from leading

the investigation. As the easy

answers prove to be the wrong

ones, Harney's quest to expose the

evil that's rotting the city from the

inside out takes him to the one

place he vowed never to return to:

his own troubled past.

9781529156508 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

JAMESP STANDALONE

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

LONELY CASTLE
IN THE MIRROR
MIZUKI TSUJIMURA

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

A #1 Japanese bestseller and winner

of the influential Japan booksellers'

award, for fans of BEFORE COFFEE

GETS COLD.

9781529176667 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

JAPAN

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

13,25€

CHERRY MAGIC!
YUU TOYOTA

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Gifted (cursed?) at the age of 30 with

the ability to read the mind of

whomever he touches (even the

coworker with the hots for him!),

virginal businessman-turned-wizard

Adachi is taking his first tentative

steps into love! After being wooed

within an inch of his life by the

tenacious Kurosawa, Adachi is at last

on board with his feelings for his

handsome, kind colleague and has

come around to the idea of Kurosawa

as his very first significant other.

9781646091102 - PENGUIN USA

JAPAN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

14,50€



I THINK OUR SON
IS GAY 03
OKURA

FICTION > MANGA

A doting mother and her two

beloved sons, one of whom she

thinks is probably gay, go about

their daily lives in this hilarious and

heartwarming LGBTQIA+-friendly

family comedy! The warm and

loving Aoyama house continues to

run like clockwork. Mama Tomoko

keeps her sons happy and healthy

while her husband´s away, and

eldest son Hiroki, for his part, jokes

and dissembles his way around the

not-so-little "secret" of his sexuality

while figuring things out for

himself.

9781646091263 - PENGUIN USA

JAPAN

Format: 128 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

14,50€

ODE TO KIRIHITO
OSAMU TEZUKA

FICTION > MANGA

A promising young doctor, Kirihito

Osanai visits a remote Japanese

mountain village to investigate the

source of the latest medical

mystery. While he ends up

traveling the world to discover what

it takes to be cured of such a

disease, a conspiracy back home

attempts to explain away his

absence. Hinging upon his fate are

those of his loved ones: an unstable

childhood friend and colleague

trapped between factions of the

medical establishment that

nurtured him; a fiancée

emotionally transformed by

Kirihito´s mysterious

disappearance; and a stranger who

becomes his guardian angel, a

sensual circus-act performer with

volatile psychological secrets.

9781647291198 - PENGUIN USA

JAPAN

Format: 832 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

38,75€

THE LAST EXILES
ANN SHIN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Set against the backdrop of one of the

world´s most secretive regimes, The

Last Exiles is a powerful debut novel

about a young couple whose love is

put to the ultimate test when one of

them makes a split-second decision

that changes both of their lives

forever. A story of love, sacrifice, and

belonging, perfect for fans of Lisa See.

9780778312017 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

KOREA INTEREST

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

16,00€



THE GREAT
HOMECOMING
ANNA KIM

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

1959, Seoul. Divided from his family

by the violent tumult of the Korean

civil war, Yunho arrives in South

Korea's capital searching for his

oldest friend. He finds him in the

arms of Eve Moon, a dancer with

many names who may be a refugee

fleeing the communist North, or an

American spy. Beguiled, Yunho falls

desperately in love. But nothing in

Seoul is what it seems. The city is

crowded with double agents and

soldiers, and wracked by protests

and poverty, while across the

border, Pyongyang grows more

prosperous by the day. When a

series of betrayals and a brutal

crime drive the three friends into

exile, Yunho finds himself caught in

the riptide of history. Might a

homecoming to North Korea be his

only hope for salvation?

9781846276569 - GRANTA BOOKS

KOREA INTEREST

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

THE OLD WOMAN
WITH THE KNIFE
GU BYEONG-MO

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Hornclaw is a sixty-five-year-old

female contract killer who is

considering retirement. A fighter

who has experienced loss and grief

early on in life, she lives in a state of

self-imposed isolation, with just her

dog, Deadweight, for company.

While on an assassination job for

the 'disease control' company she

works for, Hornclaw makes an

uncharacteristic error, causing a

sequence of events that brings her

past well and truly into the present.

9781838856434 - CANONGATE

BOOKS

KOREA INTEREST

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

17,75€

PARADAIS
FERNANDA MELCHOR

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Written in a chilling torrent of prose

by one of our most thrilling new

writers, Paradais explores the

explosive fragility of Mexican society

- fractured by issues of race, class and

violence - and how the myths, desires,

and hardships of teenagers can tear

life apart at the seams.

9781913097875 - FITZCARRALDO UK

LATINAMERICAN WRITERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 23/03/2022

16,25€



THE INVERTS
CRYSTAL JEANS

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Bettina and Bart have grown up as

best friends, so surely they will end

up together? After all, Bettina is

young, rich, headstrong.... and gay.

Bart is young, rich, charismatic...

9780008365905 - HARPER

COLLINS

LGBTQ+

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€

SKINFLICK
JOSEPH HANSEN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Lon Tooker certainly fits the

profile: big, strong, a Marine Corps

veteran, and recently the target of

evangelical crusader Gerald

Dawson´s wrath. Tooker´s adult toys

and pornography store on the local

skid row has recently become the

target of Dawson´s church men´s

group and their destructive masked

raids on "un-Christian" businesses.

When Dawson is strangled to death

by someone of Tooker´s size and

ability, the police see a smut-

peddler with a motive. Case closed.

9781681990545 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

LGBTQ+

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

16,75€

THE MAN
EVERYBODY WAS
AFRAID OF
JOSEPH HANSEN

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

The murder of a conservative police

chief in a fishing village north of Los

Angeles sends death claims

investigator Dave Brandstetter into

the no-man´s land between cops and

activists in this brilliantly plotted

mystery, which perfectly captures

California in the mid-1970s.

9781681990521 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

LGBTQ+

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

16,25€



HISTORY
COMICS: THE
STONEWALL
RIOTS
ARCHIE BONGIOVANNI

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Turn back the clock with History

Comics! In this graphic novel,

experience the Stonewall Riots

firsthand and meet iconic activists

like Marsha P. Johnson and Sylvia

Rivera.

9781250618351 - MACMILLAN USA

LGBTQ+

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/03/2022

13,75€

CALL ME
NATHAN
CATHERINE CASTRO

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

"All I want is a proper body. . ." Born

as biologically female, Nathan

spends his formative years facing

questions without answers, social

ostracism from his peers, and

incomprehension from his family _

because from as early as he can

remember, he knows he has been

born in the wrong body. But, as his

family comes to recognize, a

physical identity is harder to

change than a piece of clothing or a

haircut. Based on a true story, at

first hand, Call Me Nathan issues a

moving call for understanding, a

powerful denunciation of prejudice,

and a celebration of everything it

means to love.

9781914224010 - SELFMADEHERO

LGBTQ+

Format: 144 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

23,10€

56 DAYS
CATHERINE RYAN HOWARD

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

56 DAYS AGO Ciara and Oliver meet

in a supermarket queue in Dublin and

start dating the same week COVID-19

reaches Irish shores. 35 DAYS AGO

When lockdown threatens to keep

them apart, Oliver suggests they

move in together. Ciara sees a unique

opportunity for a relationship to

flourish without the scrutiny of

family and friends. Oliver sees a

chance to hide who - and what - he

really is. TODAY Detectives arrive at

Oliver's apartment to discover a

decomposing body inside.

9781838951658 - ATLANTIC BOOKS

PANDEMICS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€



THE GOSPEL
SINGER
HARRY CREWS

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Golden-haired, with the voice of an

angel and a reputation as a healer,

the Gospel Singer appeared on the

cover of LIFE and brought

thousands to their knees in

Carnegie Hall. But for all his fame,

he is a man in mortal torment that

drives him back to his obscure and

wretched hometown of Enigma,

Georgia. But by the time his

Cadillac pulls into Enigma, he

discovers an old friend is being held

at tenuous bay from a lynch mob.

As Harry Crews´s first novel

unfolds, the Gospel Singer is forced

to give way to his torment, and in

doing so he reveals to the believers

who have gathered at his feet just

how little he is God´s man, and how

much he has contributed to the

corruption of each of them.

9780143135098 - PENGUIN USA

PENGUIN BLACK CLASSICS

Format: 224 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

18,75€

THE TROUBLE
WITH HAPPINESS
TOVE DITLEVSEN

FICTION > SHORT
STORIES

A newly married woman longs,

irrationally, for a silk umbrella; a

husband chases away his wife's

beloved cat; a betrayed mother

impulsively sacks her housekeeper.

Underneath the surface of these

precisely observed tales of love,

marriage and family life in mid-

century Copenhagen pulse

currents of desire, violence and

despair, as women and men dream

of escaping their conventional roles

and finding freedom and happiness

- without ever truly understanding

what that might mean.

9780241545317 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

PENGUIN MODERN CLASSICS

Format: 160 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,25€

GYPSY BALLADS
FEDERICO GARCÍA LORCA

FICTION > POETRY

Translated by Gloria Garcia Lorca,

the writer's niece, and Jane Duran, the

family friend who became a

celebrated poet, Gypsy Ballads is the

most authentic version of Romancero

Gitano imaginable. In their new

translation Jane Duran and Gloria

Garcia Lorca have been faithful to

Lorca's work, searching out original

meanings, avoiding overt

interpretations, reproducing

metaphors, so as to bring to an

English-speaking reader the pure

power of Lorca's poetry. What is

revealed is a kaleidoscope of sensory

images, characters and stories.

9780241371879 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

PENGUIN MODERN CLASSICS

Format: 112 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

15,00€



BLESS ME
ULTIMA
RUDOLFO ANAYA

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Presented in February 2022 folder.

Although only six years old,

Antonio Marez is perceptive

beyond his years. He was brought

into the world with the help of

Ultima, a curandera, or folk healer,

in touch with nature and the spirit

world. Revered by some as a

wisewoman but rebuked by others

as a witch, Ultima has now come

back to stay with Tony´s family in

New Mexico. As Tony seeks out his

destiny_torn between his mother´s

farming forebears and his father´s

wandering vaquero roots, between

Spanish Catholicism and the gods

of his indigenous

ancestors_Ultima´s loving tutelage

will help him navigate questions of

life and death, good and evil, and

reveal to him the vastness of the

heritage that shapes him, in this

pioneering work of literature.

9780143137221 - PENGUIN USA

PENGUIN VITAE

Format: 288 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

25,50€

GOOD
INTENTIONS
KASIM ALI

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

As Nur´s family counts down to

midnight on New Year´s Eve, Nur is

watching the clock more closely

than most: he has made a pact with

himself, and with his girlfriend,

Yasmina, that at midnight he will

finally tell his Pakistani parents the

truth. That he has spent years

hiding his personal life from them

to preserve his image as the golden

child. That he has built a life with a

woman he loves and she is Black.

9780008450731 - HARPER COLLINS

RACE MATTERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,25€

YINKA WHERE IS
YOUR HUZBAND?
LIZZIE DAMILOLA BLACKBURN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Yinka wants to find love. Her mum

wants to find it for her. She also has

too many aunties who frequently

pray for her delivery from singledom,

a preference for chicken and chips

over traditional Nigerian food, and a

bum she's sure is far too small as a

result. Oh, and the fact that she's a

thirty-one-year-old South-Londoner

who doesn't believe in sex before

marriage is a bit of an obstacle too...

When her cousin gets engaged, Yinka

commences 'Operation Find A Date

for Rachel's Wedding'. Armed with a

totally flawless, incredibly specific

plan, will Yinka find herself a

huzband? What if the thing

she really needs to find is herself?

9780241504604 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

RACE MATTERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

16,00€



LIBERTIE
KAITLYN GREENIDGE

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Roxane Gay Libertie Sampson was

named by her father as he lay

dying, in honour of the bright,

shining future he was sure was

coming. The only daughter of a

prosperous Black woman

physician, she was born free in a

country still blighted by slavery. But

she has never felt free. Shrinking

from her mother's ambitions for

her future, Libertie ventures

beyond her insulated community,

hoping that somehow, somewhere,

she will create a life that feels like

her own. Immersive, lyrical and

deeply moving, Libertie is a novel

about legacy and longing, the story

of a young woman struggling to

discover what freedom truly means

- for herself, and for generations to

come.

9781788169028 - PROFILE BOOKS

RACE MATTERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

13,25€

THE SWEETNESS
OF WATER
NATHAN HARRIS

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Longlisted for the Booker Prize, a

powerful American debut set

during the Civil War and portraying

life after slavery in the vein of

WASHINGTON BLACK A NEW

YORK TIMES BESTSELLER,

BARACK OBAMA SUMMER

READING 2021 SELECTION &

OPRAH BOOK CLUB PICK In the

dying days of the American Civil

War, newly freed brothers Landry

and Prentiss find themselves cast

into the world without a penny to

their names. Forced to hide out in

the woods near their former

Georgia plantation, they're soon

discovered by the land's owner,

George Walker, a man still reeling

from the loss of his son in the war.

9781472274410 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

RACE MATTERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€

HOW I LEARNED
TO HATE IN OHIO:
A NOVEL
DAVID STUART MACLEAN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Presented in January 2022 folder. A

brilliant, hilarious, and ultimately

devastating debut novel about how

racial discord grows in America In

the rural Ohio of the late 1980s, social

outcast Barry Nadler begins his

freshman year of high school with

low expectations. He resolves to go

unnoticed as much as possible, until

his world is upended by the arrival of

Gurbaksh Singh, Gary for short, a

Sikh teenager. Charismatic and wildly

conspicuous, Gurbaksh befriends

Barry and pulls him into a series of

startling and uncharacteristic

exploits.

9781419747205 - ABRAMS BOOKS

RACE MATTERS

Format: 256 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 18/03/2022

16,25€



THE ORCHARD
KRISTINA GORCHEVA-
NEWBERRY

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Coming of age in the USSR in the

1980s, best friends Anya and Milka

try to envision a free and joyful

future for themselves. They spend

their summers at Anya´s dacha just

outside of Moscow, lazing in the

apple orchard, listening to Queen

songs, and fantasizing about trips

abroad and the lives of American

teenagers. Meanwhile, Anya´s

parents talk about World War II,

the Blockade, and the hardships

they have endured.

9780593499801 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

RUSSIA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

17,00€

OUT OF THE
WORLD
KARL OVE KNAUSGAARD

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Out of the World is an ambitious

work of fiction, a monument to

masculine shame and destruction.

It was the first ever debut novel to

win the prestigious Norwegian

Critics Prize for Literature, and was

compared to Hamsun and Nabokov

on publication.

9781846558269 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

SCANDINAVIA

Format: 704 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

21,25€

SPRING
KARL OVE KNAUSGAARD

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

Presented in March 2020 and March

2021 folders. Spring is a deeply

moving novel about family, our

everyday lives, our joys and our

struggles, beautifully illustrated by

Anna Bjerger. I have just finished

writing this book for you. What

happened that summer nearly three

years ago, and its repercussions, are

long since over. Sometimes it hurts to

live, but there is always something to

live for.

9781784703288 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

SCANDINAVIA

Format: 208 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,50€



THE REINDEER
HUNTERS
LARS MYTTING

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

The year is 1903, and twenty-two

years have passed since Astrid

Hekne died in childbirth. Her son

Jehans meets a stranger over the

body of a huge reindeer. Outside

the new church in Butangen, Pastor

Kai Schweigaard is tormented by

his old betrayal. Conceived on an

epic scale by Norway's bestselling

author, The Reindeer Hunters is a

novel about love and bitter rivalries,

sorrow and courage, about history

and myth, and a country as it enters

a new era, about the first electric

light and the Great War in Europe,

where brother stands against

brother.

9781529416077 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

SCANDINAVIA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

18,50€

FOR THE LOST
LINA BENGTSDOTTER

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

In Karlstad, nine-month-old

Beatrice is missing from her pram.

Her parents are in shock and the

media is in a frenzy. DI Charlie

Lager is struggling with her own

demons when she's called to

investigate, forced to push them

aside as the case intensifies. As lead

after lead goes nowhere, Charlie

starts to feel like nobody actually

wants the truth to come out about

Beatrice as reluctant locals shut

down in the face of her questions.

And with each passing hour, the

chance of finding Beatrice alive

becomes less and less likely...

9781409179412 - ORION

PUBLISHING GROUP LTD

SCANDINAVIA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€

CABIN FEVER
ALEX DAHL

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Alone and isolated in a vast

Scandinavian forest, a therapist

begins to read her client's novel

manuscript, only to discover the main

character is terrifyingly familiar...

You are her therapist. Kristina is a

successful therapist in central Oslo.

She spends her days helping clients

navigate their lives with a cool

professionalism that has got her to

the top.She is your client. But when

her client Leah, a successful novelist,

arrives at her office clearly

distressed, begging Kristina to come

to her remote cabin in the woods, she

feels the balance begin to slip.But out

here in the woods. When Leah fails to

turn up to her next two sessions,

Kristina reluctantly heads out into

the wilderness to find her.

9781789544053 - HEAD OF ZEUS

SCANDINAVIA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€



A QUESTION OF
GUILT
JØRN LIER HORST

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

A killer caught. A murder sentence

served. But did they arrest the

wrong man?

9781405941655 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

SCANDINAVIA

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

THE DOLL
YRSA SIGURDARDOTTIR

FICTION > CRIME,
MYSTERY & HORROR

Detective Huldar and psychologist

Freyja are once again on the trail of

a serial killer in this brilliant new

novel from the internationally

acclaimed author of Gallows Rock

and The Silence of the Sea.

9781473693500 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

SCANDINAVIA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

13,25€

SHAKESPEARE
FOR EVERY DAY OF
THE YEAR
ALLIE ESIRI

FICTION > POETRY

'Shakespeare for Every Day of the

Year is not just for Christmas, but for

all time.' - Helena Bonham

CarterShakespeare For Every Day of

the Year is a magnificent collection of

366 poems from Shakespeare's

oeuvre compiled by Allie Esiri: one to

share on every day of the year.

Reflecting the changing seasons and

linking to events on key dates - funny

for April Fool's Day, festive for

Christmas - these poems are

thoughtful, inspiring, humbling,

informative, quiet, loud, small, epic,

peaceful, energetic, upbeat,

motivating, and empowering! Perfect

for reading aloud and sharing with all

the family, it is bursting at the seams

with familiar favourites and exciting

new discoveries.

9781529005035 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

SHAKESPEARE

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€



STAR TREK
CLASSICS: THE
MIRROR
UNIVERSE SAGA
MIKE W BARR

FICTION > GRAPHIC
NOVEL

Picking up where Star Trek III: The

Search for Spock left off, Admiral

Kirk and the crew of the U.S.S.

Enterprise face off with evil

versions of themselves in the fan-

favorite Mirror Universe! Admiral

Kirk and his crew must battle

against a very familiar foe, as forces

from the Empire have crossed an

interdimensional breach to wreak

havoc in Federation space. While

deception and desperation unfold

as the Empire tries to conquer

another universe, it will take all the

experience of Kirk, Spock, and the

crew of the Enterprise to fend off

the coming invasion and save the

Federation!

9781684058730 - IDW PUBLISHING

STAR TREK

Format: 200 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

27,75€

DOCTOR APHRA
(STAR WARS)
SARAH KUHN

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Dr. Aphra teams up with Darth

Vader himself in this original script

of the thrilling Star Wars

audiobook.production.

9781529101881 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

STAR WARS

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

14,75€

THE RACK
A E ELLIS

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

A lost classic of British fiction - The

Rack is our Magic Mountain and

Catch-22 combined.

9781784877378 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

VINTAGE CLASSICS

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

14,75€



THE SCHOOL FOR
GOOD MOTHERS
JESSAMINE CHAN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Frida Liu is a struggling mother.

She remembers taking Harriet

from her cot and changing her

nappy. She remembers giving her a

morning bottle. They'd been up

since four am. Frida just had to

finish the article in front of her. But

she'd left a file on her desk at work.

What would happen if she retrieved

it and came back in an hour? She

was so sure it would be okay. Now,

the state has decided that Frida is

not fit to care for her daughter. That

she must be re-educated. Can this

mistake cost her everything? THE

SCHOOL FOR GOOD MOTHERS is

an explosive and thrilling novel

about the pressures of

perfectionism, parenthood and

privilege.

9781529151336 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,00€

LOVE
MAAYAN EITAN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Presented in February 2022 folder.

Love is a fever dream of a novel

about a young sex worker whose life

blurs the boundaries between

violence and intimacy,

objectification and real

love. Startlingly vulnerable and

lyrically deft, Maayan Eitan´s debut

follows Libby as she goes about her

work in a nameless Israeli city,

riding in cars, seeing clients,

meeting and befriending other sex

workers and pimps. In prose as

crystalline as it is unflinching, Eitan

brings us into the mind of her fierce

protagonist, as Libby spins a series

of fictions to tell herself, and others,

in order to negotiate her life under

the gaze of men.

9780593299692 - PENGUIN USA

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 112 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

19,00€

PORTRAIT OF AN
UNKNOWN LADY
MARIA GAINZA

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

For readers of Olivia Laing, Mariana

Enriquez, Deborah Levy and Valeria

Luiselli, a playfully brilliant novel

about women's influence, legacy, art

and friendship

9781787303249 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 224 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

17,00€



ALL MY
MOTHERS
JOANNA GLEN

FICTION > GENERAL
FICTION

Eva is convinced that all is not as it

seems. Why are there no baby

pictures of her? Why do her

parents avoid all questions about

her early years? When her parents'

relationship crumbles, Eva begins a

journey to find these answers for

herself. Her desire to discover

where she belongs leads Eva on a

journey spanning decades and

continents - and, along the way, she

meets women who challenge her

idea of what a mother should be,

and who will change her life

forever...

9780008410629 - HARPER

COLLINS

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

NAMES OF THE
WOMEN
JEET THAYIL

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

An extraordinary reimagining of

the New Testament from the points

of view of the women who became

the disciples of Jesus Christ - and

whose roles have been erased from

the Gospels.

9781529113822 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 192 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

13,25€

A WORLD OF
WOMEN
J D BERESFORD

FICTION > SCIENCE
FICTION & FANTASY

Imagine a plague that brings society

to a standstill by killing off most of the

men on Earth. The few men who

survive descend into lechery and

atavism. Meanwhile, a group of

women (accompanied by one

virtuous male survivor) leave the

wreckage of London to start fresh,

establishing a communally run

agrarian outpost. But their sexist

society hasn´t permitted most of

them to learn any useful skills_will

the commune survive their first

winter? This is the bleak world

imagined in 1913 by English writer J.

D. Beresford_one that has particular

resonance for the planet´s residents

in the 2020s. This edition of A World

of Women offers twenty-first century

readers a new look at a neglected

classic.

9780262543354 - THE MIT PRESS

TRADE

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 340 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

14,00€



THESE DAYS
LUCY CALDWELL

FICTION > LITERARY
FICTION

From 'one of Ireland's most

essential writers' (Sunday Times)

comes the exquisite story of two

sisters trying to survive in life and

love against the backdrop of the

Belfast Blitz. April, 1941. Belfast has

escaped the worst of the war - so far.

Over the next two months, it's going

to be destroyed from above, so that

people will say, in horror, My God,

Belfast is finished. Many won't

make it through, and no one who

does will remain unchanged.

9780571313563 - FABER AND FABER

LTD

WORLD WAR TWO

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,25€

THE KITCHEN
FRONT
JENNIFER RYAN

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

From Jennifer Ryan, the bestselling

author of The Chilbury Ladies'

Choir comes an unforgettable story

inspired by the true events of a BBC-

sponsored wartime cooking

competition. 'A gorgeous novel

about making the best of things

during difficult times, whilst

celebrating the importance of

sisterhood and friendship' - Jill

Mansell'The Great British Bake Off

set in World War Two . .

9781529084030 - PAN

MACMILLAN UK

WORLD WAR TWO

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

THE
SCHOOLTEACHER
OF SAINT-MICHEL
SARAH STEELE

FICTION > HISTORICAL
FICTION

The Schoolteacher of Saint Michel is

a heartrending and deeply moving

story of love and hope in World War

II from the bestselling author of The

Missing Pieces of Nancy Moon.

France, 1942. The schoolteacher

releases her pupils. She checks they

have their identity passes, and warns

them not to stop until the German

guards have let them through the

barrier that separates occupied

France from Free France. As the little

ones fly across the border and into

their mothers' arms, she breathes a

sigh of relief. No one is safe now. Not

even the children.

9781472270139 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

WORLD WAR TWO

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€



THE QUEEN'S
GOVERNESS
TESSA ARLEN

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

The revealing story of Queen Elizabeth

II's beloved governess, Marion

Crawford, who spent sixteen years of

her life in loyal service to the royal

family and was later shunned by those

she has loved and served.

9781398707092 - ORION PUBLISHING

GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

11,75€

DILETTANTE
DANA BROWN

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

Dana Brown was a twenty-one-year-

old college dropout playing in punk

bands and partying his way through

downtown New York´s early "90s

milieu when he first encountered

Graydon Carter, the legendary

editor of Vanity Fair, while

bartending at Carter´s favorite

power-lunch haunt, Forty Four.

After the two had a handful of brief

interactions (mostly with Brown in

the role of cater-waiter at Carter´s

famous cultural salons he hosted at

his home), Carter saw Brown´s

untapped potential and, on a whim,

offered him the position of his

number two assistant. An

unpredictable wild child with no

sparkling resumé or social pedigree

typical of a Condé Nast hire, Brown,

against all odds, rose up the ranks

to eventually become the

magazine´s deputy editor, spending

a quarter century as a culture

curator at one of the most storied

cultural shops ever assembled.

9780593158487 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

26,50€

BETWEEN TWO
KINGDOMS
SULEIKA JAOUAD

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

An Emmy-award winning writer's

moving and inspirational memoir

exploring what we can learn about

life from a brush with death.

9780552173124 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 256 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

13,25€



PHARMACOPOEIA
DEREK JARMAN

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

A beautiful, full-colour compendium

of Derek Jarman's writing on nature,

gardening and life in Dungeness - with

a Foreword by Tilda Swinton.

9781784877330 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 128 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

19,25€

THE BEAUTY OF
LIVING TWICE
SHARON STONE

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

It is funny; it is shocking; it is good.'

The Times. 'Dangerous, alluring

and misunderstood: Sharon Stone

remains one of our best ever movie

stars ... Her new book serves as a

spectacular reminder of the

outrageous fun of her Nineties

fame and why she is more than due

for contemporary respect.

9781838953898 - ATLANTIC

BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

14,75€

THE YEAR OF THE
END
ANNE THEROUX

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

18TH JANUARY 1990. Paul left today

at 8am. We had been married just

over 22 years. The previous evening

we had gone out to eat at a local

restaurant, where we drank

champagne and reminisced. In a

short story which he wrote about

that final evening of a marriage, the

central characters talk wittily and

poignantly about the explorer Sir

Richard Burton and the sad,

misunderstood wife who burnt his

books. The reality was different.

9781785788239 - ICON BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€



STRESS FREE
PRODUCTIVITY
ALICE BOYLES

NON FICTION > BUSINESS
& MANAGEMENT

In this innovative guide, Dr Alice

Boyes will help readers diagnose their

unique productivity profile and give

them the framework to formulate a

powerhouse personalised system.

Drawing on groundbreaking research,

countless examples and quizzes in

every chapter, Stress Free Productivity

will help readers be the most growth-

oriented, most effective and efficient,

and most creative and visionary

version of themselves.

9781529146172 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,00€

REDESIGNING
WORK
LYNDA GRATTON

NON
FICTION > BUSINESS &
MANAGEMENT

The ultimate guide to redesigning

your organisation, from the global

thought-leader on the future of

work.

9780241558188 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 224 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

18,00€

PARTNERING
JEAN OELWANG

NON
FICTION > BUSINESS &
MANAGEMENT

The hidden superpower of great

leaders? Deep connections. Our

individualistic society has created a

cult of self-sufficiency. The result:

fear, division, and domination,

which has crushed our ability to

relate meaningfully to each other in

the workplace and diminished our

ability to innovate and collaborate.

9781529146066 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

19,25€



PARTNERING
JEAN OELWANG

NON FICTION > BUSINESS
& MANAGEMENT

An inspirational call to build deep

business and personal relationships as

the foundation of a meaningful life

and purposeful collaborations,

drawing from the wisdom of legendary

partnerships including Jimmy and

Rosalynn Carter, Ben and Jerry,

Desmond and Leah Tutu, and the

collective who saved humanity by

closing the ozone hole.

9780593189542 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 320 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

19,25€

BILLION DOLLAR
BURGER
CHASE PURDY

NON
FICTION > BUSINESS &
MANAGEMENT

An insider's account of the global

race to be the first company to put a

lab-produced meat product on the

market, and to enact the biggest

upheaval to the food business in

decades In Billion Dollar Burger,

Chase Purdy explores the

companies at the cutting edge of

the nascent food technology sector,

from polarizing activist-turned-tech

CEO Josh Tetrick to lobbyists and

regulators on both sides of the

issue. Billion Dollar Burger follows

the people fighting to upend our

food system as they butt up against

the entrenched interests fighting

viciously to stop them. It will take

readers on a truly global journey

from Silicon Valley to China, by way

of Israel and the UK.

9780349420349 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

SEE SOLVE SCALE
PROFESSOR DANNY
WARSHAY

NON
FICTION > BUSINESS &
MANAGEMENT

Based on Brown University's

highest-rated course - The

Entrepreneurial Process - Professor

Danny Warshay's See, Solve, Scale

is a proven and paradigm-shifting

method for unleashing your inner

entrepreneur. We live in a world

full of problems, and business often

offers the most compelling path to

solve them. For this reason,

business isn't just for

'businesspeople' anymore. In See,

Solve, Scale Danny will share his

unique methodology and

demonstrate how it is applicable to

anyone who is in the business of

solving problems, from an

innovator dreaming of launching a

startup, to a manager trying to cut

through red tape in their

organisation or a small business

owner who wants to stay one step

ahead of the competition.

9780349427355 - LITTLE, BROWN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

18,50€



THE WORTH OF
WATER
WHITE AND DAMON

NON FICTION > BUSINESS
& MANAGEMENT

On any given morning, you might

wake up and shower with water, make

your coffee with water, flush your

toilet with water_and think nothing of

it. But around the world, more than

three-quarters of a billion people can´t

do any of that_because they have no

clean water source near their homes.

And 1.7 billion don´t have access to a

toilet. This crisis affects a third of the

people on the planet. It keeps kids out

of school and women out of work. It

traps people in extreme poverty. It

spreads disease.

9780593189979 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 240 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

25,50€

MACHINES THAT
THINK
NEW SCIENTIST

NON
FICTION > COMPUTING
& NEW TECHNOLOGIES

How did artificial intelligence

become the most powerful

technology on the planet?

Sometime in the future the

intelligence of machines will

exceed that of human brain power.

So are we on the edge of an AI-

pocalypse, with superintelligent

devices superseding humanity, as

predicted by Stephen Hawking? Or

will this herald a kind of Utopia,

with machines doing a far better job

at complex tasks than us? You

might not realize it, but you interact

with AIs every day. They route your

phone calls, approve your credit

card transactions and help your

doctor interpret results. Driverless

cars will soon be on the roads with a

decision-making computer in

charge.

9781529381955 - JOHN MURRAY

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

16,25€

THE
PHILOSOPHY OF
CURRY
SEJAL SUKHADWALA

NON
FICTION > COOKERY,
FOOD & DRINK

Sejal Sukhadwala probes the

complex intersection of tradition

and colonialism through the

fascinating history of curry, from its

association with Ayurveda _ one of

the world's oldest holistic healing

systems to its enduring popularity

in contemporary British culture.

9780712354509 - BRITISH LIBRARY

Format: 112 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

12,25€



THE WORLD FOR
SALE
BLAS AND FARCHY

NON
FICTION > ECONOMICS

Meet the traders who supply the world

with oil, metal and food - no matter

how corrupt, war-torn or famine-

stricken the source.

9781847942678 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

Format: 416 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

14,75€

LONG PLAYERS
TOM GATTI

NON FICTION > ESSAYS

Fifty legendary writers reflect on

the albums that shaped them in this

captivating collection curated by

the New Statesman's Tom Gatti

Based on the popular New

Statesman feature of the same

name, this collection brings

together original writing from a

first-rate roster of writers,

including Bernardine Evaristo,

Marlon James, George Saunders,

David Mitchell, Deborah Levy, Ben

Okri and many, many more.

9781526625762 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

13,25€

MY MESS IS A BIT
OF A LIFE
GEORGIA PRITCHETT

NON FICTION > ESSAYS

From worrying about the monsters

under her bed as a child (Were they

comfy enough?), to embracing

womanhood, (One way of knowing

you have crossed from girlhood to

womanhood is that men stop

furtively masturbating at you from

bushes and start shouting things at

you from cars. It's a beautiful

moment) worry has accompanied

her at every turn.

9780571365906 - FABER AND

FABER LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€



IMAGINE IF
KEN ROBINSON

NON FICTION > ESSAYS

Imagination and creativity are at the

root of every uniquely human

achievement and those achievements

have brought us to this present

moment. We are now the largest

population in human history- seven

and half billion people, rising to nine

billion by 2050. Our technologies are

evolving exponentially, but spiritually

and emotionally, we're not keeping

pace.

9780141990972 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 128 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

11,75€

ON CONNECTION
KAE TEMPEST

NON FICTION > ESSAYS

Drawing on twenty years'

experience as a writer and

performer, award-winning poet,

rapper and storyteller Kae Tempest

explores how and why creativity -

however we choose to practise it -

can cultivate greater self-awareness

and help us establish a deeper

relationship to ourselves and the

world.

9780571370436 - FABER AND

FABER LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

10,25€

HOW TO MAKE A
DRESS
JENNY PACKHAM

NON
FICTION > FASHION

The stunning memoir from

internationally acclaimed designer

Jenny Packham, go-to couturier for

icons from the Duchess of

Cambridge to Dita Von Teese, on

the secrets of great style and life

behind the catwalk.

9781529103038 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€



TINY SPACE
GARDENING
AMY PENNINGTON

NON
FICTION > GARDENING

Learn the basics of gardening in pots

and containers, find small windowsill

and countertop projects, and receive

specific recommendations for edibles

that grow well in containers. Also

included are 30 simple recipes you can

make with your harvest, from

Zucchini Fritters to Herby Pasta with

Lettuce and Proscuitto, to Rosy

Strawberry Buttermilk cake. No

matter how small your space, you can

successfully grow edibles and then

enjoy your harvest!

9781632173928 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

21,75€

RESCUING THE
PLANET
TONY HISS

NON FICTION > GREEN
ISSUES

A candid assessment of the health

of our planet, and an urgent call to

protect 50 percent of the earth´s

land by 2050_thereby saving

millions of its species_from the

award-winning author of The

Experience of Place.

9780525563945 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

18,75€

UNDER A WHITE
SKY
ELIZABETH KOLBERT

NON FICTION > GREEN
ISSUES

The author of the international

bestseller The Sixth Extinction

returns to humanity's

transformative impact on the

environment, now asking: After

doing so much damage, can we

change nature, this time to save it?

9781784709167 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 288 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,25€



140 ARTISTS’ IDEAS
FOR PLANET
EARTH
OBRIST AND STASINOPOULOS

NON FICTION > GREEN
ISSUES

An urgent and entertaining guide to

tackling the climate emergency at

home, within your community and

within yourself, from some of the best

artistic minds of our generation.

9780141995311 - PENGUIN BOOKS LTD

Format: 224 Pages - PAPERBACK (A

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

7,50€

THE FRAGILE
EARTH
REMNICK AND FINDER

NON FICTION > GREEN
ISSUES

A classic collection of the New

Yorker's most urgent and

groundbreaking reporting from the

front lines of the climate

emergency In 1989, just one year

after climatologist James Hansen

first came before a Senate

committee and testified that the

earth was now warmer than it had

ever been in recorded history,

thanks to humankind's heedless

consumption of fossil fuels, New

Yorker writer Bill McKibben

published a deeply reported and

considered piece on climate change

and what it could mean for the

planet. At the time, the piece was to

some speculative to the point of

alarmist; read now, McKibben's

work is heroically prescient.

9780008446680 - HARPER

COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,25€

THE NEW MAP
DANIEL YERGIN

NON FICTION > GREEN
ISSUES

Presented in September 2021 folder.

The New Map tells a sweeping story

about how the role of energy in

climate change is shaping

geopolitical discussions,

challenging our industries and our

lifestyles, and accelerating a second

energy revolution - the quest for

renewables. It also brings realism to

the debates over the energy

transition.

9780141994635 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 544 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

16,50€



THE HISTORY
MAKERS
RICHARD COHEN

NON FICTION > HISTORY

THE HISTORY MAKERS is an epic

exploration of who writes about the

past and how the biases of certain

storytellers - whether Julius Caesar,

William Shakespeare or Simon

Schama - continue to influence our

ideas about history (and about who we

are) today.

9781474615785 - ORION PUBLISHING

GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

21,75€

LEGACY OF
VIOLENCE
CAROLINE ELKINS

NON
FICTION > HISTORY

Sprawling across a quarter of the

world´s land mass and claiming

nearly seven hundred million

people, Britain´s twentieth-century

empire was the largest empire in

human history. For many Britons, it

epitomized their nation´s cultural

superiority, but what legacy did the

island nation deliver to the world?

Covering more than two hundred

years of history, Caroline Elkins

reveals an evolutionary and

racialized doctrine that espoused an

unrelenting deployment of violence

to secure and preserve the nation´s

imperial interests.

9780307272423 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

33,00€

EVE OF
DESTRUCTION
COLONEL JOHN HUGHES-
WILSON

NON
FICTION > HISTORY

Eve of Destruction is a warning

from history - recent history. It is a

call to sit up and listen, and to take

note of the very real danger of

nuclear catastrophe. It is a timely

and important book because, after

all, the future of our planet has to

concern us all. One of Britain's

leading military historians, he is the

author, among other books, of JFK:

AN AMERICAN COUP D'ETAT (John

Blake, 2013); his much reprinted

book Intelligence Blunders was

found at Osama Bin Laden's bedside

and has become a CIA textbook.

9781789464177 - JOHN BLAKE

PUBLISHING

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€



FREE SPEECH
JACOB MCHANGAMA

NON FICTION > HISTORY

The first global history of free speech

shows we need to understand the past

to address the challenges of the future.

Mchangama traces the riveting legal,

political, and cultural history of this

idea. Through captivating stories of

free speech's many defenders-from

the ancient Athenian orator

Demosthenes and the ninth-century

freethinker al-Razi, to Mary

Wollstonecraft, Mahatma Ghandi,

Nelson Mandela and modern-day

digital activists-Mchangama

demonstrates how the free exchange

of ideas underlies all intellectual

achievement and has enabled the

advancement of both freedom and

equality worldwide.

9781529382204 - JOHN MURRAY

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

20,75€

HOW TO TAKE
OVER THE
WORLD
RYAN NORTH

NON
FICTION > HUMOUR

Taking over the world is a lot of

work. Any supervillain is bound to

have questions: What´s the perfect

location for a floating secret base?

What zany heist will fund my wildly

ambitious plans? How do I control

the weather, destroy the internet,

and never, ever die? Bestselling

author and award-winning comics

writer Ryan North has the answers.

In this introduction to the science

of comic-book supervillainy, he

details a number of outlandish

villainous schemes that harness the

potential of today´s most advanced

technologies. Picking up where

How to Invent Everything left off,

his explanations are as fun and

elucidating as they are completely

absurd.

9780593541531 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 416 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

17,00€

REFUSE TO BE
DONE: HOW TO
WRITE AND
REWRITE A NOVE
MATT BELL

NON
FICTION > LANGUAGE &
LINGUISTICS

They say writing is rewriting. So

why does the second part get such

short shrift? Refuse To Be Done will

guide you through every step of the

novel writing process, from getting

started on those first pages to the

last tips for making your final draft

even tighter and stronger.

9781641293419 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

17,75€



HOW TO READ
NUMBERS
TOM CHIVERS

NON
FICTION > MATHEMATICS

A short, practical, timely guide to the

tools you need to understand the

numbers we read in the news

everyday - and how we often get them

wrong This book will help you spot

common mistakes and tricks that can

mislead you into thinking that small

numbers are big, or unimportant

changes are important. It will show

you how the numbers you read are

made - you'll learn about how surveys

with small or biased samples can

generate wrong answers, and why ice

cream doesn't cause drownings.

9781474619974 - ORION PUBLISHING

GROUP LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

14,75€

ARIANA GRANDE
LINES TO LIVE BY
NON FICTION > MIND,
BODY & SPIRIT

Be empowered by the life

philosophy of pop icon Ariana

Grande, with her best motivational

quotes. For fans of Pocket Ru Paul

Wisdom (17k TCM), Pocket Dolly

Wisdom and She Believed She

Could So She Did (4k TCM).

9781529149388 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 128 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

9,75€

TAYLOR SWIFT
LINES TO LIVE BY
NON FICTION > MIND,
BODY & SPIRIT

Be inspired by the life philosophy of

pop icon Taylor Swift, with her

wisest motivational quotes. For fans

of Pocket Ru Paul Wisdom(17k

TCM), Pocket Frida Kahlo Wisdom

(14k TCM) and She Believed She

Could So She Did(4k TCM).

9781529149395 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 128 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

9,75€



WISE AS F*CK
GARY JOHN BISHOP

NON FICTION > MIND,
BODY & SPIRIT

Compelling and straight-shooting

wisdom for coping with whatever

challenges life throws at us from the

New York Times bestselling author of

Unfu*k Yourself. When facts, figures,

knowledge and everything you think

you know is turned on its head, where

do you turn to? How does one cope?

Gary has taught thousands of people

how to unf*ck themselves and now

he's going to show how to get wise as

f*ck - so we can sail through the

sh*tstorms of life. His answer to this is

wisdom.

9781529348057 - HODDER AND

STOUGHTON

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,25€

ALONEMENT
FRANCESCA SPECTER

NON FICTION > MIND,
BODY & SPIRIT

How to be alone and absolutely own

it, by founder of the Alonement

blog and podcast, Francesca

Specter. Being alone has a serious

branding issue. We've only ever

had negative language to talk about

flying solo - but what about when

time spent alone is restorative and

joyful? What if it's something you

crave? What if it's even just an hour

you've carved out for yourself in the

middle of a hectic week?

9781529412628 - QUERCUS

PUBLISHING

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

MORE MYSELF
ALICIA KEYS

NON FICTION > MUSIC

Presented in March and August

2021 folders. As one of the most

celebrated musicians of our time,

Alicia Keys has enraptured the

nation with her heartfelt lyrics,

extraordinary vocal range, and soul-

stirring piano compositions. Yet

away from the spotlight, Alicia has

grappled with private heartache

over the challenging and complex

relationship with her father, the

people-pleasing nature that

characterized her early career, the

loss of privacy surrounding her

romantic relationships, and the

oppressive expectations of female

perfection. Since her rise to fame,

Alicias public persona has belied a

deep personal truth: she has spent

years not fully recognizing or

honoring her own worth.

9781529046083 - PAN

MACMILLAN UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

14,75€



BOY ON FIRE
MARK MORDUE

NON FICTION > MUSIC

A brilliant and soulful biography of

one of today's most acclaimed singer-

songwriters, Nick Cave. An intensely

beautiful, profound and poetic

biography of the formative years of the

dark prince of rock 'n' roll, Boy on Fire

is Nick Cave's creation story, a portrait

of the artist first as a boy, then as a

young man. A deeply insightful work

which charts his family, friends,

influences, milieu and, most of all, his

music, it reveals how Nick Cave

shaped himself into the extraordinary

artist he would become.

9781838953720 - ATLANTIC BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

REMEMBERINGS
SINÉAD O'CONNOR

NON FICTION > MUSIC

An intimate and revelatory memoir

from the iconic, acclaimed singer-

songwriter.

9781844885428 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

THE LITTLE BOOK
OF BOB DYLAN
ORANGE HIPPO!

NON FICTION > MUSIC

• Includes over 170 quotes drawn

from Dylan's lyrics, books, poetry,

interviews and articles, on

everything from civil rights and

protest to god and women. • An

excellent gift or self-purchase pick-

up for the legions of cross-

generational Dylan fans and

Dylanologists, interspersed

throughout with surprising facts

about his life and music career.

9781800691728 - WELBECK PRESS

Format: 192 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

8,50€



THE LITTLE GUIDE
TO ELTON JOHN
ORANGE HIPPO!

NON FICTION > MUSIC

• One of the world's bestselling artists,

Elton celebrates his 75th birthday on

25th March 2022 • 'Candle in the Wind'

is the world's bestselling single • Elton

has had more than 50 top-40 hits in

the UK and US, and 19 top- 10 hits in

Australia as well as 5 Grammy awards,

2 Academy awards and 2 Golden

Globes

9781800692312 - WELBECK PRESS

Format: 192 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

8,50€

FINDING THE
MOTHER TREE
SUZANNE SIMARD

NON
FICTION > NATURAL
HISTORY

The world-leading scientist of plant

communication and intelligence

reveals how she discovered the

secrets of the forest.

9780141990286 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 256 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

THE HEARTBEAT
OF TREES
PETER WOHLLEBEN

NON
FICTION > NATURAL
HISTORY

In The Heartbeat of Trees,

renowned forester Peter

Wohlleben draws on new scientific

discoveries to show how humans

are deeply connected to the natural

world. In an era of climate change,

many of us fear we've lost our

connection to nature, but

Wohlleben is convinced that age-

old ties linking humans to the

forest remain alive and intact. We

just have to know where to look.

9780008436056 - HARPER

COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

14,75€



HEBREW MYTHS
ROBERT GRAVES

NON FICTION > OTHER
NON FICTION

9781644210550 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

20,00€

DOG SPEAK
LIZ MARVIN

NON FICTION > PETS

This beautifully illustrated little

book of canine communication

explains the creative ways that our

dogs talk to us, whether it´s tilting

their head, chasing their tail or

sitting on your feet.

9781912785551 - MICHAEL O MARA

BOOKS

Format: 128 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

12,75€

HOW TO PET A
CAT
ANGELA STAEHLING

NON FICTION > PETS

Cats have quite a few opinions, but

with easy-to-follow instructions and

helpful diagrams, this book will

teach you how - and how not - to

illicit approving purrs, mews, and

chirps. From "The Booty Lift Pet" to

the "I Need That Catnip on My Desk

Yesterday Pet," learn over 20 tips

and tricks to be the person your cat

wants you to be. With bonus

insights into cat sounds, body

language, and more - as well as

charming, full-color illustrations -

this fun, lighthearted book will

delight cat lovers of all kinds!

9781797211121 - CHRONICLE BOOKS

Format: 80 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

14,75€



MICHAEL
FREEMAN ON…
COMPOSITION
MICHAEL FREEMAN

NON
FICTION > PHOTOGRAPHY

Fifty years after the publication of the

hugely influential bestseller The

Photographer's Eye, Michael Freeman

returns with fresh ideas that reflect on

the way the medium has evolved in the

21st century

9781781578360 - OCTOPUS

PUBLISHING

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

29,50€

LIBERALISM AND
ITS DISCONTENTS
FRANCIS FUKUYAMA

NON
FICTION > POLITICS

A defence of liberalism by the

renowned political philosopher.

Pithy, to the point, and ever

pertinent, this is political dissection

at its very best.

9781800810082 - PROFILE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

25,00€

HARD CHOICES
PETER RICKETTS

NON
FICTION > POLITICS

A groundbreaking exploration of

the difficult decisions Britain faces

outside the EU in a fast-changing

world. After decades of peace and

prosperity, the international order

put in place after World War II is

rapidly coming to an end.

Disastrous foreign wars, global

recession, the meteoric rise of

China and India and the COVID

pandemic have undermined the

power of the West's international

institutions and unleashed the

forces of nationalism and

protectionism.

9781838951832 - ATLANTIC BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€



LAW IN A TIME OF
CRISIS
JONATHAN SUMPTION

NON FICTION > POLITICS

An essential examination of the

hinterland between the law and

politics, judges and politicians. Brexit,

the independence referendum, the

pandemic: the UK is a country in crisis.

And, in crises, we turn to the law to set

the boundaries of what the

government can and should do.

However, in a country with no written

constitution, what sounds like a

simple proposition is in fact anything

but.

9781788167123 - PROFILE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

LIGHT IN THE
DARKNESS
FALKE AND ROMER

NON
FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

Presented in September 2021 folder.

For readers of Stephen Hawking, a

fascinating account of the universe

from perspective of world-leading

astrophysicist Heino Falcke, who

took the first ever picture of a black

hole. 10th April 2019: a global

sensation. Heino Falcke, a man

"working at the boundaries of his

discipline and therefore at the

limits of the universe" had used a

network of telescopes spanning the

entire planet to take the first

picture of a black hole.

9781472274533 - HEADLINE

PUBLISHING GROUP

Format: 352 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

16,25€

TWO HEADS
UTA CHRIS AND ALEX FRITH

NON
FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

From two of the world´s most

renowned scientists comes a

graphic biography that charts the

history of neuroscience, the inner

workings of the brain, and the new

science of social cognition • An

illustrated adventure for fans of The

Thrilling Adventures of Lovelace

and Babbageand Logicomix, and

readers of popular science

9781526601551 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

25,00€



THE GOD
EQUATION
MICHIO KAKU

NON FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

The best-selling physicist returns with

a thrilling account of the search for the

'god equation'.

9780141995199 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 144 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

14,75€

BLACK HOLE
SURVIVAL GUIDE
JANNA LEVIN

NON
FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

From the acclaimed physicist,

science popularizer, and author

of Black Hole Blues and Other

Songs from Outer Space comes this

accessible guide to the most bizarre

and fascinating phenomena in the

universe.

9781984899798 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

14,75€

BLACK HOLE
SURVIVAL GUIDE
JANNA LEVIN

NON
FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

Presented in November 2021 folder.

What would happen if you fell into

a Black Hole? Black Holes are the

most extraordinary phenomenon in

the universe, but they are a riddle

that confounds our intuitions.

Anything that enters them can

never escape, and yet they contain

nothing at all. They are bigger on

the inside than the outside

suggests. They are dark on the

outside but not on the inside.

9781529112443 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

Format: 192 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

14,75€



STEPHEN
HAWKING
LEONARD MLODINOW

NON FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

Presented in August 2021 folder. An

icon of the last fifty years, Stephen

Hawking seems to encapsulate genius:

not since Albert Einstein has a

scientific figure held such a position in

popular consciousness. In this

enthralling memoir, writer and

physicist Leonard Mlodinow tells the

story of his friend and their friendship,

offering an intimate account of this

giant of science. The two met in 2003,

when Stephen asked Leonard if he

would consider writing a book with

him, the follow up to the bestselling A

Brief History of Time.

9780141991320 - PENGUIN BOOKS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,30€

HOW EVOLUTION
EXPLAINS
EVERYTHING
ABOUT LIFE
NEW SCIENTIST

NON
FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

How did we get here? It's the

journey of a lifetime. All cultures

have a creation story, but a little

over 150 years ago Charles Darwin

introduced a revolutionary new

one. We, and all living things, exist

because of the action of evolution

on the first simple life form and its

descendants. We now know that it

has taken 3.8 billions of years of

work by the forces of evolution to

turn what was once a lump of

barren rock into the rich diversity

of into plants, animals and

microbes that surround us. In the

process, evolution has created all

manner of useful adaptions, from

biological computers (brains) to a

system to capture energy from the

sun (photosynthesis).

9781529381962 - JOHN MURRAY

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

16,25€

THE BRAIN
NEW SCIENTIST

NON
FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

Everything you need to know about

your brain: an eye-opening

handbook. Congratulations! You're

the proud owner of the most

complex information processing

device in the known universe. The

human brain comes equipped with

all sorts of useful design features,

but also many bugs and

weaknesses. Problem is you don't

get an owner's manual. You have to

just plug and play.

9781529363319 - JOHN MURRAY

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

14,75€



WHY THE
UNIVERSE EXISTS
NEW SCIENTIST

NON FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

How particle physics unlocks the

secrets of everything.

9781529381931 - JOHN MURRAY

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

16,25€

YOUR CONSCIOUS
MIND
NEW SCIENTIST

NON
FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

What is consciousness? Is it real or

just an illusion? And how does it

work? What is this strange mental

world that seems so essential to

being human? The conscious mind

brings together sensations,

perceptions, thoughts and

memories to generate the seamless

movie of a person's life. It makes us

aware of the world around us and

our own self. How all this emerges

from a kilogram of brain cells is one

of the greatest unanswered

questions. In Your Conscious Mind

leading brain scientists and New

Scientist take you on a journey

through the mind to discover what

consciousness really is, and what

we can learn when it goes awry.

9781529381948 - JOHN MURRAY

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

16,25€

PETER 2.0
PETER SCOTT-MORGAN

NON
FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

The extraordinary true story of the

man who decided to live forever.

9780241447109 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

14,75€



GENESIS
GUIDO TONELLI

NON FICTION > POPULAR
SCIENCE

What if the ancient Greeks were right,

and the universe really did spring into

being out of chaos and the void? How

could we know? And what must its

first moments have been like?To

answer these questions, scientists are

delving into all the hidden crevices of

creation. Armed with giant telescopes

and powerful particle accelerators,

they probe the subtle mechanisms by

which our familiar world came to be,

and try to foretell the manner in which

it will end. The result of all this

collective effort is a complex tale,

stranger at times than even our most

ancient creation myths.

9781788165112 - PROFILE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

SEDATED
JAMES DAVIES

NON
FICTION > PSYCHOLOGY

In Britain alone, more than 20% of

the adult population take a

psychiatric drug in any one year.

This is an increase of over 500%

since 1980 and the numbers

continue to grow. Yet, despite this

prescription epidemic, levels of

mental illness of all types have

actually increased in number and

severity. Using a wealth of studies,

interviews with experts, and

detailed analysis, Dr James Davies

argues that this is because we have

fundamentally mischaracterised

the problem. Rather than viewing

most mental distress as an

understandable reaction to wider

societal problems, we have

embraced a medical model which

situates the problem solely within

the sufferer and their brain.

9781786499875 - ATLANTIC BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

THAT LITTLE
VOICE IN YOUR
HEAD
MO GAWDAT

NON
FICTION > PSYCHOLOGY

That Little Voice in Your Head is

the practical guide to achieving joy

from Mo Gawdat, the

internationally bestselling author

of Solve for Happy. In this book, Mo

reveals how by beating negative

self-talk, we can optimize our

thinking, turning our greed into

generosity, our apathy into

compassion, and investing in our

own happiness. This book provides

readers with exercises to help

reshape their mental processes.

9781529066142 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

19,25€



EVERY FAMILY
HAS A STORY
JULIA SAMUEL

NON
FICTION > PSYCHOLOGY

Bestselling psychotherapist Julia

Samuel turns her attention to family

relationships in all their varieties in

this warm, wise and insightful book.

9780241480625 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 336 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

18,00€

VALUE(S)
MARK CARNEY

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

This revised edition contains an

additional chapter. This is essential

reading for understanding the 26th

UN Climate Change Conference of

the Parties (COP26) in Glasgow on

31 October _ 12 November 2021

Mark Carney is currently the UN

Special Envoy for Climate Action

and Finance and Prime Minister

Johnson´s Finance Adviser for

COP26. Mark was previously

Governor of the Bank of England

(2013 to 2020), and Governor of the

Bank of Canada (2008 to 2013).

9780008421199 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

16,25€

CHRONICLES OF
DISSENT
NOAM CHOMSKY

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

An accessible, powerful overview of

Noam Chomsky's political thought.

In sixteen extended talks with

Alternative Radio's David

Barsamian, Noam Chomsky

explains why the 'war on drugs' is

really a war on poor people; how

attacks on political correctness are

attacks on independent thought;

how historical revisionism has

recast the United States as the

victim in the Vietnam War. Widely

recognized as one of the most

original and important thinkers of

our age, Chomsky's trenchant

analysis of current events is a

breath of fresh air in a world more

and more polluted by mainstream

media.

9780241458266 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

20,75€



WORLD REPORT
2022
HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Presented in January 2022 folder. The

human rights records of more than

ninety countries and territories are

put into perspective in Human Rights

Watch's signature yearly report.

Reflecting extensive investigative

work undertaken by Human Rights

Watch staff, in close partnership with

domestic human rights activists, the

annual World Report is an invaluable

resource for journalists, diplomats,

and citizens, and is a must-read for

anyone interested in the fight to

protect human rights in every corner

of the globe.

9781644211212 - PENGUIN USA

Format: 656 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

37,75€

THIS IS GOING TO
HURT
ADAM KAY

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Scribbled in secret after endless

days, sleepless nights and missed

weekends, Adam Kay's This is

Going to Hurt provides a no-holds-

barred account of his time on the

NHS front line. Hilarious,

horrifying and heartbreaking, this

diary is everything you wanted to

know - and more than a few things

you didn't - about life on and off the

hospital ward. Sunday Times

Number One Bestseller for over

eight months and winner of a

record FOUR National Book

Awards: Book of the Year, Non-

Fiction Book of the Year, New

Writer of the Year and Zoe Ball

Book Club Book of the Year.

9781529062335 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

THE DISCONNECT
ROISIN KIBERD

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

We all live online now, but what

does that mean in IRL? How do

strange subcultures on reddit affect

our local shopping centres, what do

night gyms owe to Twitter, and

where can we really go to get some

decent sleep? Our every move

online is watched, but can we see

ourselves?

9781788165785 - PROFILE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

13,25€



BEAUTIFUL NEWS
DAVID MCCANDLESS

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Presented in August and December

2021 folders. David McCandless

creates simple, elegant ways to see

and understand complex, abstract, and

often obscured information important

to our lives. A specialist in

infographics. McCandless cuts

through the noise of data overload,

creating visually stunning displays

that not only make facts

comprehensive, but illuminates their

connections and adds context, making

information meaningful in beautiful

and entertaining way.

9780062188243 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

28,25€

IMAGINABLE
JANE MCGONIGAL

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Learn to unstick your mind, think

the unthinkable, imagine the

unimaginable and plan for the

future with creativity and optimism.

Jane McGonigal, NYT bestselling

author, futurologist and games

designer could _ and did _ imagine

the very future we´re living now as

she devised a simulation for the

Institute of the Future over a

decade ago anticipating an airborne

virus. The game was intended to

map out the full range of economic,

political, social, and emotional

ripple effects of global threats like

pandemics. Participants contacted

her during the Covid shutdowns

asking her how she had imagined it

so accurately.

9781787635623 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

18,00€

THE SHAME
MACHINE
CATHY O' NEIL

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

A clear-eyed warning about the

increasingly destructive influence

of America´s "shame industrial

complex" in the age of social media

and hyper-partisan politics_from

the New York Times bestselling

author of Weapons of Math

Destruction

9780593443385 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

18,00€



EMPIRE OF PAIN
PATRICK RADDEN KEEFE

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Winner of the 2021 Baillie Gifford

Prize for Non-FictionShortlisted for

the 2021 Financial Times/McKinsey

Business Book of the Year AwardOne

of Barack Obama's Favorite Books of

2021The gripping and shocking story

of three generations of the Sackler

family and their roles in the stories of

Valium, OxyContin and the opioid

crisis. 'Jaw-dropping . .

9781529063103 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

DEAR FREEDOM
WRITER
THE FREEDOM WRITERS

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Over twenty years ago, Erin

Gruwell´s first-ever class of high

school students in Long Beach,

California was labeled

"unteachable"_but she saw past that.

Instead of treating them as scores

on a test, she understood that each

of them had a unique story to tell.

Inspired by books like Anne Frank´s

diary, her students began writing

their own diaries, eventually

dubbing themselves the Freedom

Writers. Together, they co-

authored The Freedom Writers

Diary, which launched a movement

that remains incredibly relevant

and impactful today. Their stories

speak to young people who feel as if

those around them do not care

about their lives, their feelings, and

their struggles. They want to be

heard; they want to be seen.

9780593239865 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

17,00€

OH HAPPY DAY
CARMEN CALLIL

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

Carmen Callil explores her roots in

a book that is a miracle of research

and whose writing is fuelled by

righteous anger _ a story of Empire,

migration and the poverty and

injustices of nineteenth-century

England.

9780099548560 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

BOOKS ON BOOKS

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

14,75€



READ
DANGEROUSLY
AZAR NAFISI

NON FICTION > LITERARY
CRITICISM

What is the role of literature in an era

when the president wages war on

writers and the press? What is the

connection between political strife in

our daily lives, and the way we meet

our enemies on the page in fiction?

How can literature, through its free

exchange, affect politics?

9780062947369 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

BOOKS ON BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

25,50€

THE LITTLE BOOK
OF BOOKS
ORANGE HIPPO!

NON
FICTION > LITERARY
CRITICISM

• A book about books for people

who love books • Packed full of one-

liners, quotes and famous lines

from books _ the perfect gift for

yourself or the bibliophile in your

life • Fun, accessible and

enlightening, no matter how well

read you are.

9781800691742 - WELBECK PRESS

BOOKS ON BOOKS

Format: 192 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

8,50€

MADE IN CHINA
ANNA QU

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

A young Chinese girl forced to work

in a New York sweatshop calls child

services on her mother in this

powerful memoir about labour and

selfworth, economic revolution,

and cultural dislocation. As a teen,

Anna Qu is sent by her mother to

work in her family's garment

factory in Queens. At home, she is

treated as a maid and suffers

punishment for doing her

homework at night. Her mother

wants to teach her a lesson: she is

Chinese, not American, and such is

their tough path in their new

country. But instead of acquiescing,

Qu alerts the Office of Children and

Family Services, an act with

consequences that impact the rest

of her life.

9781914484087 - SCRIBE

PUBLICATIONS

CHINA

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

22,00€



THE ROME PLAGUE
DIARIES
MATTHEW KNEALE

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

A warm and affectionate portrait of a

city and a people under lockdown

during the Covid-19 crisis, from the

award-winning and Sunday Times

bestselling author of Rome: A History

in Seven Sackings. On the first

morning of Rome's Covid-19 lockdown

Matthew Kneale felt an urge to

connect with friends and

acquaintances and began writing an

email, describing where he was, what

was happening and what it felt like,

and sent it to everyone he could think

of. He was soon composing daily

reports as he tried to comprehend a

period of time, when everyone's lives

suddenly changed and Italy struggled

against an epidemic, that was so

strange, so troubling and so

fascinating that he found it impossible

to think about anything else

9781838953034 - ATLANTIC BOOKS

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

IN THE MARGINS.
ON THE
PLEASURES OF
READING AND WR
ELENA FERRANTE

NON FICTION > ESSAYS

Presented in February 2022 folder.

Reflections on reading and writing

from the author of My Brilliant

Friend A delightful collection of

essays exploring reading and

writing from the internationally

acclaimed author of My Brilliant

Friend and The Lying Life of Adults.

Ferrante's writing has been

described as compulsive (The

Times) and astonishing (Guardian),

her novels have sold millions and

been translated into many

languages as well as adapted for TV

internationally. In the Margins

contains her latest reflections on

literature, and the works and

authors that have influenced her

throughout her career.

9781787704169 - EUROPA EDITIONS

UK

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

19,25€

THE GREAT
INVENTION
SILVIA FERRARA

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

This book tells the story of our

greatest invention. Or, it almost

does. Almost, because while the

story has a beginning _ in fact, it has

many beginnings, not only in

Mesopotamia, 3,100 years before

the birth of Christ, but also in

China, Egypt and Central America _

and it certainly has a middle, one

that snakes through the painted

petroglyphs of Easter Island,

through the great machines of

empires and across the desks of

inspired, brilliant scholars, the end

of the story remains to be written.

The invention of writing allowed

humans to create a record of their

lives and to persist past the limits of

their lifetimes. In the shadows and

swirls of ancient inscriptions, we

can decipher the stories they

sought to record, but we can also

tease out the timeless truths of

human nature, of our ceaseless

drive to connect, create and be

remembered.

9781529064759 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

29,25€



A LIFE OF PICASSO
VOLUME IV: THE
MINOTAUR YEARS
JOHN RICHARDSON

NON FICTION > ART &
ARCHITECTURE

"The beautifully illustrated fourth

volume of Picasso's life - set in France

and Spain during the Spanish Civil

War and World War II - covers

friendships with the surrealist

painters; artistic inspiration around

Guernica and the Minotaur; his muses

Marie-Thérèse, Dora Maar and

Françoise Gilot; and much more. "

9780224031226 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

ESSENTIAL SPAIN

Format: 320 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

36,25€

LITTLE BOOK OF
BALENCIAGA
EMMANUELLE DIRIX

NON
FICTION > FASHION

Presented in February 2022 folder. •

Famous for balloon, babydoll and

sack dresses in 60s (forerunner of

mini) • Cult following of creative

directors Nicholas Ghesquiere and

currently Demna Gvasalia (creator

of Vetements brand, leaders of

normcore trend) • March 2022 -

50th anniversary of Cristobal

Balenciaga's death

9781787398306 - WELBECK PRESS

ESSENTIAL SPAIN

Format: 160 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

19,25€

LISTEN LIKE YOU
MEAN IT
XIMENA VENGOECHEA

NON
FICTION > PSYCHOLOGY

Hear me out. Does this sound like

you? You end a team meeting and

can´t recall a single thing that was

said. You leave a conversation with

a friend feeling disconnected and

unfulfilled. You think you and your

boss are on the same page, only to

find out you haven´t been meeting

expectations. Fortunately, listening,

like any communication skill, can

be improved, and Ximena

Vengoechea can show you how. As a

user researcher, she has spent

nearly a decade facilitating

hundreds of conversations at

LinkedIn, Twitter and Pinterest. It´s

her job to uncover the truth behind

how people use, and really think

about, her company´s products. In

Listen Like You Mean It, she reveals

the tips and tricks of the trade,

including:

9781529074017 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

ESSENTIAL SPAIN

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

14,75€



HARRY POTTER:
THE ESSENTIAL
GUIDE TO PARTY
PLANNIN
NON FICTION > COOKERY,
FOOD & DRINK

Plan the perfect Harry Potter_themed

party with this official entertaining

guide, featuring recipes, crafts,

projects, and activities to help you

throw magical celebrations inspired

by the films.

9781683837244 - INSIGHT EDITIONS

USA

HARRY POTTER

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 05/03/2022

37,25€

BUTTERFLY:
FROM REFUGEE
TO OLYMPIAN
(NETFLIX)
YUSRA MARDINI

NON FICTION > SPORT &
RECREATION

Yusra Mardini fled her native Syria

to the Turkish coast in 2015 and

boarded a small dinghy full of

refugees bound for Greece. When

the small and overcrowded boat's

engine cut out, it began to sink.

Yusra, her sister and two others

took to the water, pushing the boat

for three and a half hours in open

water until they eventually landed

on Lesbos, saving the lives of the

passengers aboard. Butterfly is the

story of that remarkable woman,

whose journey started in a war-torn

suburb of Damascus and took her

through Europe to Berlin and from

there to the 2016 Olympic Games in

Rio de Janeiro.

9781509881697 - PAN MACMILLAN

UK

IMMIGRATION EXPERIENCE

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

14,75€

CATS IN SPRING
RAIN
AYA KUSCH

NON FICTION > ART &
ARCHITECTURE

No one captures the graces and

idiosyncrasies of cats quite like the

painters, printmakers, and haiku

masters of Japan. From the Edo to

the Showa period, many artists

turned their gaze toward an

unlikely subject: their small feline

companions. Closely observed

portraits in words and ink elevate

the everyday adventures of cats:

taking a nap on a Buddha statue's

lap, daintily eating a rice ball,

courting the neighbor's cat. This

curated collection of poems, prints,

and paintings will leave you

inspired to cultivate the serenity

and wonder embodied by these

creators - and by the cats

themselves. Presented as a sweet,

jacketed paperback with thoughtful

design touches, this volume

includes each poem in both English

and Japanese.

9781797211749 - CHRONICLE

BOOKS

JAPAN

Format: 156 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

12,75€



DANCING LEDGE
DEREK JARMAN

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

Presented in January 2022 folder.

Jarman's first journal - preceding

Modern Nature - is his candid coming-

of-age memoir about being an art

student, making his first films, and

coming out in Britain in the 60s and

70s.

9781784877682 - RANDOM HOUSE UK

LGBTQ+

Format: 256 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

TEN STEPS TO
NANETTE
HANNAH GADSBY

NON FICTION > CINEMA,
THEATRE, TV, RADIO

Presented in July 2020 folder.

Hannah Gadsby's unique standup

special Nanette was a viral success--

and to some, her worldwide fame

may seem like an overnight

sensation. But like everything else

about Gadsby, there's more to her

success than meets the eye. Despite

her incredibly personal act, there's

still so much you don't know about

the comedian who took on trauma,

#MeToo, and homophobia all in

one special.

9780593159224 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

LGBTQ+

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

19,00€

MOONSHOT
ALBERT BOURLA

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Presented in November 2021 folder.

A riveting, fast-paced, inside look at

one of the most incredible private

sector achievements in

history, Moonshot recounts the

intensive nine months in 2020

when the scientists at Pfizer, under

the visionary leadership of Dr.

Albert Bourla, made "the impossible

possible"_creating, testing, and

manufacturing a safe and effective

Covid-19 vaccine that previously

would have taken years to develop.

9780008503994 - HARPER

COLLINS

PANDEMICS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

18,25€



IS IT TOMORROW
YET?
IVAN KRASTEV

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Presented in May 2021 folder. One of

our most scintillating public

intellectuals explores the political

paradoxes of the pandemic and helps

us think our way through it

9780141995175 - PENGUIN BOOKS LTD

PANDEMICS

Format: 96 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,85€

A CHILDHOOD
HARRY CREWS

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

Harry Crews grew up as the son of a

sharecropper in Georgia at a time

when "the rest of the country was

just beginning to feel the real hurt

of the Great Depression but it had

been living in Bacon County for

years." Yet what he conveys in this

moving, brutal autobiography of his

first six years of life is an elegiac

sense of community and roots from

a rural South that had rarely been

represented in this way.

Interweaving his own memories

including his bout with polio and a

fascination with the Sears, Roebuck

catalog, with the tales of relatives

and friends, he re-creates a

childhood of tenderness and

violence, comedy and tragedy.

9780143135333 - PENGUIN USA

PENGUIN BLACK CLASSICS

Format: 192 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

17,75€

THE END OF
NATURE
BILL MCKIBBEN

NON FICTION > GREEN
ISSUES

Presented in October 2021 folder. A

milestone in environmental

thought: McKibben apprehends

humanity's unprecedented power

to remake the entire planet, the

environmental, ethical and spiritual

consequences of this, and calls for a

fundamental, philosophical shift in

the way we relate to the natural

world.

9780241514429 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

PENGUIN MODERN CLASSICS

Format: 272 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

16,25€



AN
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
ANGELA Y DAVIS

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

A powerful and commanding account

of the life of trailblazing political

activist Angela Davis.

9780241551257 - PENGUIN BOOKS LTD

RACE MATTERS

Format: 336 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

23,00€

YOU DON'T KNOW
US NEGROES AND
OTHER ESSAYS
ZORA NEALE HURSTON

NON FICTION > ESSAYS

Presented in January 2022 folder.

Introduction by New York Times

bestselling author Henry Louis

Gates Jr. and Genevieve West. You

Don´t Know Us Negroes is the

quintessential gathering of

provocative essays from one of the

world´s most celebrated writers,

Zora Neale Hurston. Spanning more

than three decades and penned

during the backdrop of the birth of

the Harlem Renaissance,

Montgomery bus boycott,

desegregation of the military, and

school integration, Hurston´s

writing articulates the beauty and

authenticity of Black life as only she

could.

9780008522971 - HARPER COLLINS

RACE MATTERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

18,25€

HOW SLAVERY IN
THE AMERICAS
MATTERS
JAMES WALVIN

NON
FICTION > HISTORY

A comprehensive study of how

slavery and enslaved people shaped

the modern world Explores how

slavery thrived at the heart of the

entire Western world for more

than three centuries. This book

collects the scattered accounts of

the most recent scholarship into a

comprehensive history of slavery

and its shaping of the world we

know. Celebrated historian James

Walvin tells a global story that

covers everything from the

capitalist economy, labour, and the

environment, to social culture and

ideas of family, beauty and taste.

9781472144348 - LITTLE, BROWN

RACE MATTERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

18,50€



A LITTLE DEVIL IN
AMERICA
HANIF ABDURRAQIB

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

A celebration of Black culture beyond

the white gaze, from 'the most

important cultural critic in America

right now' (Chicago Tribune).

9780141995793 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

RACE MATTERS

Format: 224 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

14,75€

I HAVE A DREAM
MARTIN LUTHER KING

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

One of the greatest pieces of writing

and oration in history, Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr.'s speech at the

March on Washington on August

28, 1963 remains as profound and

deeply moving as it did almost 60

years ago.

9780063236790 - HARPER

COLLINS USA

RACE MATTERS

Format: 92 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

22,25€

SUMMER
KARL OVE KNAUSGAARD

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

Presented in March 2020 and

March 2021 Summer is the fourth

volume of the Seasons quartet, a

collection of short prose and diaries

written by a father for his youngest

daughter, with stunning artwork by

Anselm Kiefer. In Summer, Karl

Ove Knausgaard writes about long

days full of sunlight, eating ice

cream with his children, lawn

sprinklers and ladybirds. He

experiments with the beginnings of

a novel and keeps a diary in which

the small events of his family´s life

are recorded. Against a canvas of

memories, longings, and

experiences of art and literature, he

searches for the meaning of

moments as they pass us by.

9781784703295 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

SCANDINAVIA

Format: 400 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,50€



THE MIRROR AND
THE PALETTE
JENNIFER HIGGIE

NON FICTION > ART &
ARCHITECTURE

In THE MIRROR AND THE PALETTE,

Jennifer Higgie introduces us to a

cross-section of women artists who

embody the fact that there is more

than one way to understand our

planet, more than one way to live in it

and more than one way to make art

about it. Spanning 500 years,

biography and cultural history

intertwine in a narrative packed with

tales of rebellion, adventure,

revolution, travel and tragedy enacted

by women who turned their back on

convention and lived lives of great

resilience, creativity and bravery. This

is a dazzlingly original and ambitious

book by one of the most well-

respected art critics at work today.

9781474613798 - ORION PUBLISHING

GROUP LTD

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

14,75€

RBG A TO Z
NADIA BAILEY

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

This intricately illustrated and

fastidiously researched book

unpacks the life of RBG, who

herself was larger-than-life. It

explores Ruth's early days growing

up in Brooklyn, New York, in her

family home; her time at Cornell,

where she was first in her class, and

Harvard, where she was the first

female member of the Havard Law

Review; her persistence in fighting

for gender equality, and the

indelible impact she had on the

world. Featuring jaw-dropping

illustrations, track Ruth's rise as

one of the US's most important and

celebrated judges, the impact of her

legacy for women, her contribution

to law and the unparalleled

phenomena that is Ruth Bader

Ginsberg. This book looks at the life

of one of the most inspiring,

influential figures in recent

history_ all in a brilliantly

illustrated A to Z format.•

Beautifully illustrated, this book is

not only well-researched but also

gorgeous to flip, making it perfect

as for the gift trade.

9781922417671 - SMITH STREET

BOOKS

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 56 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

BRING BACK OUR
GIRLS
HINSHAW AND PARKINSON

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

Bring Back Our Girls is an urgent

and engrossing work of

investigative journalism that

unfolds across four continents,

from the remote forests of northern

Nigeria to the White House; from

Khartoum safe houses to gilded

hotel lobbies in the Swiss Alps.

9781800750906 - SWIFT PRESS

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

16,25€



INVISIBLE WALLS
HELLA PICK

NON
FICTION > BIOGRAPHY,
LETTERS & MEMOIRS

A trailblazer for women in journalism,

Hella Pick arrived in Britain in 1939 as

a child refugee from Austria. Over

nearly four decades she covered the

volatile global scene, first in West

Africa, followed by America and long

periods in Europe. In her thirty-five

years with the Guardian she reported

on the end of Empire in West Africa,

the assassination of President

Kennedy, Martin Luther King's march

from Selma to Montgomery, the

Vietnam peace negotiation in Paris,

the 1968 student revolt in France, the

birth of the Solidarity movement in

Poland, and the closing stages of the

Cold War. A request for coffee on

board a Soviet ship anchored in Malta

led to a chat with Mikhail Gorbachev.

A request for an interview with Willy

Brandt led to a personal friendship

that enabled her to come to terms with

Germany's Nazi past.

9781474613750 - ORION PUBLISHING

GROUP LTD

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

14,75€

ON VIOLENCE
AND ON
VIOLENCE
AGAINST WOMEN
JACQUELINE ROSE

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

A blazingly insightful, provocative

study of violence against women

from the peerless feminist critic.

'To read Rose is to understand that

there is no border between us and

the world; it is an invitation to a

radical kind of responsibility.'NEW

YORK TIMES'It's really hard for me

to overestimate how important

(Rose's) work has been for me . .

9780571332724 - FABER AND FABER

LTD

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

19,25€

THE AUTHORITY
GAP
MARY ANN SIEGHART

NON
FICTION > SOCIOLOGY

Based on new, original research and

interviews with pioneering women

including Baroness Hale, Mary

Beard and Bernadine Evaristo, this

is a fresh feminist take on how to

address and counteract systemic

sexism, perfect for fans of Invisible

Women.

9781784165888 - TRANSWORLD

PUBLISHERS LTD

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 388 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€



RESISTANCE
HALIK KOCHANSKI

NON FICTION > HISTORY

A sweeping, original history of

occupation and resistance in war-torn

Europe. Resistance is an

extraordinarily powerful, humane and

haunting account of how and why all

across Nazi-occupied Europe some

people decided to resist the Third

Reich. This could range from open

partisan warfare in the occupied Soviet

Union to dangerous acts of

insurrection in the Netherlands or

Norway. Some of these resistance

movements were entirely home-

grown, others supported by the Allies.

Like no other book, Resistance shows

the reader just how difficult such

actions were. How could small bands

of individuals undertake tasks which

could lead not just to their own deaths

but those of their families and their

entire communities?

9780241004289 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

WORLD WAR TWO

Format: 960 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

36,25€



FELT FLAPS:
WHERE'S MRS
CAT?
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
0-2 YEARS

The original, award-winning Felt

Flap series - perfect for babies and

toddlers! Each title in this stylish

series has five spreads with friendly

characters to find behind colourful

felt flaps. In Where's Mrs Cat?,

you're on the look out for Mr

Goldfish, Mrs Dog, Mr Guinea Pig

and Mrs Cat herself!

9781839940644 - NOSY CROW

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 12 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

THAT'S NOT MY
DEER...
FIONA WATT

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
0-2 YEARS

A delightful interactive board book

with touchy-feely patches. Babies

and toddlers will love touching the

fuzzy, furry, smooth and soft tactile

patches, and spotting the familiar

little white mouse as they explore

this sturdy book.

9781474997614 - USBORNE

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 10 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

NATIONAL TRUST:
BIG OUTDOORS
FOR LITTLE
EXPLORERS
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Discover the big outdoors with this

first meadow book for little

explorers! Explore the big outdoors

in these action-packed animal board

books with sliders on every page.

Published in collaboration with the

National Trust, this brand new

series of board books will inspire a

love of nature in even the littlest

animal lovers.

9781839941788 - NOSY CROW

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 10 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€



NATIONAL TRUST:
BIG OUTDOORS
FOR LITTLE
EXPLORERS
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Explore the big outdoors in these

action-packed animal board books

with sliders on every page.

Published in collaboration with the

National Trust, this brand new

series of board books will inspire a

love of nature in even the littlest of

animal lovers. With vibrant artwork

printed on white board, robust easy-

to-use mechanisms for tiny hands

and a rhyming text with friendly

animal facts, these are the perfect

books to captivate curious little

explorers time and time again.

9781839941795 - NOSY CROW

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 10 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

THE EGG-
CELLENT EASTER
ACTIVITY BOOK
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Filled with more Easter fun than a

giant chocolate egg, this cracking

new book is guaranteed to keep kids

entertained during the holiday

season.

9781780558172 - MICHAEL O MARA

BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

WE'RE GOING ON
A BEAR HUNT:
LET'S DISCOVER
FARM AN
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

In this interactive guide to farm

animals, eager explorers will learn

all about farm favourites including

pigs, goats, sheep, horses, ducks and

so much more! Packed with recipes,

crafts and sticker activities galore,

this beautifully illustrated sticker-

activity book has plenty of ideas for

farmyard adventures and fun facts

for readers come rain or shine!

9781406398533 - WALKER BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€



LEARN WITH
COCOMELON: 123
COCOMELON

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Learn you first numbers with JJ and

friends! A chunky early learning

board book filled with colourful

pictures to help little CoComelon

lovers count from 1 to 10. JJ is ready

for a fun learning adventure! Are

you? Count from 1 to 10 by pointing

to some of JJ's favourite things,

including his dog Bingo, yummy

fruit, bath toys and his pals from

school! This is the perfect

introduction to counting for fans of

Cocomelon!

9780755502035 - FARSHORE

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

9,00€

NATIONAL TRUST:
EVERY BUNNY IS
A YOGA BUNNY
EMILY ANN DAVISON

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

A funny, reassuring picture book

about yoga, mindfulness and

finding calm, from debut author

Emily Ann Davison and award-

winning illustrator Deborah

Allwright.

9781839940682 - NOSY CROW

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

NOT THAT PET!
SMRITI HALLS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Hooray! Mabel and her family are

getting a pet! There's no time to

lose! But which kind of animal

should they choose? Not the snake _

it's too scary. The elephant's too big.

The worms are too wriggly and the

hyena too giggly. Then Mabel has

the perfect idea. But will her family

agree? A laugh-out-loud rhyming

story about finding the perfect pet _

with plenty of hilarious twists along

the way.

9781529504408 - WALKER BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€



THANK YOU FOR
THE LITTLE
THINGS
CARYL HART

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

This uplifting, reassuring picture

book is the perfect antidote to

worries and anxiety, encouraging

little ones to see the world in a

mindful way • From bestselling

author Caryl Hart, this text is filled

with warmth, humour and

understanding _perfect for our

uncertain times, or any time when

worries abound

9781526638908 - BLOOMSBURY

PUBLISHING PLC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

MY GRANDMA IS
GREAT! (A
HELLO!LUCKY
BOOK)
HELLO!LUCKY AND SABRINA
MOYLE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

From Hello!Lucky, the creators of

My Mom Is Magical! and My Dad Is

Amazing!, comes this joyful tribute

to everything that makes

grandmothers great!Is your

grandma more fabulous than a flock

of flamingos?More magical than a

million mermaids?More

adventurous than a pack of pirates?

Celebrate all the things that make

Grandma great with this bright,

humor-filled board book!STRIKING

ILLUSTRATIONS: Beautifully

designed and illustrated with a fifth

color of ink

throughout.SUCCESSFUL SERIES:

The follow-up to My Mom Is

Magical! and My Dad Is Amazing!,

which were both Publishers Weekly

and Indiebound bestsellers.

9781419755453 - ABRAMS BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 24 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

9,00€

MY GRANDPA IS
GRAND! (A
HELLO!LUCKY
BOOK)
HELLO!LUCKY AND SABRINA
MOYLE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

From Hello!Lucky, the creators of

My Mom Is Magical! and My Dad Is

Amazing!, comes this joyful tribute

to everything that makes

grandfathers grand!Is your grandpa

more fun than a ton of

treehouses?More adventurous than

a sea of sailors?Smarter than a

school of fish? Celebrate all the

things that make Grandpa grand

with this bright, humor-filled board

book!STRIKING ILLUSTRATIONS:

Beautifully designed and illustrated

with a fifth color of ink

throughout.SUCCESSFUL SERIES:

The follow-up to My Mom Is

Magical! and My Dad Is Amazing!,

which were both Publishers Weekly

and Indiebound

bestsellers.SENSATIONAL SALES:

More than a million combined sales

for the Hello!

9781419755552 - ABRAMS BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 24 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

9,00€



BABY OCTOPUS:
FINGER PUPPET
BOOK
YU-HSUAN HUANG

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Newborns will love snuggling up

with Baby Octopus! Baby Octopus

swims, explores, and drifts off to

bedtime in her cozy den. Featuring a

plush finger puppet that peeks into

each lovingly illustrated page, this

entry in the bestselling Finger

Puppet series offers parents and

children a fun, interactive way to

play and read as they build a lifelong

love of books together.

9781797212852 - CHRONICLE

BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 12 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

9,00€

BABY PUPPY:
FINGER PUPPET
BOOK
YU-HSUAN HUANG

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Newborns will love snuggling up

with Baby Puppy! Baby Puppy plays,

barks, and cuddles up with his

family when it's time for bed.

Featuring a plush finger puppet that

peeks into each lovingly illustrated

page, this entry in the bestselling

Finger Puppet series offers parents

and children a fun, interactive way

to play and read as they build a

lifelong love of books together.

9781797212845 - CHRONICLE

BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 12 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

9,00€

FIND OUT ABOUT
... ANIMAL
HOMES
MARTIN JENKINS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Lots of animals have homes, but not

all homes are the same! An

orangutan builds a new nest every

day, a prairie dog lives in its burrow

for years _ and a reindeer is always

on the move! From the award-

winning author Martin Jenkins and

illustrated by Jane McGuinness, this

beautiful picture book is a perfect

introduction to different kinds of

animal homes.

9781529503845 - WALKER BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€



POP AND PEEK:
BABIES
MEL MATTHEWS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Pop-up peekaboo books for babies

and toddlers that explore simple

animal concepts for gentle learning,

interaction and lots of fun!

9781800780897 - KINGS ROAD

PUBLISHING

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

POP AND PEEK:
HATCH
MEL MATTHEWS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Take a peek behind the big lift-the-

flaps to discover the pop-up

surprises in the charming POP AND

PEEK series.

9781800780880 - KINGS ROAD

PUBLISHING

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

BEDTIME LITTLE
MOUSE
MAGALI MIALARET

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Bedtime, Little Mouse is part lyrical

bedtime picture story and part how-

to guide for parents wanting to lull

their own little ones into sleep.

9781780557342 - MICHAEL O MARA

BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€



LITTLE LIFT AND
LOOK BUSY BEE
ANNA MILBOURNE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Lift the flaps to find the busy bee

and lots of other animals in the

garden. Where's the busy bee gone

now? This engaging little book will

enchant babies and very little

children as they find the bee among

the flowers, and follow her around

the garden to discover who else lives

there. Meet a spider spinning a web,

a butterfly hiding from the rain,

some baby birds learning to fly and

the busy bees friends all buzzing in

the hive. This is a gorgeous

interactive first bug hunt for babies

and toddlers.

9781474997744 - USBORNE

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 12 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

9,00€

PARTY PARADE
LEANNE MILLER

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Count to ten as you spot animals in

their natural habitats in this wildly

joyful and strikingly colourful hide-

and-seek picture book. Tropical

jungles, snowy mountains, salty

seabeds... find hidden animals and

nature elements on every page and

delight in each of their marvellous

worlds. Join the celebration . it´s a

party parade!

9780702313639 - SCHOLASTIC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

10,25€

CAT'S FIRST BABY
NATALIE NELSON

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

9781683692935 - QUIRK BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

11,25€



THE BUTTON
BOOK
SALLY NICHOLLS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Here´s a button. I wonder what

happens when you press it? Come

along on a magical journey,

powered only by imagination and

play. Now in a chunky board book

format.

9781839131875 - WALKER BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

PETER RABBIT
GREAT BIG
EASTER EGG
HUNT
BEATRIX POTTER

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Celebrate Easter with Peter Rabbit!

Help Peter find all his friends' eggs

in this brand new lift the flap

storybook.

9780241519165 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 24 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

TWO LITTLE
DICKIE BIRDS
SITTING ON A
WALL
RUSSELL PUNTER

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Two little dickie birds sitting on a

wall, one named Peter, one named

Paul. The much loved rhyme is

retold with lots of additional little

animals to interest and delight

young children. Perfect for

snuggling up with at bedtime.

9781474999120 - USBORNE

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 24 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

7,50€



UNICORNS DON'T
LOVE SPARKLES
LUCY ROWLAND

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

I do not love pink. Nope! No flowers

or hearts. I´m not a big fan of bright

unicorn farts. I really hate rainbows

(I´ve said it before), But there are

some things I dislike even more...

Unicorn likes a lot of things. The

only problem is that the things he

likes aren´t exactly the same as

everyone else. Sparkles? He hates

them! Balloons? No, thanks! Cake?

Yak! But soon it will be Unicorn´s

birthday, and _ oh NO _ that means

all of the things Unicorn hates will

be squeezed into the same day. This

is a DISASTER!

9780702313615 - SCHOLASTIC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

10,25€

HOW TO COUNT
TO ONE
CASPAR SALMON

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

A hilariously bossy picture book

about counting that children will

love to outsmart! You know how to

count, right? GREAT! There are

LOADS of fun things to count in this

book. Whales, baboons, rainbows,

pyramids . . . There's just rule. You

must ONLY ever count to ONE. So

don't even about THINK bigger

numbers. OK?!

9781839941931 - NOSY CROW

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

TAROT BABY
ABIGAIL SAMOUN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Help the littlest Tarot readers

discover their inner world! As one

baby journeys through the day,

facing down the many challenges of

being a tot, readers will get to know

the Tarot deck and the insight and

strength that can be drawn from

each card. Tarot can be used as a

form of meditation_filled with

mindful moments and self-

reflection, each of the 22 cards in

the Major Arcane provide a chance

to ground your little one in the

moment.

9780593486122 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

9,00€



SWEET
DREAMZZZ
PANDA
JOHN TOWNSEND

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Sweet Dreamzzz

9781913971670 - SALARIYA BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 10 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

11,75€

THAT'S NOT MY
LEMUR…
FIONA WATT

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Presented in January 2022 folder.

Meet five curious lemurs in this

charming addition to the much-

loved That's not my... series. Babies

love the best-selling That's not my...

books with their bold illustrations,

patches to stroke, and a mouse to

spot on every page, all designed to

develop sensory and language

awareness.

9781474972116 - USBORNE

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 10 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 18/03/2022

10,25€

FIRST STICKER
BOOK PLANET
EARTH
KRISTIE PICKERSGILL

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

A beautifully illustrated sticker

book exploring our amazing planet.

Discover the many wonders Planet

Earth has to offer in this inviting

sticker book. Travel to dusty

deserts, the icy Arctic and lush

tropical rainforests to find out about

the incredible plants and animals

that live there. Add over 150 stickers

to bring the scenes to life.

9781474998987 - USBORNE

STICKER BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

9,00€



THE VERY
HUNGRY
CATERPILLAR
EASTER PICNIC
ERIC CARLE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

9780241553527 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

Format: 0 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

FIND IT! AT THE
BEACH
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Find it! At the beach contains 25

things for children to search for

while on the coast or seaside, along

with amazing facts and mind-

bending puzzles.

9781913602246 - QUADRILLE

PUBLISHING LTD

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

7,50€

FIND IT! IN THE
COUNTRY
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Find it! In the country contains 25

things for children to search for

while in the great outdoors, along

with amazing facts and mind-

bending puzzles. Perfect for

minimizing screen time, Find it!

books keep children entertained,

engaged and curious about the

world around them

9781913602239 - QUADRILLE

PUBLISHING LTD

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

7,50€



A GRANDMA'S
MAGIC
CHARLOTTE OFFSAY

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

In this charming picture book

tribute to grandmas, a grandma´s

magic bursts through the door as

soon as she comes to visit and can

be seen in every wonderful thing

she does: playing, exploring, baking,

gardening, and in all the many ways

a grandma and grandchild connect.

9780593376003 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

17,00€

HELLO WORLD!
PLANES AND
OTHER FLYING
MACHINES
JILL MCDONALD

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Hello, World! is a series designed to

introduce first nonfiction concepts

to babies and toddlers. Told in clear

and easy terms ("The first people to

fly a plane were the Wright

brothers. They built their plane out

of wood") and featuring bright,

cheerful illustrations, Hello, World!

makes learning fun for young

children. And each page offers

helpful prompts for engaging with

your child. It´s a perfect way to bring

science and nature into the busy

world of a toddler, where learning

never stops.

9780593428238 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

9,00€

COLOUR ME:
THINGS THAT GO
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
3-5 YEARS

Colour Me: Things That Go features

everyone´s favourite land, sea and

air vehicles to colour in and enjoy.

9781780557670 - MICHAEL O

MARA BOOKS

COLOURING BOOKS

Format: 96 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€



BOOK AND
JIGSAW OCEANS
SAM SMITH

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

300-piece jigsaw and a fact book

about sea creatures, in a sturdy box.

Dive into the world's oceans and

discover the amazing creatures that

live at different depths with this

colourful book and jigsaw set. It's

packed with appealing illustrations

and the book is full of fascinating

facts about all sorts of sea life.

9781801310130 - USBORNE

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Format: 16 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

14,75€

FGTEEV SAVES
THE WORLD!
FGTEEV

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

The FGTeeV family gamers

really, really love games! But for

Duddy, one game is by far the

best: The Super-Realistic (and

Totally Not Made-Up) Zombie

Battles from the War of 1812. Even

though in Duddy´s opinion the

newest version doesn´t stand up to

the classic, it doesn´t mean that he

can´t quickly rack up all the power-

ups, bonuses, and achievements to

show the kids_Lexi, Mike, Chase,

and Shawn_how it´s done. That is

until the game freezes!

9780063042629 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

13,00€

A PIG CALLED
LOLLIPOP
DICK KING-SMITH

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Lollipop is no ordinary pig.

According to her young owner

Johnny Skinner, she's the cleverest

pig in the whole kingdom. When

people stare into Lollipop's bright,

intelligent eyes, it seems to change

them for the better. But will Lollipop

win over spoilt Princess Penelope _

and the King and Queen?

9781529504651 - WALKER BOOKS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 208 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€



JUDY MOODY: IN A
MONDAY MOOD
MEGAN MCDONALD

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Judy Moody is Monday-morning

mopey. Another week in her same-

old seat at her same-old desk in her

same-old school. Even worse, there

aren´t any days off from school for

ages. But when she steps into Class

3T, Judy´s Monday frown turns

upside down. Pop! Pop! Pop-pop-

pop! Mr Todd is making Monday

special by celebrating Bubble Wrap

Appreciation Day (no lie)! This gives

Judy an idea that just-might-maybe

turn her week around: why not

make every day of the week a

holiday? But after she and her

friends come up with a week´s

worth of wacky celebrations, from

feeding ninja squirrels to honouring

National Sneak Some Zucchini Onto

Your Neighbor´s Porch Day, will the

weekend be one big letdown?

9781529502893 - WALKER BOOKS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 144 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

LISTEN AND READ:
THE THREE
LITTLE PIGS
LESLEY SIMS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

The three little pigs are off to build

houses - but a little wolf is watching

them... A lively retelling of the

much-loved traditional tale, with a

gentle ending for young children. A

button on each page allows readers

to hear the story as they read.

9781474989558 - USBORNE

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 12 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€

NG LITTLE KIDS
FIRST BIG BOOK
OF BABY
ANIMALS
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

This may be the cutest Little Kids

First Big Book ever! From panda

cubs and prairie dog pups to beluga

calves and fuzzy flamingo chicks,

this book is packed with fascinating

information about adorable and

aww-some baby animals.

9781426371462 - HACHETTE USA

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 12 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

14,50€



NG LITTLE KIDS
FIRST BOARD
BOOK: BIRDS
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Designed to be the stepping stone to

the best-selling National

Geographic Little Kids First Big

Book series, the Little Kids First

Board Book series takes similar big

subjects and distills them down to

the simplest nonfiction concepts for

the youngest audience. Not only will

readers learn about a variety of

birds, they can also find recurring

shapes and patterns in the art, while

adults can keep their eyes open for

occasional funny commentary from

the animals.

9781426371448 - HACHETTE USA

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 48 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

8,35€

LET'S CHANGE
THE WORLD:
CLEAN ENERGY
MEGAN ANDERSON

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Jump up high and spread your

wings. What´s that in the air?

Blazing light and whirling wind _

green power´s everywhere! Clean

Energy explores the ways in which

we use energy, and invites readers

to think about alternative energy

sources that don´t pollute our

planet. From wind and water to sun

and heat, there are a multitude of

ways in which we can harness

energy from nature!

9781760509484 - HARDIE GRANT

BOOKS

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 20 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

FIRST QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS:
WHY DO WE NEED
TREES?
KATIE DAYNES

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Clamber up branches and peek

through leaves to discover the

wonderful jobs trees do, from

cleaning our air and keeping us cool

to protecting our planet and

providing homes for all kinds of

wildlife.

9781474996099 - USBORNE

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 12 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€



AROUND THE
WORLD IN 80
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
NANCY DICKMANN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

• Travel the world of music from

your own living room! Covers a

huge range of musical instruments,

with an emphasis on vibrant

cultures across the planet. •

Includes a beautiful central gatefold

that opens up to display the musical

'family tree', showing how the

musical instruments are connected

to each other.

9781913519353 - WELBECK PRESS

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 72 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

22,00€

PINK BLUE AND
YOU!
ELISE GRAVEL

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Simple, accessible, and direct, this

picture book is perfect for kids and

parents or teachers to read

together, opening the door to

conversations about gender

stereotypes and everyone´s right to

be their true selves.

9780593178638 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

17,00€

HARRY HOUDINI
MARIA ISABEL SANCHEZ
VERGARA

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

In this book from the highly

acclaimed Little People, BIG

DREAMS series, discover the

incredible life of Harry Houdini,

one of the most famous entertainers

to have ever lived.

9780711259447 - FRANCES

LINCOLN

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

12,75€



NANO: THE
SPECTACULAR
SCIENCE OF THE
VERY (VERY) S
DR JESS WADE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Everything is made from something

... but the way we make things, from

the materials we use to the science

and technology involved, is

changing fast. Nano offers a

fascinating narrative introduction to

this cutting-edge area of STEM,

better known by the name

"nanotechnology". With words by Dr

Jess Wade _ a highly skilled

physicist and trailblazing

campaigner for diversity in STEM

fields _ and beautiful, dynamic

pictures by award-winning artist

Melissa Castrillón, this is the

perfect book for budding young

scientists and engineers. "We need

more beautifully illustrated and

involving non-fiction like this.

Wade and Castrillón introduce

nanoscience with perfect clarity and

inviting pictures." The Sunday

Times

9781406394603 - WALKER BOOKS

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

CHANGE: A
JOURNAL
WEE SOCIETY

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

An immersive, interactive journal

that encourages children to help

our planet, packed with kid-friendly

silliness, parent-approved wit, and

Wee Society´s signature stylish art.

9780593234129 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

15,25€

A MILLION
SWEET THINGS
LULU MAYO

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Perfect for colouring fans with a

sweet tooth, every page is brimming

with cuteness, from playful pasta

pandas to chocolate-sprinkled

unicorns.

9781789293630 - MICHAEL O

MARA BOOKS

COLOURING BOOKS

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€



DID ROMANS
REALLY EAT
FLAMINGOS?
ANITA GANERI

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Who was the maddest Roman

emperor? Why didn't the Romans

use toilet paper? And just how

dangerous was a Roman tortoise? A

Question of History: Ancient Rome

answers all these questions and

much more.

9781526315335 - HACHETTE

CHILDREN

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 10/03/2022

13,25€

HARRY POTTER
WATERCOLOUR
MAGIC 2
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Bring more of your favourite scenes

from the Harry Potter films to life

with the second official Wizarding

World watercolour book. Harry

Potter: Watercolour Magic Book 2

includes even more easy-to-

complete watercolour projects

featuring fan-favourite characters,

creatures, places and icons from the

films.

9781911682486 - PAVILION

HARRY POTTER

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

29,50€

LBR LEVEL 3 -
TALES FROM
INDIA - THE TIGER
THE BR
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Ladybird Readers is a graded

reading series for English Language

Teaching (ELT) markets, designed

for children learning English as a

foreign or second language.

9780241533628 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

LADYBIRD ELT READERS

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

7,50€



LBR LEVEL 3 -
TALES FROM
AFRICA - THE
CHEETAH'S WH
LADYBIRD

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

A graded reading series for English

Language Teaching (ELT) markets,

designed for children learning

English as a foreign or second

language.

9780241533611 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

LADYBIRD ELT READERS

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

7,50€

LBR LEVEL 4 -
TALES FROM
AFRICA - A
TORTOISE NAMED
LADYBIRD

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Ladybird Readers is a graded

reading series for English Language

Teaching (ELT) markets, designed

for children learning English as a

foreign or second language.

9780241533635 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

LADYBIRD ELT READERS

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

7,50€

LBR LEVEL 4 -
TALES FROM
INDIA - THE
STORY OF LAIL
LADYBIRD

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Ladybird Readers is a graded

reading series for English Language

Teaching (ELT) markets, designed

for children learning English as a

foreign or second language.

9780241533642 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

LADYBIRD ELT READERS

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

7,50€



WHERE'S MY
CAT?
SEYMOUR CHWAST

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Is that a table_or a cow? You won´t

believe your eyes as this humorous

guessing game and visual puzzle

from award-winning graphic

designer Seymour Chwast, co-

founder of the legendary Push Pin

Studios, transforms a simple object

into something completely

different. Each delightfully drawn

initial image is revealed, after a page

turn, to be part of a larger or more

elaborate thing. The objects become

both more complex and sillier_ball

and toaster? Nah, it´s a bulldog_as

we make our way to the final

transformation, a pair of scissors

that becomes the face of the cat

we´ve been waiting for. Readers

young and old will giggle as they see

the importance of recognizing odd

but simple shapes and learning how

they work together to form more

complicated images.

9781662650697 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

12,25€

GIGANTOSAURUS:
SAVING AYATI
CYBER GROUP STUDIOS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Based on the animated TV

adaptation of Jonny Duddle's best-

selling picture books. When Mazu's

new game leads to Ayati taking a

fall, Mazu needs to help her get back

up! The dino friends try every

invention and idea they can think of

to flip her over, but it only makes

things worse.

9781800780361 - KINGS ROAD

PUBLISHING

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

10,25€

THE BOOK
FAMILY
ROBINSON
JONATHAN EMMETT

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

A bookish family shipwrecked on a

treasure island faces off against a

fearsome pirate crew

9781800781313 - KINGS ROAD

PUBLISHING

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€



GRETEL THE
WONDER
MAMMOTH
KIM HILLYARD

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

A mammoth NEW picture book

from the award-winning Kim

Hillyard about a woolly mammoth

who overcomes her anxiety. This

positive, encouraging picture book

teaches young readers that perhaps

the bravest act a person (or

mammoth!) can do is ask for help.

9780241488560 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

GOLDEN DOMES
AND SILVER
LANTERNS
HENA KHAN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

With breathtaking illustrations and

informative text, Golden Domes and

Silver Lanterns magnificently

captures the world of Islam,

celebrating its beauty and traditions

for even the youngest readers. From

a red prayer rug to a blue hijab,

readers will learn about a different

color of the Muslim world on each

spread with a young Muslim girl

and her family as a guide. Sure to

inspire questions and observations

about world religions and cultures,

it is equally at home in a classroom

reading circle as it is being read to a

child on a parent's lap.

9781797212531 - CHRONICLE BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 24 Pages - BOARD BOOK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

9,00€

HOM
JEANNE WILLIS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

When a boy washes up on a desert

island after a shipwreck, he is sure

he´s all alone in the world. But

there´s someone else living there:

Hom, a peace-loving creature who

has lost his family, too . . .

9781783449965 - WALKER BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€



IT'S MINE!
EMMA YARLETT

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

Once there was a mysterious thing.

Nobody knew how it got there, it just

was. "It´s mine, all MINE!" say

Mouse, Frog, Fox and Bear. But is it a

piece of fruit, a wheel, a ball, a chair

or something else altogether? And

who will get to keep it in the end?

9781529504231 - WALKER BOOKS

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 32 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

EMILE AND THE
FIELD
KEVIN YOUNG

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

In this lyrical picture book from an

award-winning poet, a young boy

cherishes a neighborhood field

throughout the changing seasons.

With stunning illustrations and a

charming text, this beautiful story

celebrates a child´s relationship

with nature.

9781984850423 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

17,00€

LITTLE LOST
DEER
ZANNA DAVIDSON

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
6-8 YEARS

The Animal Rescue Dolls are hard at

work at the Animal Sanctuary when

they receive a mission call - a baby

deer has gone missing after a forest

fire. Can the Dolls try and find it?

After a trip to Madame Coco's for

their mission outfits, the Rescue

Dolls must travel to the Wild Isle to

find the baby deer before nightfall...

9781474974783 - USBORNE

STICKER BOOKS

Format: 128 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

9,00€



WHO WAS
ERNEST
HEMINGWAY?
JIM GIGLIOTTI

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Ernest Hemingway wasn´t just a

novelist. He was a hunter and a

fisherman; he became an

ambulance officer in Paris, France,

during World War I; and he worked

as a reporter during the civil war in

Spain in the 1930s. All of these

experiences had such an important

impact on Ernest´s life that he used

them as inspiration for some of his

most notable works of fiction,

including The Sun Also Rises, A

Farewell to Arms, and For Whom

the Bell Tolls.

9780399544132 - PENGUIN USA

WHO IS - WAS...?

Format: 112 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

6,75€

WHO WAS
CHARLES
SCHULZ?
JOAN HOLUB

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Charles (otherwise known as

Sparky) Schulz always loved

drawing from the time he was a

young child, and as he grew older,

he turned this passion into a

phenomenally successful career.

His early doodles of his mischievous

dog and of a shy boy inspired two of

his most familiar and beloved

characters, Charlie Brown and

Snoopy. Here´s the story about

Peanuts gang and Charles´s life

that´s sure to excite all readers but

especially those who love the classic

cartoon series.

9780451532541 - PENGUIN USA

WHO IS - WAS...?

Format: 112 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

6,75€

REBEL GIRLS
LEAD
REBEL GIRLS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Rebel Girls Lead: 25 Tales of

Powerful Women celebrates the

incredible and inspiring stories of 25

women leaders in politics, business,

sports, activism, and more, all

written in fairy tale form. It is part of

the award-winning Good Night

Stories for Rebel Girls series.

9781953424068 - INGRAM

PUBLISHER SERVICES UK

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

10,25€



REBEL GIRLS
POWERFUL PAIRS
REBEL GIRLS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

What do Beyoncé and Blue Ivy and

Emmeline and Christabel

Pankhurst have in common? What

about Julie Andrews and Emma

Walton Hamilton and Karen E.

Laine and Mina Starsiak Hawk?

They're all incredible mother-

daughter duos who have used their

creativity, cleverness, and unique

talents to do something

remarkable--and they are all

featured in Rebel Girls Powerful

Pairs: 25 Tales of Mothers and

Daughters. Readers will celebrate

the strength of family bonds

through the inspiring fairytale-like

stories of authors, activists, skiers,

dancers, pilots, hikers,

humanitarians, entrepreneurs, and

more. Powerful Pairs is part of the

award-winning Good Night Stories

for Rebel Girls series.

9781734877076 - INGRAM

PUBLISHER SERVICES UK

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

10,25€

THE STACK
VANESSA ROEDER

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Luna begins her stack with a single

chair. But it´s not quite tall enough.

So she adds a stool, then some

books.and her bed.and before she

knows it, she´s thrown a pile of

plates, a bathtub (currently

occupied), and a whale up there too.

And yet the stack still isn´t tall

enough. Finally, after she flings and

slings bigger and wackier things

into the stack, and then climbs and

stretches just so, she is able to reach

into the sky for just what she wants:

a star of her own to use as a night-

light!

9780593324387 - PENGUIN USA

PICTURE BOOKS

Format: 40 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

17,00€

ART ACTIVITIES
ROSIE HORE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

An exciting book packed full of

activities based around famous

works of art. Young artists will love

exploring the world of art with this

entertaining book. Packed with fun

facts, puzzles and things to spot, as

well as plenty of drawing and

colouring activities, each page

introduces a different work of art

from all kinds of artists, movements

and time periods.

9781801314381 - USBORNE

ACTIVITY BOOKS

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

10,25€



THE BOOK OF
STOLEN DREAMS
DAVID FARR

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

When Rachel and Robert are passed

a stolen book by their librarian

father, they have to go on the run

and protect it at all costs. With their

father captured and everyone

hunting for the Book, they must

uncover its secrets and track down

the missing page. When the

children discover the magical truth

about the Book, they resolve to do

everything they can to stop it falling

into the wrong hands.

9781801315135 - USBORNE

BOOKS ON BOOKS

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

THE SISTERS OF
STRAYGARDEN
PLACE
HAYLEY CHEWINS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

The grass grew taller than the house

itself, surrounding it on all sides. It

stuffed the keyholes and scraped

against the roof. It shook the walls

and made paintings shiver. Seven

years ago, the Ballastian sisters'

parents left them in the magical

Straygarden Place, a house

surrounded by tall silver grass and

floating trees. They left behind a

warning saying never to leave the

house or go into the grass. "Wait for

us," the note read. "Sleep darkly."

Ever since then, the house has taken

care of Winnow, Mayhap and

Pavonine _ feeding them, clothing

them, even keeping them company

_ while the girls have waited and

grown up and played a guessing

game: Think of an animal, think of a

place.

9781406397567 - WALKER BOOKS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 208 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

GREEN ARROW:
STRANDED
BRENDAN DENEEN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Presented in July 2021 folder Ollie

has always hated the idea of

hunting, but his dad insisted they go

on this trip with his business

partner, Sebastian, and his son,

Tyler. When Ollie fails to take a

perfect shot, the teasing starts, and

he wonders if his dad will ever be

proud of him again.

9781779501219 - D C COMICS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

11,05€



THE HUNCHBACK
OF NOTRE DAME
MICHAEL FORD

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Vibrant full-colour art work adds

fresh appeal to these classic tales.

Speech bubbles work with the main

text to emphasise and enhance the

retelling and make these graphic

novels an ideal and accessible

introduction to classic literature.

Classic Comix are ideal for reluctant

readers.

9781913971052 - SALARIYA BOOKS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

11,75€

THE MAMMOTH
ADVENTURE (THE
PRINCESS RULES)
GREGORY AND CHATTERTON

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Princess Florizella may live in a

classic fairy-tale world, but she's no

ordinary princess... This third

volume in THE PRINCESS RULES

series sees the feisty princess take

her baby brother and best friend,

Bennett, on another round of

adventures together. Can they

rescue their new-found friend the

sea serpent from a travelling circus?

And hold back the pirate, Five-

fathom Freida.

9780008403300 - HARPER

COLLINS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

THE FLOWER
GARDEN
RENEE KURILLA

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

A magical graphic novel adventure

perfect for fans of Peter & Ernesto or

Tiger vs. Nightmare After planting a

seed packet in the backyard, things

don't go as expected for best friends

Anna and Tess. They fall asleep in

the sun and wake up to blooms as

tall as buildings! Did the seeds really

grow that fast?All is explained when

Anna and Tess meet May, a little

garden gnome whose magic is

responsible for the transformation.

The girls are May's size now, and

they follow her through the flower

garden and into May's underground

gnome home - discovering new

things about their world and

themselves along the way.This

immersive graphic novel from

author-illustrator Renee Kurilla is

perfect for emerging readers. It

explores growing and changing

friendships and offers details to

discover on every page and with

every read.

9781419750205 - ABRAMS BOOKS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 80 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

12,75€



JANE EYRE
FIONA MACDONALD

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Vibrant full-colour art work adds

fresh appeal to these classic tales.

Speech bubbles work with the main

text to emphasise and enhance the

retelling and make these graphic

novels an ideal and accessible

introduction to classic literature.

Classic Comix are ideal for reluctant

readers.

9781913971069 - SALARIYA BOOKS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

11,75€

MY FIRST POEM
AND OTHER
VOICES
ROGER MCGOUGH

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

A brand new collection for children

from beloved poet, writer and

broadcaster - Roger McGoughJust

when you are ready to write your

first poem, along come the words

and cause mayhem! 'Poems can be

like that sometimes,' says Roger

McGough. Here Roger's witty

poems take you from school and

home to places far and wide, and

back again just in time to finish the

poem you first started.

9780241527603 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 160 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

11,85€

20.000 LEAGUES
UNDER THE SEA
JACQUELINE MORLEY

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Vibrant full-colour art work adds

fresh appeal to these classic tales.

Speech bubbles work with the main

text to emphasise and enhance the

retelling and make these graphic

novels an ideal and accessible

introduction to classic literature.

Classic Comix are ideal for reluctant

readers.

9781913971076 - SALARIYA BOOKS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

11,75€



MUCK AND
MAGIC
MICHAEL MORPURGO

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

A beautiful countryside story for

Michael Morpurgo fans, illustrated

by Olivia Lomenech Gill (J. K.

Rowling's Fantastic Beasts and

Where to Find Them). Bonny has

always wanted to be a top cyclist,

maybe even a future Olympic

champion. But her world changes

after meeting a sculptor named

Lizzie, who gives her a job on her

farm. Bonny is introduced to a life-

sized sculpture of Lizzie's horse and

is allowed to pose as its rider, a

completely magical experience. She

learns from Lizzie that a true gift is

never to be wasted, and that if you

"breathe the world in deep", you can

do anything.

9781406382891 - WALKER BOOKS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

POPULARMMOS
PRESENTS
ZOMBIES’ DAY
OFF
POPULARMMOS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Pat and Jen are heroes! After

defeating Evil Jen and closing all the

portals to the underworld, they have

nothing to worry about, no villains

to defeat, and no adventures to go

on. Awesome, right? . . . Until a

mysterious voice tells Jen that she

has to go to the underworld to

uncover a secret about her past. It is

a quest she can only undertake

alone.

9780063006522 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

13,00€

BAD GUYS MOVIE:
FILL-INS BOOK
SCHOLASTIC

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

The hit series is now a major motion

picture. Join Mr. Wolf and the gang

in this delightful funny fill-in! Join

the Bad Guys in this funny fill-in

based on the major motion picture.

Pick up a pencil and create your

own laugh-out-loud moments with

Mr. Wolf and the gang. This book

has over a dozen fun fill-in stories

starring the Bad Guys who really

just want to be good!

9781338745702 - SCHOLASTIC

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 64 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

9,00€



BAD GUYS MOVIE:
MOVIE
NOVELIZATION
SCHOLASTIC

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

The hit series is now a major motion

picture. Join Mr. Wolf and the gang

in their big screen debut! They may

look like Bad Guys, but these

wannabe heroes are doing good

deeds... whether you like it or not!

Discover all you need to know about

the baddest guys around in this all-

new novel based on the major

motion picture!

9781338745696 - SCHOLASTIC

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 160 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

9,00€

SHOCKWAVE
WILBUR SMITH

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Third in highly successful new

series of adventures for children by

world bestselling adult writer. On

the pretext of making a film for his

mother's environmental protection

work, Jack wangles an expedition to

the Arctic with his friends Amelia

and Xander and cousin Caleb. But

Xander's investigations into the

mysterious backers funding their

adventure raises Jack's suspicions. Is

the renewable energy investment

company really as environmentally

responsible as it claims to be?

9781848128576 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

9,00€

BABY LOVE
JACQUELINE WILSON

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

When Laura meets a French

exchange student, Leon, she is

flattered by his interest in her. She's

never had any sort of boyfriend

before.

9780241567111 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

14,50€



THE STORY OF
ME
ELLEN BAILEY

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Complete with colourful and

engaging illustrations throughout,

this memory book is the perfect gift

for children to treasure forever.

This book invites kids to write their

own autobiography. It creates their

personal timeline using prompts,

pictures and detailing preferences.

It features opportunities for the

reader to fill in the facts all about

themselves - from their arrival, their

first memories and their family, to

who they are right here, right now

and on to their dreams about the

future. This book will act as a lasting

record of exactly who they are. From

the author of the best-selling title

All About Me.

9781780557953 - MICHAEL O MARA

BOOKS

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 128 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

100 THINGS TO
KNOW ABOUT
MUSIC
JEROME MARTIN ET AL

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Which tunes could save a life, and

which should come with a health

warning? How do talking drums tell

the history of Africa? What happens

in your brain when you listen to

music? Find the answers to these

questions and more in this exciting

book exploring all corners of the

diverse world of music.

9781474996730 - USBORNE

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 128 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

12,75€

THE EVERYBODY
GETS ANXIOUS
ACTIVITY BOOK
JORDAN REID

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

This thoughtful and fun activity

book for children is inspired by the

hysterical and hugely popular Big

Activity Book for Anxious People.

Written for kids or basically anyone

who sometimes feels overwhelmed,

angry, scared, nervous, or just plain

icky_which is everyone. Really!

9780593433805 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

11,25€



THE LANGUAGE
OF THE UNIVERSE
COLIN STUART

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Four sections on popular STEM

subjects: Maths in Nature; Physics,

Chemistry & Engineering; Space

and Technology In recognition of

Colin's efforts to popularise

astronomy, the asteroid (15347) is

named after him Incredible

surrealist artwork by Ximo Abadia

helps to visualise difficult topics

9781787417878 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

13,25€

POMPEII AD79
ROGER CANAVAN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

9781913971144 - SALARIYA BOOKS

ESSENTIAL ITALY

Format: 128 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

11,75€

GERONIMO
STILTON
REPORTER #10
GERONIMO STILTON

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

A cruise vacation for Geronimo and

friends turns moldy when the ship

is commandeered by pirates!

Benjamin, Trap, and Thea are

concerned that Geronimo Stilton

works too hard as editor-in-chief at

the Rodent´s Gazette. To get him

away from the office, they decide to

investigate the mysterious three-

headed brie-smelling monster that

is roaming around the port of New

Mouse City.

9781545808665 - MACMILLAN USA

GERONIMO STILTON

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

9,50€



HARRY POTTER:
FESTIVITIES AND
FEASTS
JENNIFER CARROLL

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Includes 6 complete parties: full

instructions for invitations, decor,

activities, party food, and more to

create magical parties and events!

Exclusive patterns and projects:

downloadable templates for official

designs based on the original

graphics from the films, including a

hogwartsletter invitation and daily

prophet-wrapped diywizarding

crackers.

9781789098785 - TITAN BOOKS LTD

HARRY POTTER

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

36,75€

MIDDLE SCHOOL:
IT’S A ZOO IN
HERE
JAMES PATTERSON

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

In this instalment in the hilarious

illustrated children's series, Rafe

feels like a caged lion at his summer

job at the zoo - until a real lion

desperately needs his help. Rafe is

days away from sweet summer

freedom - but his bad grades have

other plans for him. He can't fail a

summer job, right?Working in a zoo

sounds great but Rafe is stuck

polishing his boss's car, digging

oven pits and scrubbing .

9781529120080 - RANDOM HOUSE

UK

MIDDLE SCHOOL

Format: 336 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

10,25€

MINECRAFT
CATCH THE
CREEPER
CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Search for your favourite mobs in

this official Minecraft Search and

Find book! Meet five intrepid

explorers as they set out in search of

an explosive creeper, a mysterious

enderman and more elusive mobs.

But these blocky beasts are harder

to track down than expected and

now the explorers need your help to

hunt them all down. Do you have

what it takes to find these sneaky

mobs? Explore the world of

Minecraft and its biomes as you

journey across the Overworld,

through the fiery Nether and even

into the terrifying End dimension,

as you join the chase to track down

Minecraft's most popular mobs.

9780755503575 - FARSHORE

MINECRAFT

Format: 0 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

10,00€



MINECRAFT: MOB
SQUAD: NEVER
SAY NETHER
DELILAH S DAWSON

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

The next exciting Minecraft novel

from Del Rey and Mojang Studios,

starring the heroes of Minecraft:

Mob Squad as they journey further

than ever before into the

unexplored wilds and perilous

depths of Minecraft´s world.

9780593499139 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

MINECRAFT

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

17,75€

MINECRAFT
MOBS RULE!
STONESWORD
SAGA 2
MOJANG

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
9-11 YEARS

Stonesword Saga (2) _ Minecraft:

Mobs Rule! Book two in the new

official Minecraft fiction series for

readers aged 7+.

9780755503568 - FARSHORE

MINECRAFT

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

10,25€

UNTITLED SOPHIE
MCKENZIE 2
SOPHIE MCKENZIE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

9781471199134 - SIMON AND SCH

UK

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 31/03/2022

11,75€



ALL ABOUT ELLA
SALLY NICHOLLS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

Sam is sick, and Ella is sick of Sam.

Life seems to revolve around his

hospital appointments, his

medication and his need for peace

and quiet. No one thinks about what

Ella wants or needs, no one cares.

They don't even know what day she

was born on. In the end, Ella decides

she doesn't care if Sam gets sicker,

but when it happens, she finds she

cares an awful lot.... A touching

exploration of family love and the

challenges of being a younger

sibling, from multi-award-winning

author Sally Nicholls.

9781800901056 - BARRINGTON

STOKE UK

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

THE COLLECTORS
PHILIP PULLMAN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

A Gothic-feeling, atmospheric

mystery story set in the world of His

Dark Materials and The Book of

Dust from the globally bestselling

and master storyteller Sir Philip

Pullman.

9780241475256 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 80 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

9,75€

YOU'RE NOT THE
BOSS OF ME!
CATHERINE WILKINS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

A laugh-out-loud story about

fighting for your right to steal the

show, from the much-loved author

of the My Best Friend and Other

Enemies series. Amy Miller is a very

positive person and she is fully

prepared to be the star of the school

Comedy Show. But when Harry is

put in charge, he stops her from

performing or writing or doing

anything fun. Amy can't understand

what's happening until her sister

tells her: Harry is being sexist, and

Amy must take a stand.

9781788007863 - NOSY CROW

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 272 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€



THE TIDE SINGER
ELOISE WILLIAMS

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

Strangers, storms and whispers of

legendary sea people... Eloise

Williams skilfully interweaves

nature and myth in her stunning

Barrington Stoke debut. In the wake

of a tempest hitting her town,

Morwenna is left to take care of a

stranger washed ashore.

9781800900110 - BARRINGTON

STOKE UK

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

10,25€

WE ARE POWER
TODD HASAK-LOWY

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

How Nonviolent Activism Changes

the World. A stirring look at

nonviolent activism, from American

suffragists to civil rights to the

climate change movementWe Are

Power brings to light the incredible

individuals who have used

nonviolent activism to change the

world. The book explores questions

such as, what is nonviolent

resistance and how does it work? In

an age when armies are stronger

than ever before, when guns seem

to be everywhere, how can people

confront their adversaries without

resorting to violence themselves?

Through key international

movements as well as people such

as Gandhi, Alice Paul, Martin

Luther King, Cesar Chavez, and

Vaclav Havel, this book discusses

the components of nonviolent

resistance.

9781419760105 - ABRAMS BOOKS

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

10,25€

HOW TO CHANGE
EVERYTHING
KLEIN AND STEFOFF

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

The first book for younger readers

by internationally bestselling social

activist Naomi Klein, with Rebecca

Stefoff: the most authoritative and

inspiring book on climate change

for teenage readers yet.

9780241492932 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 336 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€



DREAMS FROM
MY FATHER
(ADAPTED FOR
YOUNG ADULTS):
BARACK OBAMA

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

Barack Obama brings readers along

as he faces the challenges of high

school and college, living in New

York, becoming a community

organizer in Chicago and travelling

to Kenya. On his journey to

adulthood from a humble

background, he forges his own path

by trial and error while staying

connected to his roots, determined

to lead a life of purpose, service and

authenticity. Obama's powerful and

enduring memoir has been skilfully

abridged to make it accessible and

engaging for young readers, giving

them the opportunity to reflect on

where they have come from _ and

where they are capable of going.

9781406334470 - WALKER BOOKS

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

THE LITTLE
PRINCE: PUFFIN
CLOTHBOUND
CLASSICS
ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPERY

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

A stunning hardback gift edition of

one of the world's most beloved

stories. The timeless, enchanting

story of the little prince who lives on

a tiny planet with three volcanoes

and a haughty flower, which he

must protect from the baobabs, the

bad seeds. The rulers of the other

planets he visits all suffer from the

cares and stupidities of the everyday

world.

9780241444313 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

CLOTHBOUND CLASSICS

Format: 144 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

12,25€

ALL THAT'S LEFT
IN THE WORLD
EIRK J BROWN

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

Jamie and Andrew are strangers,

and two of the last people on Earth.

They don't know what they'll find on

their perilous journey ... but they

may just find each other. A queer

romance about courage, hope and

humanity - this is How I Live Now

with the heart of Simon Vs The

Homo Sapiens Agenda.

9781444960167 - HACHETTE

CHILDREN

LGBTQ+

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

11,75€



BETWEEN
PERFECT AND
REAL
RAY STOEVE

CHILDREN > CHILDREN /
12-14 YEARS

A moving YA debut about a trans

boy finding his voice - and himself.

Dean Foster knows he's a trans guy.

He's watched enough YouTube

videos and done enough

questioning to be sure. But everyone

at his high school thinks he's a

lesbian - including his girlfriend,

Zoe, and his theater director, who

just cast him as a "nontraditional"

Romeo. He wonders if maybe it

would be easier to wait until college

to come out. But as he plays Romeo

every day in rehearsals, Dean

realizes he wants everyone to see

him as he really is now__not just on

the stage, but everywhere in his life.

Dean knows what he needs to do.

Can playing a role help Dean be his

true self?

9781419746024 - ABRAMS BOOKS

LGBTQ+

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

11,75€

KISS & TELL
ADIB KHORRAM

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Hunter never expected to be a boy

band star, but, well, here he is. He

and his band Kiss & Tell are on their

first major tour of North America,

playing arenas all over the United

States and Canada (and getting

covered by the gossipy press all over

North America as well). Hunter is

the only gay member of the band,

and he just had a very painful

breakup with his first

boyfriend_leaked sexts, public

heartbreak, and all_and now

everyone expects him to play the

perfect queer role model for teens.

9780593463116 - PENGUIN USA

LGBTQ+

Format: 384 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

12,75€

THE LAST HOURS:
CHAIN OF IRON
CASSANDRA CLARE

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Cordelia Carstairs seems to have

everything she ever wanted. She´s

engaged to marry James Herondale,

the boy she has loved since

childhood. She has a new life in

London with her best friend Lucie

Herondale and James´s charming

companions, the Merry Thieves.

She is about to be reunited with her

beloved father. And she bears the

sword Cortana, a legendary hero´s

blade. But the truth is far grimmer.

James and Cordelia´s marriage is a

lie, arranged to save Cordelia´s

reputation. James is in love with the

mysterious Grace Blackthorn whose

brother, Jesse, died years ago in a

terrible accident. Cortana burns

Cordelia´s hand when she touches

it, while her father has grown bitter

and angry. And a serial murderer is

targeting the Shadowhunters of

London, killing under cover of

darkness, then vanishing without a

trace.

9781529500912 - WALKER BOOKS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 672 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

14,75€



CINDER & GLASS
MELISSA DE LA CRUZ

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Blockbuster author Melissa de la

Cruz´s YA retelling of Cinderella, set

in 17th Century Versailles. 1682. The

king sends out an invitation to all

the maidens in France: their

presence is requested at a number

of balls and events that will be held

in honor of the dashing Prince

Louis, who must choose a bride.

9780593463086 - PENGUIN USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 336 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 08/03/2022

12,25€

ALONG FOR THE
RIDE
SARAH DESSEN

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

From the award-winning and New

York Times bestselling author of

Once and for All. Nights have always

been Auden´s time, her chance to

escape everything that´s going on

around her. Then she meets Eli, a

fellow insomniac, and he becomes

her nocturnal tour guide. Now, with

an endless supply of summer nights

between them, almost anything can

happen.

9780593528648 - PENGUIN USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 432 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

12,75€

BLESSED
MONSTERS
EMILY A DUNCAN

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

The thrilling conclusion to the

instant New York Times bestselling

Something Dark and Holy trilogy

The girl, the monster, the prince,

the queen. They broke the world.

And some things can never be

undone. In Emily A. Duncan's

Blessed Monsters, they must unite

once more to fight the dark chaos

they've unleashed - but is it already

too late?

9781250195739 - MACMILLAN USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

12,75€



HOME IS NOT A
COUNTRY
SAFIA ELHILLO

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

From the acclaimed poet featured

on Forbes Africa´s "30 Under 30" list,

this powerful novel-in-verse

captures one girl, caught between

cultures, on an unexpected journey

to face the ephemeral girl she might

have been. Woven through with

moments of lyrical beauty, this is a

tender meditation on family,

belonging, and home.

9780593177082 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

11,25€

MAN DOWN
JAMES GOODHAND

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

The gripping new novel perfect for

fans of Juno Dawson or They Both

Die at the End. Will Parks is being

followed. Someone is watching him,

feeding him glimpses of the future -

steering him down paths he would

never have dared to take alone.

9780241383339 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 320 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€

A BAD BOY STOLE
MY BRA
LAUREN PRICE

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

An authentic, sharp-eyed take on

the twists and turns of teenage life.

Funny and heart-warming, this is

perfect for lovers of quirky, laugh-

out-loud rom-coms.

9781785303784 - BONNIER BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

11,75€



THE
DESOLATIONS OF
DEVIL'S ACRE
(MISS PEREGRINE
6)
RANSOM RIGGS

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

The epic conclusion to the #1

bestselling Miss Peregrine´s

Peculiar Children series. Now

available in paperback with an

exclusive map of Devil´s Acre! The

last thing Jacob Portman saw before

the world went dark was a terrible,

familiar face.

9780735231559 - PENGUIN USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 512 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

13,25€

THE
DESOLATIONS OF
DEVIL'S ACRE
(MISS PEREGRINE
6)
RANSOM RIGGS

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

The epic conclusion to the

internationally bestselling Miss

Peregrine's Peculiar Children series.

9780241320952 - PENGUIN BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 512 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 29/03/2022

13,25€

I AM NOT YOUR
PERFECT
MEXICAN
DAUGHTER
ERIKA L SÁNCHEZ

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-

Time Indian meets Jane the Virgin

in this poignant but laugh-out-loud

funny contemporary YA about

losing a sister and finding yourself

amid the pressures, expectations

and stereotypes of growing up in a

Mexican American home. Perfect

Mexican daughters do not go away

to college. And they do not move out

of their parents house after high

school graduation. Perfect Mexican

daughters never abandon their

family. But Julia is not your perfect

Mexican daughter.

9780861543496 - ONEWORLD

PUBLICATIONS

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€



GALLANT
V E SCHWAB

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Captivating and atmospheric: A

gripping and elegant dark fantasy

about confronting death, ghouls and

dark reflections, steeped in a lush

and atmospheric world of English

country manors. Standalone

fantasy: The ideal entry point for

new readers of Neil Gaiman's

Stardust, The Secret Garden, Alan

Garner's Elidorand Susan Cooper's

The Dark is Rising.

9781789098938 - TITAN BOOKS

LTD

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

13,25€

GALLANT
V E SCHWAB

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Olivia Prior has grown up in

Merilance School for girls, and all

she has of her past is her mother´s

journal_which seems to unravel into

madness. Then, a letter invites

Olivia to come home_to Gallant. Yet

when Olivia arrives, no one is

expecting her. But Olivia is not

about to leave the first place that

feels like home, it doesn´t matter if

her cousin Matthew is hostile or if

she sees half-formed ghouls

haunting the hallways

9780063239180 - HARPER COLLINS

USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

13,25€

WRATH
MARCUS SEDGWICK

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Marcus Sedgwick crafts a

characteristically unsettling

mystery exploring teen

relationships and our connection to

the world around us in his gripping

Barrington Stoke debut. From the

multi-award-winning author of

Midwinterblood and The Ghosts of

Heaven comes a suspenseful,

gripping tale about teen life and

relationships, exploring our

wavering connection to the world

around us.

9781800900899 - BARRINGTON

STOKE UK

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (B

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 03/03/2022

11,75€



THE WORDS WE
KEEP
ERIN STEWART

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

A beautifully realistic, relatable

story about mental health and the

healing powers of art_perfect for

fans of Girl in Pieces and How it

Feels to Float. It´s been three

months since The Night on the

Bathroom Floor_when Lily found

her older sister Alice hurting

herself. Ever since then, Lily has

been desperately trying to keep

things together, for herself and for

her family. But now Alice is coming

home from her treatment program

and it is becoming harder for Lily to

ignore all of the feelings she´s been

trying to outrun.

9780593487037 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 15/03/2022

12,25€

REMEMBER ME
GONE
STACY STOKES

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Lucy Miller´s family has the unique

ability to remove people´s painful

memories_but Lucy isn´t prepared

for truths she will uncover in this

speculative YA debut thriller,

perfect for fans of Eternal Sunshine

of the Spotless Mind. The small

town of Tumble Tree, Texas, is

known for two things: the blistering

desert heat and The Memory

House, where folks come from all

over to have Lucy´s family erase

their heartaches and tragic

memories.

9780593524169 - PENGUIN USA

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 368 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 22/03/2022

12,25€

CRIMSON REIGN
AMÉLIE WEN ZHAO

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

For fans of Children of Blood and

Bone and Six of Crows comes the

thrilling conclusion to the Blood

Heir trilogy. A princess with a dark

secret must ally with a con man to

liberate her empire from a reign of

terror in this epic fantasy

reminiscent of the Anastasia

story.The Red Tigress, Ana

Mikhailov, has returned to Cyrilia,

but the country she once called

home has fallen under a dark

rule.Across the land, the Empress

Morganya is tightening her grip on

Affinites and non-Affinites alike.

Ana dealt a blow to the Empress

when she and her allies turned back

Morganya's troops, but she couldn't

stop Morganya from gaining

possession of a dangerous new

weapon with the power to steal

Affinities.Ana's forces are scattered,

and her alliance with the rebel

group, the Red Cloaks, is becoming

more frayed by the day.

9780593487044 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

12,25€



ORDINARY
HAZARDS
NIKKI GRIMES

CHILDREN > YOUNG
ADULT (14+ YEARS)

Growing up with a mother suffering

from paranoid schizophrenia and a

mostly absent father, Nikki Grimes

found herself terrorized by

babysitters, shunted from foster

family to foster family, and preyed

upon by those she trusted. At the

age of six, she poured her pain onto

a piece of paper late one night - and

discovered the magic and impact of

writing. For many years, Nikki´s

notebooks were her most enduing

companions. In this accessible and

inspiring memoir that will resonate

with young readers and adults alike,

Nikki shows how the power of those

words helped her conquer the

hazards - ordinary and

extraordinary - of her life.

9781635925623 - RANDOM HOUSE

USA INC

CHILDREN'S NON FICTION

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

12,25€



THE ANTIRACIST DECK
IBRAM X KENDI
MERCHANDISE > OTHERS (MERCHANDISE)

bram X. Kendi has raised our awareness of the importance

of persistent, dedicated antiracist work. Being antiracist is

an everyday commitment; in order to build a more

equitable and just society, we must be diligent, making

antiracist choices at every turn. Meaningful change can

start at the micro-level; these conversations starters will

help you along the way.

9780593234846 - RANDOM HOUSE USA INC

RACE MATTERS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

13,75€

WE SHOULD ALL BE
FEMINISTS: A JOURNAL
CHIMAMANDA NGOZI ADICHIE
MERCHANDISE > STATIONERY (MERCHANDISE)

Her award-winning novels, including Half of a Yellow

Sun and Americanah; her stirring calls to arms We Should

All Be Feminists and Dear Ijeawele; her collaboration with

Beyoncé; sharing the stage with Michelle Obama_each of

these accomplishments has contributed to Chimamanda

Ngozi Adichie´s becoming one of the most iconic feminist

figures of our time.

9780525658894 - RANDOM HOUSE USA INC

WOMEN IN THE WORLD

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

12,50€



THE ECO-
CONSCIOUS
TRAVEL GUIDE
GEORGINA WILSON-POWELL
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL
LITERATURE

Whether you have a long weekend

or a fortnight to spare, there are

plenty of no-fly European

adventures to discover. From

coastal to cultural, mountainous to

mouth-watering, The Eco-

Conscious Travel Guide offers 30

themed routes you can hop on and

hop off at any point, including:*

Alpine Ambles* Ski Escapes*

Chocolate, Cheese and Carb

Delights* Wine-fuelled Wanders

9780008424251 - HARPER COLLINS

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK (C

FORMAT)

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

16,25€

THE LITTLE BOOK
OF PARIS
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

• A celebration of Paris - famously

called the 'City of Lights' and the

'City of Love' - which is known as

one of the top fashion and culinary

capitals of the world • A compilation

of some of the things that make

Paris one of the most beautiful,

iconic cities in the world and makes

Parisians some of the most feared

and fascinating hosts

9781800690257 - WELBECK PRESS

Format: 192 Pages - HARDBACK

Publication Date: 17/03/2022

8,50€

THE 500 HIDDEN
SECRETS OF
LISBON
MIGUEL JUDICE
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

This guide lists 500 things you need

to know about Lisbon in 100

different categories. Most of these

are places to visit, with practical

information to help you find your

way. Others are bits of information

that help you get to know the city

and its habitants. The aim of this

guide is to inspire, not to cover the

city from A to Z.

9789460583056 - LUSTER

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 14/03/2022

17,75€



CALIFORNIA DK
EYEWITNESS
TRAVEL GUIDE
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Dreamin' of California?Whether

you want to hike to the waterfalls in

Yosemite National Park, tour a

winery in Napa or ride a classic

cable car in San Francisco, your DK

Eyewitness travel guide makes sure

you experience all that California

has to offer. California's dramatic

landscape has inspired generations

of artists and explorers - from

rugged redwood-covered bluffs to

idyllic sun-drenched sands,

plunging valleys to snow-capped

peaks. As culturally influential as it

is geographically impressive,

California also boasts two of the

world's foremost cities, San

Francisco and Los Angeles.

9780241418413 - DORLING

KINDERSLEY UK

DK EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDE

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

26,00€

SPAIN
EYEWITNESS
TRAVEL DK
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Discover Spain - a compelling

country filled with must-see sights

Whether you want to explore

Granada's spectacular Alhambra

palace, watch swirling flamenco

dancers in Seville or walk through

lush countryside on the epic

Camino de Santiago, your DK

Eyewitness travel guide makes sure

you experience all that Spain has to

offer.

9780241559369 - DORLING

KINDERSLEY UK

DK EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDE

Format: 608 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 24/03/2022

26,50€

ITALY INSIGHT
GUIDES
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Insight Guides ItalyTravel made

easy. Ask local experts.

Comprehensive travel guide packed

with inspirational photography and

fascinating cultural insights, now

with free eBook.

9781839050220 - APA

PUBLICATIONS PTE LTD

INSIGHT GUIDE

Format: 0 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

25,50€



EXPERIENCE
ICELAND 1
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet's Experience Iceland

is your guide to unforgettable

experiences and local surprises.

Hike across glaciers in Vatnajokull

National Park, gaze at the Northern

Lights, learn the ancient sagas of

West Iceland - all guided by local

experts with fresh perspectives.

Uncover Iceland's best experiences

and get away from the everyday!

Inside Lonely Planet's Experience

Iceland: Unique experiences to

string together an unforgettable trip

Inspiring full-colour travel

photography and maps throughout

Highlights and trip builders to help

tailor a trip to your personal needs

and interests Fresh perspectives to

surprise you with things you hadn't

thought of, as well as fresh takes on

the well-known sights Insider tips

help you discover hidden gems and

get around like a local Expert

insights take you to the heart of the

place

9781838694722 - LONELY PLANET

LP EXPERIENCE

Format: 258 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

26,50€

EXPERIENCE
IRELAND 1
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet's Experience Ireland

is your guide to unforgettable

experiences and local surprises.

Discover the ferociously fast sport of

hurling, explore pristine beaches,

and hike through unspoiled

wilderness - all guided by local

experts with fresh perspectives.

Uncover Ireland's best experiences

and get away from the everyday!

Inside Lonely Planet's Experience

Ireland: Unique experiences to

string together an unforgettable trip

Inspiring full-colour travel

photography and maps throughout

Highlights and trip builders to help

tailor a trip to your personal needs

and interests Fresh perspectives to

surprise you with things you hadn't

thought of, as well as fresh takes on

the well-known sights Insider tips

help you discover hidden gems and

get around like a local Expert

insights take you to the heart of the

place

9781838694692 - LONELY PLANET

LP EXPERIENCE

Format: 258 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

26,50€

EXPERIENCE
ITALY 1 LONELY
PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet's Experience Italy is

your guide to unforgettable

experiences and local surprises.

Learn to voga in Venice, explore the

palaces of Turin, and discover

hidden beaches and lush islands on

the Amalfi Coast - all guided by local

experts with fresh perspectives.

Uncover Italy's best experiences and

get away from the everyday! Inside

Lonely Planet's Experience Italy:

Unique experiences to string

together an unforgettable trip

Inspiring full-colour travel

photography and maps throughout

Highlights and trip builders to help

tailor a trip to your personal needs

and interests Fresh perspectives to

surprise you with things you hadn't

thought of, as well as fresh takes on

the well-known sights Insider tips

help you discover hidden gems and

get around like a local Expert

insights take you to the heart of the

place

9781838694715 - LONELY PLANET

LP EXPERIENCE

Format: 258 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

26,50€



EXPERIENCE
JAPAN 1 LONELY
PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet's Experience Japan is

your guide to unforgettable

experiences and local surprises.

Discover Hokkaido's ski slopes and

snow festivals, explore Himeji-jo,

and sample Japanese delicacies in

Kyoto - all guided by local experts

with fresh perspectives. Uncover

Japan's best experiences and get

away from the everyday! Inside

Lonely Planet's Experience Japan:

Unique experiences to string

together an unforgettable trip

Inspiring full-colour travel

photography and maps throughout

Highlights and trip builders to help

tailor a trip to your personal needs

and interests Fresh perspectives to

surprise you with things you hadn't

thought of, as well as fresh takes on

the well-known sights Insider tips

help you discover hidden gems and

get around like a local Expert

insights take you to the heart of the

place

9781838694746 - LONELY PLANET

LP EXPERIENCE

Format: 258 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

26,50€

EXPERIENCE
PORTUGAL 1
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet's Experience Portugal

is your guide to unforgettable

experiences and local surprises.

Listen to authentic fado in Lisbon,

explore the colourful palaces of

Sintra, feast on the freshest seafood

in the Algarve - all guided by local

experts with fresh perspectives.

Uncover Portugal's best experiences

and get away from the everyday!

Inside Lonely Planet's Experience

Portugal: Unique experiences to

string together an unforgettable trip

Inspiring full-colour travel

photography and maps throughout

Highlights and trip builders to help

tailor a trip to your personal needs

and interests Fresh perspectives to

surprise you with things you hadn't

thought of, as well as fresh takes on

the well-known sights Insider tips

help you discover hidden gems and

get around like a local Expert

insights take you to the heart of the

place

9781838694739 - LONELY PLANET

LP EXPERIENCE

Format: 258 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

26,50€

EXPERIENCE
SCOTLAND 1
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet's Experience Scotland

is your guide to unforgettable

experiences and local surprises.

Journey to St Kilda, explore the Fife

coast, and discover Edinburgh's

festivals - all guided by local experts

with fresh perspectives. Uncover

Scotland's best experiences and get

away from the everyday! Inside

Lonely Planet's Experience

Scotland: Unique experiences to

string together an unforgettable trip

Inspiring full-colour travel

photography and maps throughout

Highlights and trip builders to help

tailor a trip to your personal needs

and interests Fresh perspectives to

surprise you with things you hadn't

thought of, as well as fresh takes on

the well-known sights Insider tips

help you discover hidden gems and

get around like a local Expert

insights take you to the heart of the

place -

9781838694708 - LONELY PLANET

LP EXPERIENCE

Format: 258 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

26,50€



POCKET ATHENS
5 LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet's Pocket Athens is

your guide to the city's best

experiences and local life -

neighbourhood by neighbourhood.

Experience the iconic Acropolis,

philosophise at the Agora, savour

the cuisine; all with your trusted

travel companion. Uncover the best

of Athens and make the most of

your trip!Inside Lonely Planet's

Pocket Athens: Up-to-date

information - all businesses were

rechecked before publication to

ensure they are still open after

2020's COVID-19 outbreakFull-

colour maps and travel photography

throughoutHighlights and

itineraries help you tailor a trip to

your personal needs and

interestsInsider tips to save time

and money and get around like a

local, avoiding crowds and trouble

spotsEssential info at your

fingertips

9781788680479 - LONELY PLANET

LP POCKET GUIDE

Format: 192 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

12,50€

POCKET BRUGES
& BRUSSELS 5
LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet's Pocket Bruges &

Brussels is your guide to the city's

best experiences and local life -

neighbourhood by neighbourhood.

Visit the famous Markt, taste the

world's best beer and cruise the

scenic river; all with your trusted

travel companion. Uncover the best

of Bruges & Brussels and make the

most of your trip!Inside Lonely

Planet's Pocket Bruges & Brussels:

Up-to-date information - all

businesses were rechecked before

publication to ensure they are still

open after 2020's COVID-19

outbreakFull-colour maps and

travel photography

throughoutHighlights and

itineraries help you tailor your trip

to your personal needs and

interestsInsider tips to save time

and money and get around like a

local, avoiding crowds and trouble

spotsEssential info at your

fingertips

9781788680530 - LONELY PLANET

LP POCKET GUIDE

Format: 160 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

12,50€

POCKET
DUBROVNIK &
THE DALMATIAN
COAST 2 LONELY
PL
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet's Pocket Dubrovnik &

the Dalmatian Coast is your guide to

the city's best experiences and local

life - neighbourhood by

neighbourhood. Explore Dubrovnik,

discover Dalmatian beaches; all with

your trusted travel companion.

Uncover the best of Dubrovnik & the

Dalmatian Coast and make the most

of your trip! Inside Lonely Planet's

Pocket Dubrovnik & the Dalmatian

Coast: Up-to-date information - all

businesses were rechecked before

publication to ensure they are still

open after 2020's COVID-19

outbreak Full-colour maps and

travel photography throughout

Highlights and itineraries help you

tailor your trip to your personal

needs and interests Insider tips to

save time and money and get

around like a local, avoiding crowds

and trouble spots Essential info at

your fingertips

9781788681018 - LONELY PLANET

LP POCKET GUIDE

Format: 176 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

12,50€



POCKET HOBART
2 LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet's Pocket Hobart is

your guide to the city's best

experiences and local life -

neighbourhood by neighbourhood.

Explore the Salamanca Market's

delights, climb the imposing

Kunanyi/Mt Wellington and relax

in a sunny beer garden; all with your

trusted travel companion. Uncover

the best of Hobart and make the

most of your trip! Inside Lonely

Planet's Pocket Hobart: Up-to-date

information - all businesses were

rechecked before publication to

ensure they are still open after

2020's COVID-19 outbreak Full-

colour maps and travel photography

throughout Highlights and

itineraries help you tailor a trip to

your personal needs and interests

Insider tips to save time and money

and get around like a local, avoiding

crowds and trouble spots Essential

info at your fingertips

9781787013902 - LONELY PLANET

LP POCKET GUIDE

Format: 160 Pages - PAPERBACK

Publication Date: 01/03/2022

12,50€

POCKET KRAKOW
4 LONELY PLANET
TRAVEL &
LANGUAGE > TRAVEL GUIDES

Lonely Planet's Pocket Krakow is

your guide to the city's best

experiences and local life -

neighbourhood by neighbourhood.

Experience the lively bar scene, visit

Schindler's factory, visit the magical

Wawel castle; all with your trusted

travel companion. Uncover the best

of Krakow and make the most of

your trip! Inside Lonely Planet's

Pocket Krakow: Up-to-date

information - all businesses were

rechecked before publication to

ensure they are still open after

2020's COVID-19 outbreak Full-

colour maps and travel photography

throughout Highlights and

itineraries help you tailor your trip

to your personal needs and interests

Insider tips to save time and money

and get around like a local, avoiding

crowds and trouble spots Essential

info at your fingertips
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Lonely Planet's Pocket Milan is your

guide to the city's best experiences

and local life - neighbourhood by

neighbourhood. Marvel at the

Duomo's facade, get your retail fix at

the Quad, and gaze at world-famous

art; all with your trusted travel

companion. Uncover the best of

Milan and make the most of your

trip! Inside Lonely Planet's Pocket

Milan: Up-to-date information - all

businesses were rechecked before

publication to ensure they are still

open after 2020's COVID-19

outbreak Full-colour maps and

travel photography throughout

Highlights and itineraries help you

tailor your trip to your personal

needs and interests Insider tips to

save time and money and get

around like a local, avoiding crowds

and trouble spots Essential info at

your fingertips
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Lonely Planet's Pocket Reykjavik &

Southwest Iceland is your guide to

the city's best experiences and local

life - neighbourhood by

neighbourhood. Swim the Blue

Lagoon and explore Iceland's

modern, buzzing capital; all with

your trusted travel companion.

Uncover the best of Reykjavik &

Southwest Iceland and make the

most of your trip! Inside Lonely

Planet's Pocket Reykjavik &

Southwest Iceland: Up-to-date

information - all businesses were

rechecked before publication to

ensure they are still open after

2020's COVID-19 outbreak Full-

colour maps and travel photography

throughout Highlights and

itineraries help you tailor a trip to

your personal needs and interests

Insider tips to save time and money

and get around like a local, avoiding

crowds and trouble spots Essential

info at your fingertips
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Format: 160 Pages - PAPERBACK
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Lonely Planet's Pocket San

Francisco is your guide to the city's

best experiences and local life -

neighborhood by neighborhood.

Cross the Golden Gate Bridge,

explore Chinatown, and discover

the Haight; all with your trusted

travel companion. Uncover the best

of San Francisco and make the most

of your trip! Inside Lonely Planet's

Pocket San Francisco: Up-to-date

information - all businesses were

rechecked before publication to

ensure they are still open after

2020's COVID-19 outbreak Full-color

maps and travel photography

throughout Highlights and

itineraries help you tailor a trip to

your personal needs and interests

Insider tips to save time and money

and get around like a local, avoiding

crowds and trouble spots Essential

info at your fingertips

9781788684064 - LONELY PLANET
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Lonely Planet's Pocket Sydney is

your guide to the city's best

experiences and local life -

neighbourhood by neighbourhood.

Splash about at Bondi Beach, enjoy a

concert at the famous Sydney Opera

House and amble through the Royal

Botanic Gardens; all with your

trusted travel companion. Uncover

the best of Sydney and make the

most of your trip!Inside Lonely

Planet's Pocket Sydney:Up-to-date

information - all businesses were

rechecked before publication to

ensure they are still open after

2020's COVID-19 outbreakFull-

colour maps and travel photography

throughoutHighlights and

itineraries help you tailor a trip to

your personal needs and

interestsInsider tips to save time

and money and get around like a

local, avoiding crowds and trouble

spotsEssential info at your

fingertips
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Lonely Planet's Pocket Venice is

your guide to the city's best

experiences and local life -

neighbourhood by neighbourhood.

Treat your senses at Rialto Market,

wonder at Basilica di San Marco and

cruise the canals; all with your

trusted travel companion. Uncover

the best of Venice and make the

most of your trip!Inside Lonely

Planet's Pocket Venice: Up-to-date

information - all businesses were

rechecked before publication to

ensure they are still open after

2020's COVID-19 outbreakFull-

colour maps and travel photography

throughoutHighlights and

itineraries help you tailor a trip to

your personal needs and

interestsInsider tips to save time

and money and get around like a

local, avoiding crowds and trouble

spotsEssential info at your

fingertips

9781787017580 - LONELY PLANET

LP POCKET GUIDE

Format: 192 Pages - PAPERBACK
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Lonely Planet's Pocket Vienna is

your guide to the city's best

experiences and local life -

neighbourhood by neighbourhood.

Sample the brew at a Kaffeehauser,

wander the baroque streets, visit an

imperial palace; all with your

trusted travel companion. Uncover

the best of Vienna and make the

most of your trip!Inside Lonely

Planet's Pocket Vienna: Up-to-date

information - all businesses were

rechecked before publication to

ensure they are still open after

2020's COVID-19 outbreakFull-

colour maps and travel photography

throughoutHighlights and

itineraries help you tailor a trip to

your personal needs and

interestsInsider tips to save time

and money and get around like a

local, avoiding crowds and trouble

spotsEssential info at your

fingertips -
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From wild camping to curling up in

a cabin, discover 200 amazing

places to sleep under the stars in

Europe. Lonely Planet's experts have

scoured the continent to

recommend the best campsites,

wild camping spots, huts, cabins and

refuges in regions across 20

countries, providing practical

advice about how to plan your trip,

when to go, how to get there, and

what to take. In each country profile

we provide an introduction to the

destination and an overview of rules

and regulations around camping,

accompanied by a curated list of our

favourite regions with reviews of the

best campsites, cabins, huts and

wild camping locations.
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